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CHAPTER 6

Department of Mathematics, Boston University,
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

.INTRODUCTION: PRINCIPLES OF SELF-ORGANIZATION IN
MODELS OF SERIAL ORDER: PERFORMANCE MODELS

VERSUS SELF-ORGANIZING MODELS

The problem of serial order in behavior is one of the most difficult and
far-reaching problems in psy<;hology (Lashley, 1951). Speech and lan-
guage, skilled motor control, and goal-oriented behavior generally are all
instances of this profound issue. This chapter describes principles and
mechanisms that have been used to unify a variety of data and models, as
well as to generate new predictions concerning the problem of serial

order.
The present approach differs from many alternative contemporary ap-

proaches by deriving its conclusions from concepts concerning the adap-
tive self-organization (e.g., the development, chunking, and learning) of
serial behavior in response to environmental pressures. Most other ap-
proaches to the problem, notably the familiar information processing and
artificial intelligence approaches, use performance models for which
questions of self-organization are raised peripherally, if at all. Some
models discuss adaptive issues but do not consider them in a real-time
context. A homunculus is often used, either implicitly or explicitly, to
make the model work. Where a homunculus is not employed, models are
often tested numerically in su(:h an impoverished learning environment
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that their instability in a more realistic environment is not noticed. These
limitations in modeling approaches have given rise to unnecessary inter-
nal paradoxes and predictive limitations within the modeling literature. I
suggest that such difficulties are due to the facts that principles and laws
of self-organization are rate-limiting in determining the design of neural
processes, and that problems of self-organization are the core issues that
distinguish psychology from other natural sciences, such as traditional
physics. -.

In light of these assertions, it is perhaps more understandable why a
change of terminology or usage of the same concepts and mechanisms to
discuss a new experiment can be ]l1ailed as a new model. The shared self-
organizing principles that bind the ideas in one model to the ideas in other
models are frequently not recognized. This style of model building tends
to perpetuate the fragmentation of the psychological community into non-
interacting specialties rather than foster the unifying impact whereby
modeling has transformed other fields.

The burgeoning literature on network and activation models in psychol-
ogy has, for example, routinely introduced as new ideas concepts that
were previously developed to explain psychological phenomena in the
neural modeling literature. Such concepts as unitized nodes, the priming
of short-term memory, probes of long-term memory, automatic process-
ing, spreading activation, distinctiveness, lateral inhibition, hierarchical
cascades, and feedback were all quantitatively used in the neural model-
ing literature before being used by experimental psychologists. Moreover,
the later users have often ignored the hard-won lessons .to be found in the
neural modeling literature.

The next section illustrates some characteristic difficulties of models
and how they can be overcome by the present approach (this discussion
can, be skipped on a first reading). 1'.,°,":

!'~

II. MODELS OF LATERAL IINHIBITION,1EMPORAL ORDER,
LEnER RECOGNITIO~~, SPREADING ACTIVATIO~,:~

ASSOCIATIVE LEARNIN(3, CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION,
AND MEMORY SEAR(:H: SOME PROBLEM AREAs

'-' ,iIIA. Lateral Inhibition and the! Suffix Effed' .'.. '~..:~~'::;'
".":c!'~\::,,;,:;,'!:;"'.'..;'::I":.""".-:":.

From a mathematical perspective, a model that uses lateral inhibition is
a competitive dynamical system (Grossberg, 1980a). Smale (1976) has
proven that the class of competitive dynamical systems contains systems
capable of exhibiting arbitrary dynamical behavior. Thus to merely say
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that lateral inhibition is at work is, in a literal mathematical sense, a
vacuous statement. One ne(~ds to define precisely the dynamics that one
has in mind before anything of scientific value can be gleaned. Even going
so far as to say that the inhibitory feedback between nearby populations is
linear says nothing of interest, because linear feedback can cause such
varied phenomena as oscillations that never die out or the persistent
storage of short-term memo:ry patterns, depending on the anatomy of the
network as a whole (Cohen c~ Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg, 1978c, 1980a).
.An imprecise definition of inhibitory dynamics will therefore inevitably

produce unnecessary contrc)versies, as has already occurred. For exam-
ple, Crowder's (1978) explanation of the suffix effect (Dallett, 1965) and
Watkins and Watkins's (198,2) critique of the Crowder theory both focus
on the purported property of recurrent lateral inhibition that an extra
suffix should weaken the su:ffix effect due to disinhibition. However, this
claim does not necessarily hold in certain shunting models of recurrent
lateral inhibition that are compatible with the suffix effect (Grossberg,
1978a, 1978e). This controvf:rsy concerning the relevance of lateral inhibi-
tion to the suffix effect cannot be decided until the models of lateral
inhibition used to analyze thlat effect are determined with complete math-
ematical precision. A type of lateral inhibition that avoids the controversy
is derived from a rule of self-organization that guarantees the stable trans-
fer of temporal order information from short-term memory to long-term
memory as new items continually perturb a network (Section XXXIII).

A more subtle problem arises in Estes's (1972) influential model of
temporal order information in long-term memory. Estes (1972, p. 183)
writes: "The inhibitory tendencies which are required to properly shape
the response output becom,e established in memory and account for the
long term preservation of order information." Estes goes on to say that
inhibitory connections form from the representations of earlier items in
the list to the representatiolrls of later items. Consequently, earlier items
will be less inhibited than laLter items on recall trials and will therefore be
performed earlier. Despite t.he apparent plausibility of this idea, a serious
problem emerges when one writes down dynamical equations for how
these inhibitory interaction:s might be learned in real time. One then dis-
covers that learning by this mechanism is unstable because, as Estes
realized, the joint activatioirl of two successive network nodes is needed
for the network to know vthich inhibitory pathway should be strength-
ened. As such an inhibitory pathway is strengthened, it can more strongly
inhibit its receptive node, which is the main idea of the Estes model.



However, when this inhibitory :action inhibits the receptive node, it un-
dermines the joint excitation that is needed to learn and remember the
strong inhibitory connection. The inhibitory connection then weakens,
the receptive node is disinhibited, and the learning process is initiated
anew. An unstable cycle of learning and forgetting order information is

,thus elicited through time. Notwithstanding the heuristic, appeal of
:: Estes's mechanism, it cannot bl~ correct in its present form~AII conclu-

sions that use this mechanism therefore need revision, such as Rumelhart
'and Norman's (1982) discussion of typing and MacKay's (1982) discus-.

f tSlono synax ,,- ..'-"" --, '-M'"..., , ,-, c ::: 'C' " "

One might try to escape the- instability problem that arises in Estes's
(1972) theory of temporal ordel~ information by claiming that inhibitory
connections are prewired into a sequential buffer and that many different
lists can be performed from thi~; buffer. Unfortunately, traditional buffer
concepts (e.g., Atkinson & ShiJIrin, 1968; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981)
face design problems that are as serious as the instability criticism (Gross-
berg, 1978a). In this way, the important design problem of how to repre-
sent temporal order information in short-term and long-term memory
without using either a traditional buffer or conditioned inhibitory connec-
tions is vividly raised. Solutions of these problems are suggested in Sec;-
tions XII-XIX and XXXIV.

A similar instability problem occurs in the work of letter perception of
Rumelhart and McClelland (1982). They write: "Each letter node is as-
sumed to activate all of those word nodes consistent with it and inhibit all
other word nodes. Each active word node competes with all other word
nodes. .." (Rumelhart & ~dcClelland, 1982, p. 61). Obviously, the
selective connections between letter nodes and word nodes are not pre-
wired into such a network at birth. Otherwise, all possible letter-word
connections for all languages would exist in every mind, which is absurd.
Some of these connections are 1therefore learned. If the inhibitory connec-
tions are learned, then the moclel faces the same instability criticism that
was applied to Estes's (1972) ]ffiodel. Grossberg (1984b) shows, in addi-
tion, that if the excitatory coll]l1ections' are learned, then learning cannot
get started.

The connections hypothesiz~~d by Rumelhart and McClelland also face
another type of challenge from a self-organization critique. How does the
network learn the difference between a letter and a word? Indeed, some
letters are words, and both ll~tters and words are pronounced using a
temporal series of motor commands. Thus many properties of letters and

",j
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words are functionally equi,ralent. Why, then, should each word compete
with all other words, where~ls no letter competes with all other words? An
alternative approach is suggested in Section XXXVII, where it is sug-
gest~d that the levels used in the Rumelhart and McClelland model are
insufficient. ,.

The McClelland and Rumelhart model faces such difficulties because it
considers only performancl~ issues concerning the processing of four-
letter. words. In contrast, the present approach considers learning and
perfprrnance issues concerning the processing of words of any length. Its
analysis of how a letter stre,lm of arbitrary length i~ organized during real-
time presentation leads to ~i process that predicts, among other proper-
ties', a word-length effect inl word superiority studies (Grossberg, 1978e,
Sect. 41; reprinted in Grossberg, 1982d, p. 595). Subsequent data have
supported this prediction (Ie.g., Matthei, 1983; Samuel, van Santen, &
Johnston, 1982, 1983). No such prediction could be made using Rumelhart
and McClelland's (1982) m,odel, since it is defined only for four-letter
words. Moreover, the theoretical ideas leading to predictions such as the
word-length effect are deri'ved from an analysis of how letter and word
representations are learned!. An analysis of performance issues per se
provides insufficient constr.aints on processing design.

II.D. Spreading Activation

Similar difficulties arise from some usages of ideas like spreading acti-
vation in network memory models. In Anderson (1976) and Collins and
Loftus (1975), the amount of activation arriving at a network node is a
decreasing function of the number of links the activation has traversed,
and the time for activation to spread is significant (about 50-100 ms per
link). By contrast, there is overwhelming neural evidence of activations
that do not pass passively through nerve cells and that are not carried
slowly and decrementally ac;ross nerve pathways (Eccles, 1952; Kuffler &
Nicholls, 1976; Stevens, 1~)66). Rather, activation often cannot be trig-
gered at nerve cells unless proper combinations of input signals are re-
ceived, and when a signal is elicited it is carried rapidly and nondecremen-
tally along nerve pathways. Although these ideas have been used in many
n~ural network analyses of psychological data, their unfamiliarity to
many psychologists is still a source of unnecessary controversy (Ratcliff
& McKoon, 1981). Most spreading activation models are weakened by
their insufficient concern for which nodes have a physical existence and
which dynamical transactions occur within and between nodes. Both of
these issues are special cas~~s of the general question of how a node can be

self-organized through experience.
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Anderson's 0983) con~~pt of a "fan effect" in spreading activation
..illustrates thes~: difficulti~s~:'" AndersQO: proposes that if more pathways

lead away, from a concept node, each pathway can carry less activation~"
In thisvi~-Wf.'~~tivation behaves .like a conserved fluid that flows through
pipelike pathways. Hence, the activation of more pathways, will, slQw-
reaction time;_otherthingsbeirigiequal. The number of pathwaY§""~9,.Wpi~h",,

'.a:concept node leads, howeve.r~jls a learned property of a self-organizing -

;~, net.work!;~,-The pathways that_are strengthened by learning are a s~9~~et~ of
alI-:the"patbw-ays that lead away from the concept node. At the c9nc~p.t..c

,,;nodeitself~:no evidence is availa1ble to label which of these pathways,w~s
::- strertgthen~d.by, learning (Section III); The knowledge of which pathw~y~;;
"are learned is only available by t(~sting how effectively the learned signals-
can activate their recipient npde~). It is not possible, in principle, tocmake

.this decision at the activating node itself. ":.:'.cf:;f;;ri,;i,:';-;,"::
Since many nodes may be activated by .signals from a single node, the

network decides which nodes wi]ll control observable behavior by restrict-
ing the number of activated nodes. Inhibitory interactions among the
nodes help to accomplish this ta~;k. Inhibitory interactions are not used in
Anderson's (1983) theory, although it is known that purely excitatory
feedback networks are unstable unless artificially narrow choices of pa-
rameters are made. Without postulating that activation behaves like a
conserved fluid, a combination of thresholds and inhibitory interactions
can generate a slowing of reactilJn time as the number of activated path-
ways is increased. In fact, the t]ransition from a fan concept (associative
normalization) to inhibitory interactions and thresholds was explicitly
carried out and applied to the slludy of reaction time (Grossberg, 1968b,
1969c). This theoretical step gradually led to the realization that inhibitory
interactions cause limited capacity properties as a manifestation of a fun-
damental principle of network design (Section XIX). Anderson (1983)
intuitively justifies his fan concept in terms of a limited capa~ity for
spreading activation, but he doe:s not relate the limited capacity property
to inhibitory processes. ,:~ :-;:_~"~ -.

II.E. ASsociative learning ancJ Categorical Perception
.,.;" ..

:~, In the literature on associative learning, confusion has ariseij due .to an
insufficient comparative analysis of the adaptive models that are.. avail-
able. For example, some autho)~s erroneously claim that all mod~m asso-
ciative models use "Hebbian s:ynapses" (Anderson, Silverstein,~itz, &
Jones, 1977) and thus go on to e:quate important differences in prQc~ssing
capabilities that exist among di,fferent associative models. For example,
in their discussion of long-term memory, Anderson et al. (1977) claim tha~
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the change in synaptic weiJght zij from a node Vj to a node Vj equals the
product of the activity fi of Vj with the activity gj of Vj, where fi and gj may
be positive or negative. If bothfi and gj are negative, two inhibited nodes
can generate a positive increment in memory, which is neurally unprece-
dented. Also, iffi is positive and gj is negative, a negative memory trace Zij
can occur. Later, iffi is negative, its interaction with negative memory Zij
causes a positive activation of gj. Thus an inhibited nodevj can; via a
negative memory trace Zij, ~:xcite a node vi' This property is also neurally
unprecedented. Both of these properties follow from the de'sire of Ander-
son et al. (1977) to apply ideas from linear system theory to neural net-
works.. These problems do not arise in suitably designed nonlinear asso-
ciative networks (Section III). .C:," '.7

The desire to preserve thle framework of linear system theory also led
Anderson et al. (1977) to employ a homunculus in their model ofcategori-
cal perception, which cannlot adequately be explained by a linear model.
To start their discussion of categorical perception, they allowed some of
their short-term memory ac:tivities to become amplified by positive linear
feedback. Left unchecked in a linear model, the positive feedback would
force the activities to become infinite, which is physically impossible. To
avoid this property, the aulthors imposed a rule that stops the growth of
each activity when it reaches a predetermined maximal or minimal size
and thereafter stores this e;~tremal value in memory. The tendency of all
variables to reach a maximal or minimal value is then used to discuss data
about categorical perceptiolrl. No physical process is defined to justify the
discontinuous change in thle slope of each variable when it reaches an
extreme of activity or to e;~plain the subsequent storage of these activi-
ties. The model thus invo~:es a homunculus to explain both categorical
perception and short-term :memory storage.

If the discontinuous saturation rule is replaced by a continuous satura-
tion rule, and if the dynami~:s of short-term memory storage are explicitly
defined, then positive linear feedback can compress the stored activity
pattern, rather than contrast enhance it, as one desires to explain categor-
ical perception (Grossberg, 1973, 1978d). This example illustrates how
perilous it is to substitute 1~ormal algebraic rules, such as those of linear
system theory, for dynamical rules in the explication of a psychological
process. Even in cases where the algebraic rule seems to express an
intuitive property of the psychological process-such as the tendency to
saturate-the algebraic rul(~ may also suggest the use of other rules-such
as linear positive feedback:-that produce diametrically opposed results
when they are used in a dynamical description of the process. No homun-
culus is needed to explain categorical perception in suitably designed
nonlinear neural networks (Sections XVIII and XXII). Indeed, nonlinear
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network mechanisms are designed to avoid the types of instabilities and
interpretive anomalies that a lin(:ar feedback system" approach ofte~"'gen-
erates in a neural network contc:xt. -' ;!":;;t:~,..,

"'. ,..i, C,'"'" ""::,';';\:Jj",'1 j;"!,,,'~', " ...'",..,':~,fi },""-:ir;;"'1~'I};{' "ft."'!,'",:,.."t\,..~;2'.::..,..;;-,,; 
Much. as~~nders?n et ~l~ (1~~77) impro~erly .1~~p~~'iJIl.~-~~f~f.~~tive

:::' : j,,;,;:modelsmto a.. Hebblan category, so Sutton and BartQ (1981) have mcor-.:,j.c;~:,~c,,'~;::~\rectlycl~~ed 
that associative models' other than their'owD ~s~ H~.bbian'.c .-, ., .""' 'c""': ":;' ',.,! ,,ff;"':,:,:.:Z:::-l;,~synapses.. 

They go on to reject ~ul Heb9ian models in: favor of tneif"own

a..ss.o~i~~iv~"~odel" 9iven ~he
,T-' ;';,:...", Hebblan distInction, It IS neces~;ary to define a HebblaQsynapse and to

-". c'-';- analyze Why it is being embrace:d or rejected. " "::. ,.. ...' .:';~.,: 

":::;:;::'?:~"" Sutton and Barto (1981, p. 135) follow Hebb to define a Hebbian syn-
,~,:-, apse as follows: "When a cell A repeatedly and persistently takes part in

firing another cell B, then A's efficiency in firing B is increased." How-
ever, in my associative theory, which Sutton and Barto classify as a
Hebbian theory, repeated and persistent associative pairing between A

, and B can yield conditioned dec;reases, as well as increases, .in synaptic

strength (Grossberg, 1969b, 19710b, 1972c). This is not a minor property,
since it is needed to assert that 'the unit of long-term memory is a spatial
pattern of synaptic strengths (~)ection IV). Hebb's law by contrast, is
consistent with the assumption that the unit of long term memory is a

-single synaptic strength. This property does not satisfy the definition of a
Hebbian synapse; hence, my associative laws are not Hebbian, contrary
to Sutton and Barto's claim. Moreover, the associative component of
these laws is only one of several interesting factors that control their
mathematical and behavioral properties. None of these factors was con-

sidered by Hebb.
Notwithstanding these important details, we still need to ask why Sut-

, ton and Barto attack "Hebbia:n" models. The reasqn is that Hebbian
theories are purported to be unable (1) to recall a conditioned response
with a shorter time lag after the presentation of a conditioned stimulus
(CS) than was required for efficient learning to occur between the CS and
the unconditioned stimulus (UICS), or (2) to explain the inverted U in
learning efficacy that occurs as a function of the time lag between a CS

,.: and UCS on learning trials. Ind(~ed, Sutton and Barto (1981, p. 142) confi-
::\.. ,- ;': dently assert: "Not one of the adaptive element models currently in the
" ,literature is capable of produclI1lg behavior whose temporal structure is in

.agreement with that observed in animal learning as described above."
Unfortunately, this assertion is :false. In fact, Sutton and Barto refer to the
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article by Grossberg (1974) ""hich reviews a conditioning theory that can
explain these phenomena (Grrossberg, 1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1975), as well
as a variety of other phenom,ena that Sutton and Barto cannot explain due
to their model's formal kinship with the Rescorla-Wagner mo,del (Gross-
berg, 1982b; Rescorl& & Wagner, 1972). Moreover, my explanation does
not depend on the non-Hebbian nature of my associative laws but rather
on the global anatomy of the networks that I derive to explain condition-
ing data. " , ,

This anatomy includes n,etwork regions, calle_d" ."drive representa-
tions," at which the reinforc:ing properties of external cues join together
with internal drive inputs to compute motivational decisions that modu-
late the attentional processing of external cues. No such concept is postu-
lated in Sutton and Barto's (1981) model. Thus the fact that a pair of
simultaneous CSs can be processed, yet a CS that is simult~neous with a
UCS is not processed, does not depend on the elaboration of the UCS's
motivational and attentional properties in the Sutton and Barto model,
despite the fact that the UC~S might have been a CS just hours before.
Sutton and Barto's model of classical conditioning excludes motivational
and attentional factors, instead seeking all explanations of classical condi-
tioning data in the propertie~i of a single synapse. Such an approach can-
not explain the large databa:)e concerning network interactions between
neocortex, hypothalamus, septum, hippocampus, and reticular formation
in the control of stimulus-reinforcer properties (Berger & Thompson,
1978; Deadwyler, West, & Robinson, 1981; DeFrance, 1976; Gabriel,
Foster, Orona, Saltwick, &~ Stanton, 1980; Haymaker, Anderson, &
Nauta, 1969; MacLean, 1970; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Olds, 1977; Stein,
1958; West, Christian, Robinson, & Deadwyler, 1981) and leads its au-
thors to overlook the fact th:lt such interactions are interpreted and pre-
dicted by alternative models (Grossberg, 1975). The present chapter also
focuses on behavioral properties that are emergent properties of network
interactions, rather than of single cells, and illustrates that single cell and
network laws must both be (;arefully chosen to generate desirable emer-

gent properties.

II.G. Search of Associative Memory

The Anderson et al. (1977) model provides one example ofa psycholog-
ical model whose intuitive biisis is not adequately instantiated by its for-
mal operations. Such a dispalrity between intuition and formalism causes
internal weaknesses that limit the explanatory and predictive power of
many psychological model:). These weaknesses can coexist with a
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model's ability to achieve good data fits on it limited number of experi-
ments. U nfortunately-~J;gbod curvefifs have tended to inhibit serious anal-
ysis of the interriafstfucture of psychologicaf models.

Another"exampliof-:this: type of model is'Raaijmakers and Shiffrin's
(1981) model'ofas;sociativememory search. The data fits of this model are
remarkab1Y'.-good~Orie reason for itsliiterhal difficulties is viewed by the'
authors as~"oiie'of itsstrengtlis:7~'Because':oiir main interest lies in the..
development of a retrieval th(~ory, very few assumptions will. be stated
c'oncernfng'tfle" (riterlmage 'structure' ':(Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981, p;~
123). To:"characferizethis retrievaltIleory, the model defines learning
rules thaf"'ar'e;~naIbgous to lawsofiassociative learning. However, in
informatlon!pf~:cessing model:) of this'kfnd, terminology like short-terni
memory (STM) and long-term memory (L TM) is often used instead of
terminology:like:GS, UCS, and conditioning. These differences of termi-
nology seem to have sustained the separate development of models that

describe mechanistically relatl~d processes.
Although Raaijmakers and ~)hiffrin's (1981) model intuitively discusses

STM and LTM, no STM variables are formally defined; only LTM
strengths are defined. This omission forces compensatory assumptions to
be made through the remaining theoretical structure. In particular, the
LTM strength S(WjT, WjS) be:tween the ith word at test (T) and thejth
stored (S) word is made a lilll~ar function

S(WiT, WjS) = btij (1)

of the time tij during which both words are in the STM buffer. Thus there
is no forgetting, the L TM streJt1gth grows linearly to infinity on successive
trials, and although both wonjs are supposedly in the buffer when LTM
strength is growing, strength is assumed to grow between WiT and Wis
rather than between Wis and "'Ijs. A more subtle difficulty is that time per
se should not explicitly dete:rmine a dynamical process, as it does in
Equation 1, unless it parame1.erizes' an external input. All of these prob-
lems arise because the theor)1 does not define STM activities which can

mediate the formation of lon!~-term memories.
Instead of using STM activities as the variables that control perfor-

mance, the theory defines sampling and recovery probabilities directly in
terms of LTM traces. The sampling probabilities are built up out of prod--

ucts of LTM traces, as in th(~ formula

S(Cr, WiS)S(Wkr, WiS)
00" ~7=IS(CT, WjS)S(WkT, Wjs) (2)

for the probability of samplin:g the ith word Wjs given a probe consisting of
a context cue CT and the kth word WkT at test (T). This formula formally

PS(Wis I Cr, Wk1") =
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compensates for the problem of steadily increasing strengths by balancing
numerator strengths against denominator strengths. It also formally
achieves selectivity in sampling by multiplying strengths together. The
theory does not, however, explain how or why these operations might
occur in vivo.:, -;- ".
::, The context cue C T is of particular importance because the relative
strength of context-to-word associations is used to explain the theory's
proudest achievement-the part-list cuing effect. However, the context
cue is just. an extra parameb~r in the theory because no explanation is
given of how a context repres~entation arises or is modified due to experi-
m~ntal manipulations. In othe:r words, because recall theory says nothIng
about. chunking or recognition, the context cue plays a role akin to that
played by the "fixed stars" in classical explanations of centrifugal force.

In addition to the continuou.s rule for strength increase (Equation 1), the
theory defines a discrete rule for strength increase

S'(WiT, WjS) = S(WiT, WjS) + g

which also leads to unbounded strengths as trials proceed. The increment-
ing rule (Equation 3) is applied only after aosuccessful recall. Although
this rule helps to fit some data, it is not yet explained why two such
different strengthening rules :)hould coexist.

The authors represent the limited capacity of STM by appending a
normalization constraint onto their sampling probability rule. They gener-
alize Equation 2 with the sampling rule

ili=1 S(Qj, Ii)WjQI, Q2, ...,Qn) = Lk IIi=1 S(Qj' Ik)WjPs(Ij I

where the weights Wj satisfy

m

2: Wj :5 W.
j=1

Equation 4 defines the probability of sampling the ith image Ii, given the
set of probe cues QI, Q2, ..., Qn. Why these normalization weights,
which intend to represent the limited capacity of STM, should appear in a
sampling rule defined by L T~vI traces is unexplained in the theory.
-.The properties that the formalism of Raaijmakers and Shiffrin (1981)

~ttempts to capture have al:50 arisen within my own work on human
,memory (Grossberg, 1978a, 1978b). Because this theory describes the
self-organization of both recognition and recall using real-time operations
on STM and L TM traces, it exhibits these properties in a different light.
Its analog of the product rule I(Equation 2) is due to properties of temporal
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order information- in STM derived from a principle that guarantees the
stable transfer of temporal order information from STM to L TM (Section

,',XXXIV)..-,Its analog of the con1:inuous strengthening rule (Equation 1) is
c:-found in the chunking process whereby recognition chunks are formed
-(Section XXI). Its analog of the discrete strengthening rule (3) is due to

:.:::- the process whereby associations from recognition chunks to recall com-
': mands are learned (Section VI). Its analog of. the; normaiization rule
:; (Equation 5) is: a normalizatiorl property of competitive STM networks

...:~that are capable of retuning their sensitivity in response. to variable oper-
;.:,. ating loads (Section: XVII)~- Not surprisingly, the. part-:list cuing effect

..7:;POS~S no problem for this theory, which also suggests how~ contextual
::~representations are learned. In :Iight of these remarks, I suggest that Raai-

jrnakers and Shiffrin (1981) have not realized how much the.. data they
; wish to explain depends on th(~ "interimage structure" that their theory

does not consider. .'"' "
A few principles and mechanisms based on ideas about self-organiza-

tion have, in fact, been the vamtage point for recognizing and avoiding
internal difficulties within psyc,hological models of cognition, perception,
conditioning, attention, and information processing (Grossberg, 1978a,
1978e, 1980b, 1980d, 1981b, 19182b, 1982d, 1983, 1984a, 1984b). Some of
these principles and mechanisms of self-organization are defined below
and used to discuss issues and data concerning the functional units of
speech, language, and motor control. This foundation was originally built
up for this purpose in Grossberg (1978e). That article, as well as others
that derive the concepts on which it is based, are reprinted in Grossberg

(1982d).

III. ASSOCIATIVE lEAI~NING BY NEURAL NETWORKS:
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN STM AND lTM

The foundation of the theor~' rests on laws for associative learning in a
neural network, which I call the "embedding field" equations (Grossberg,
1964). These laws are derived from psychological principles and have
been physiologically interpreted in many places (e.g., Grossberg, 1964,
1967, 1968b, 1969b, 1970b, 1972c, 1974). They are reviewed herein insofar
as their properties shed light on the problem of serial order.

The associative equations d~:scribe interactions among unitized nodes Vi
that are connected by directed. pathways, or axons eu. These interactions
are defined in terms of STM traces Xi(t) computed at the nodes Vi and
LTM traces zij computed at the endpoints, or synaptic knobs, Su of the
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eV.
I i j

Figure 6.1. An STM trace Xi fluctuates at each node Vi. and an LTM trace Zij fluctuates at the
end (synaptic knob) Sij of each conditionable pathway eij. The performance signal Bij is
generated in eij by Xi and travels at a finite velocity until it reaches Sij. The L TM trace Zij
computes a time average of the contiguous STM trace Xj multiplied by a sampling signal Eij
that is derived from Bij. The performance signal Bij is gated by Zij before the gated signal BijZij

perturbs xi'

directed pathways eij (Figure: 6.1). The simplest realization of these inter-
actions among n nodes VI , V2,. ..,Vn is given by the system of differen-
tial equations

and

where i,j = 1,2,. .., n; dldt denotes the rate of change of the contigu-

ous variable, Xi or Zij, as the c:ase might be; and the notation [~]+ = max(~,
0) defines a threshold. The tf~rms in Equations 6 and 7 have the following

interpretations.

IliA. STM Decay

Function Ai in Equation 6 is the decay rate of the STM trace Xi. This
rate can, in principle, depend on all the unknowns of the system, as in the
competitive interaction

n

Ai = A -(B -X;)g(X;) + L Cikh(Xk),
k=\

which I describe more fully in Section XVIII). Equation 8 illustrates that
STM decay need not be a passive process. Active processes of competi-
tive signaling, as in this equation or other feedback interactions, can be
absorbed into the seemingly innocuous term Ajxj in Equation 6.
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Function Bki in Equation 6 is a performance signal from node Uk to the

synaptic knob(s) Ski of pathway ekio Activation "spreads" along eki via the
signal Bki 0 Two typical choices of Bki are

(9)
,;1:'

or
"'.,' ~.-"---'i". ,;;1;-.1;:;;., ~.-"'";,,;1;;-,-::, ,.","'. Bki(t) =f(Xk(t ~'Tk~»bki, --, c"" ::- '-(10)

where f(g) is _a sigmoid, or S-shaped, function of g with f(O) = O. in
Equation 9, a signal leaves Uk only if Xk exceeds the signal threshold r ki
(Figure 6.2a). The signal move1) along eki at a finite velocity ("activation
spreads") and reaches Ski after Tki time units. Typically, Tki is a short time
compared to the time it takes Uk to exceed threshold r ki in response to
signals. Parameter bki measures the strength of the pathway eki from Uk to
Vi. If bki = 0, no pathway exists.

In Equation 10, the signal thrl~shold r ki is replaced by attenuation of the
signal at small xk values and by saturation of the signal at large Xk values
(Figure 6.2b). The S-shaped signal function is-the simplest physical signal
function that can prevent noise amplification from occurring due to rever-
beratory signaling in a feedbac.k network (Section XVIII).

III.C. Probed Read-Out of lTM: Gating of Performance Signals

Term BkiZki in Equation 6 says that the signal Bki from Vk to Ski interacts
with the LTM trace Zki at Ski. This interaction can be intuitively described
in several ways. For one, Bki i:s a probe signal, activated by STM at Vk,
that reads out the L TM trace Zki into the STM trace Xi of Vi. For another,
Zki "gates" signal Bki before it r(~aches Vi from Vk so that the signal strength
that perturbs Xi at Vi is BkiZki ra.ther than Bki. Thus even if an input to Vk
excited equal signals Bki in all i:he pathways eki, only those Vi abutted by
large L TM traces Zki will be appreciably activated by Vk. Activation does
not merely "spread" from Vk to other nodes; it can be transformed into
propagated signals (Xk into BkJ and gated by LTM traces (Bki into BkiZki)
before it reaches these nodes.

The gated signals from all th~~ nodes Vk combine additively at Vi to form
the total signal Ti = L2= I BkiZki of Equation 6. Speaking mathematically, Ti
is the "dot product," or inner product, of the vectors Bi = (Bli, B2i,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2 (a) A threshold signal: Bu(t) is positive only if Xi(t -'Tu) exceeds the signal
threshold r u. Bu(t) is a linear function of xAt -'Tu) above this threshold. (b) A sigmoid signal:
Bu(t) is attenuated at small values of Xi(t -'Tu), much as in the threshold case, and levels off
at large values of Xi(t -'Tu) after all signaling sites are turned on.

..., BnU and Zi = (Zli, ZZi,. .., Zni) of probe signals and LTM traces,

respectively. Such a dot product is often written as

(11)Tj = Bj .Zj.

The transformation of the ve:ctor x* = (XI, X2,. .., xn) of all STM traces
into the vector T* = (T 1, T;!, ..., Tn) of all dot products, specifically

x* ~ 1'*,

completely describes how ~)TM traces generate feedback signals within

the network.
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A transformation by dot products as in Equation 12 is said to define a
filter. Because the LTM traces .z; that gate the signals B; can be changed by
experience, the transformation (Equation] 2) is said to define an adaptive
filter. Thus the concepts of fe(~dback signaling and adaptive filtering are
identical in Equation 6. ." ','"

III.E. Lateral Inhibition
.., -" ,

Term L~=I Cki in Equation 6 describes the total inhibitory signal from all
nodes Vk to Vi. An illustrative choice of the inhibitory signal from Vk to Vi is

C ( ) ( ( » .'.' , :.,, \, (13)ki t == g Xk t -O"ki Cki, "'~:"'.."" "..7\'~i"~;'"\.'

where g(~) is a sigmoid signal function, Uki is the time lag for a signal to be
transmitted ("spread") between Vk and Vi, and Cki describes the strength of

the inhibitory path from Vk to iUi.

Automatic Activation o'F Content-Addressable Nodes

Function /;(1) in Equation 6 is an input corresponding to presentation of
the ith event through time. Th(~ input /;(1) can be large during and shortly
after the event and otherwise equals zero. The input automatically excites
V; in the sense that the input has a direct effect on the STM activity of its
target node.

In all, each STM trace can decay, can be activated by external stimuli,
and can interact with other nocles via sums of gated excitatory signals and
inhibitory signals. These equcltions can be generalized in several ways
(Grossberg, 1974, 1982d). For example, LTM traces for inhibitory path-
ways can also be defined (Gro:)sberg, 1969b) and in a way that avoids the
difficulties of Estes's (1972) th(~ory in Section I. The appendix describes a
more general version of the eqluations that includes stable, conditionable

inhibitory pathways.

III.G. L TM Decay

Function Dij in Equation 7 is the decay rate of the L TM trace Zij. The
LTM decay rate, like the STM[ decay rate, can depend on the state of the
system as a whole. For example, in principle it can be changed by atten-
tional signals, probe signals, slow threshold fluctuations, and the like
without destroying the invari:ants of associative learning that I need to

can:y out my argument (Gros:;berg, 1972c, 1974, 1982d).
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Function Eij in Equation 7 describes a learning signal from Vi to Sij that
drives the LTM changes in Zij at Sij. In other words, Vi "samples" v. by, J

turning on Eij. Otherwise expressed, the STM trace Xj is read into the
L TM trace Zij by turning on the sampling signal Eij. In the simplest cases,
Eij is proportional to Bij..' By setting both Dij and Eij equal to zero in
Equation 7, a pathway eij can be converted from a conditionable pathway
to a prewired pathway that is inc~pable of learning.

An important technical issue concerns the most general relationship
that can exist between Bij and Eij. It has ~een proven that, in a precise
mathematical sense, unbiased learning occurs if "Bij is large only if Eij is
large" (Grossberg, 1972c, 1982d). This condition, called a "local flow"
condition, is interpreted physically as follows. After the sampling signal
Eij reaches Sij, it influences learning by Zij within Sij. The sampling signal
Eij is also averaged, delayed, or otherwise transformed within Sij to give
rise to the performance signal Bij. This signal acts at a "later stage"
within Sij than Eij because Bij energizes the net effect BijZij of Vi on Vj. The
mathematical local flow condition shows that. this physical interpretation
of the relationship between Eij and Bij is sufficient to guarantee unbiased

learning.

111.1. Mutual Interaction of STM and L TM

By joining together terms DijZij and Eijxj, it follows from Equation 7 that
the L TM trace zij is a time average of the product of learning signals Eij
from Vi to Sij, with STM traces at Vi' When zij changes in size, it alters the
gated signals from Vi to Vj via term Bijzij, and thus the value of the STM
trace Xj. In this way the STM and L TM traces mutually influence each
other, albeit on different spatial and temporal scales.

IV. LTM UNIT IS A SPATIAL PAnERN:
SAMPLING AND FACTORIZATION

To understand the functional units of goal-oriented behavior, it is nec-
essary to characterize the functional unit of long-term memory in an
associative network. This problem was approached by first analyzing
what the minimal anatomy capable of associative learning can actually
learn (Grossberg, 1967, 1968a, 1969g, 1970b) and then proving that the
same functional unit of memory is computed in much more general anato-
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mies (Grossberg, 1969b, 1972c, 1974). Three properties that werediscov-

ered by these investigations will be needed here:
, ",;: ; :::' ,

1. The functional unit ofL r.MJs a,spatial patte[~ ?f'activity.
2. A spatial pattern is encoded in LTM bya process of stimulus sam-

.," .

plmg.-:~, ;'l.;. .' "::0-;,;.:.:;:::;
'. 3. The learning process factorizes the input prop,erties which' energize

, ,-, ,
learning and perfQrmance !rom the spatial patterns to be learned and
Performed. 'c, "",'; ';,~ .,,' '-'::' ,.' ';" , .; '.

.' .-,!,.' ,., CO ' ,

Each of these 'abstract properties is a computational universal that ap-
:'pears-under different names in ostensibly unrelated concrete applications.
Henceforth iii'tfiechapter ~'an abstractpropertY will be described before it
is applied to concreterexamples. ;" ..0

,; .-0 ; ~ '.-. ~,:

OUTSTAR LEARNING: FACTORIZING COHERENT PATTER~~
FROM CHAOTIC ACTIVITY

v.

The minimal anatomy capable of associ~tive learning is depicted in
Figure 6.3a. A single node, or population, Vo is activated by an external
event via an input function Io(t). This event is called the sampling event.
For example, in studies of classical conditioning, the sampling event is the

conditioned stimulus (CS).
If the sampling event causes the signal thresholds of node Vo to be

exceeded by its STM trace Xo, then learning signals Eo; propagate along
the pathways eOi toward a certain number of nodes Vi, i = 1, 2, ..., n.

The same analysis of learning applies no matter how many nodes Vi exist,
provided that at least two nodes exist (n :2: 2) to permit some learning to
occur. The learning signals EOi are also called sampling signals because
their size influences the learning rate, with no learning occurring ",hen all

signals EOi are equal to zero.
The sampling signals Eoi from Vo do not activate the nodes Vi directly. In

contrast, the LTM-gated performance signals BOizOi directly influence the
nodes Vi by activating their STM traces Xi. The nodes Vi can also be
activated directly by the events to be learned. These events are repre-
sented by the inputs Ii(t) which activate the STM traces Xi of the nodes Vi,
i = 1, 2, ..., n. Because the signals Eoi enable the ZOi to sample STM
traces, the inputs I l(t), I2(t), ..., In(t) are called the sampled event. In
studies of classical conditioning, the sampled event is the unconditioned
stimulus (UCS). The output signals from the nodes Vi that are ca.used by

the VCS control the network's unconditioned response (VCR).
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Vo

ucs

b

Figure 6.3 The minimal network capable of associative pattern learning: (a) A conditioned
stimulus (CS) activates a single node or cell population vo. which sends sampling signals to a
set of nodes VI. V2. Vn. An input pattern representing an unconditioned stimulus
(UCS) activates the nodes VI. V2.. ...Vn. which elicit output signals that contribute to the
unconditioned response (UCR). The sampling signals from Vo activate the L TM traces Zo;
that are computed at the synaptic knobs So;. i = I. 2.. ...n. The activated L TM traces can
learn the activity pattern across VI. V2. Vn that represents the UCS. (b) When the
sampling network in (a) is drawn to emphasize its symmetry. the result is an outstar wherein
Vo is the sampling source and the set {VI. V2. vn} is the sampled border.
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The sampling signals EOi directly activate the performance signa:ls EOi
and the L TM traces ZOi rather than the STM traces Xi. These L TM tlraces
are computed at the synaptic knobs SOi that abut the nodes Vi. This loca-
tio~ permits the L TM traces ZOi to sample the STM traces Xi when they are
activated by the sampling signals EOio Such a minimal network is called an
outs tar because it caij be redrawn as in Figure 6.3b.

" "

Mathematical analysis of an outstar reveals that it can learn a spatial
pattern, which is a sampled event to the node:s Vt, V2, ..., Vn whose
inputs Ii have a flxed relative size while vo's sampling signals ar~ active. If
the inputs Ii have a fixed/relative size, they can be rewritten in the form

; :~: Ij(t) = (JjI(t) e. (1,4)

where (Jj is the constant relative'iinput size, or "reflectance," and the
function I(t) is the fluctuating total activity, or "background" input, of the
sampled event. The convention that ~i=l (Jj ~ 1 guarantees that I(t) I~epre-
sents the total sampled input to the outstar-specifically, I(t) = ~i=l Ij(t).

The pattern weights of the sampled event is the vector

0 = (01,02, ...,OJ

of constant relative input sizes. The outstar learns this vector.
The assertion that an outstar can learn a vector 8 means the following.

During learning trials, the sampling event is followed a number of times
by the sampled event. Thus the inputs lo(t) and I(t) can oscillate wildly
through time. Despite these wild oscillations, however, learning in an
outs tar does not oscillate. Rather, the outstar can progressively, or J:I1ono-
tonically, learn the invariant spatial pattern 8 across trials, corresponding
to the intuitive notion that "practice makes perfect" (Figure 6.4). The
outstar does this by using the fluctuating inputs Io(t) and I(t) as energy to

XA(t)I'.L!~ A -t ZAB

~ ~ A Amount learned on
~ ~ ~- t successive trials

Figure 6.4 Oscillatory inputs due to repetitive A-then-B presentations are translat.ed into a
monotonic learned reaction of the corresponding stimulus sampling probabilities. In the
text, fluctuations in the sampling input 10(t) and total sampled input l(t), as w~:ll as the

monotonic reactions of the relative LTM traces Zo;(t), generalize the A-then-B interpre-

tation.
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drive its encoding of the pattern (J. The fluctuating inputs Io(t) and I(t)
determine the rate of learning but not the pattern (J that is learned. This is
the property offactorization: fluctuating input energy determines learning
rate, while the invariant input pattern determines what is learned. The
factorization property shows that the outs tar can detect and encode tem-
porally coherent relationships among the inputs that represent the sam-
pled event. --

In mathematical terms, factorization implies that the relative L TM
traces

are drawn monotonically toward the target ratios (Jj. Stimulus sampling
means that the L TM ratios Zj change only when the sampling signals from
Vo to the synaptic knobs SOj are positive. Because the L TM ratios form a
probability distribution (each Zj ~ 0 and ~i=1 Zj = 1) and change only

when sampling signals are emitted, I call them the stimulus sampling
probabilities of an outstar. The behavior of these quantities explicates the
probabilistic intuitions underlying stimulus sampling theory (N eimark &
Estes, 1967) in terms of the deterministic learning dynamics of a neural
network. In particular, the factorization property dynamically explains
various properties that are assumed in a stimulus sampling model-for
example, why learning curves should be monotonic in response to wildly

oscillating inputs (Figure 6.4).
The property of factorization also has an important meaning during

performance trials. Both sampling signals and performance signals are
released during performance trials (Grossberg, 1972c). The property of
factorization means that the performance signal may be chosen to be any
nonnegative and continuous function of time without destroying the out-
star's memory of the spatial pattern that was encoded in LTM on learning
trials. The main constraint is that the pattern weights (Jj be read out syn-
chronously from all the nodes Vi.

What happens if the sampled event to an outs tar is not a spatial pattern,
as in the case when a series of sampled events occur, rather than a single
event? Such an event series can be represented by a vector input

J(t) = (II(t), 12(t), ..., In(t», (17)

t ~ 0, where each input Ij(t) is a nonnegative and continuous function of
time. Because each input Ij(t) is continuous, the relative pattern weighis

n

2: Ik(t)
k=l

(JAt) = Ij(t)
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are also continuous functions of time, as is the vect~r function

O(t) = (Ot(t), 02(t),;:,';;,;:::~ ' On(t» (19)

of pattern weights." ,--,;;:,_:":,:;;,;.' ,
, Mathematical analysis of the outstar reveals that its L TM traces learn a

-spatial pattern even if the weights O(t)jary through time. The spatial
pattern that is encoded in L TM is a weighted average orall the ~;patial
patterns OCt) that are registered at the nodes Vi while sampling signals from
Va are active. -

This result raises the question, How can each of the patterns OCt) be
, encoded in LTM rather than a~,average of them all? The properties of

outstar learning (Section IV) readily suggest an answer to this question.
This answer propelled the theory on one of its roads toward a heightened
understanding of the serial order problem. Before following this road,
some applications of outstar learning are now summarized.

VI. SENSORY EXPECTANCIES, MOTOR SYNERGIES, AND
TEMPORAL ORDER INFORMATION

The fact that associative networks encode spatial patterns in L TM
suggests that the brain's sensory, motor, and cognitive computations are
all pattern transformations. This expectation arises from the fact that
computations which cannot in principle be encoded in LTM can have no
adaptive value and thus would presumably atrophy during evolution. Ex-
amples of spatial patterns as functional units of sensory processing in-
clude the reflectance patterns of visual processing (Cornsweet, 1970), the
sound spectrograms of speech processing (Cole, Rudnicky, Zue, & Re-
ddy, 1980; Klatt, 1980), the smell-induced patterns of olfactory bulb pro-
cessing (Freeman, 1975), and the taste-induced patterns of thalam.ic pro-
cessing (Erickson, 1963). More central types of pattern processing are
also needed to understand the self-organization of serial order.

Suppose that the cells VI ~ V2,' ..,Vn are sensory feature detectors in a
network's sensory cortex. A spatial pattern across these feature detectors
may encode a visual or auditory event. The relative activation of each Vi
then determines the relative importance of each feature in the global STM
representation of the event across the cortex. Such a spatial pattern code
can effectively represent an event even if the individual feature d~~tectors
Vi are broadly tuned. Using outstar dynamics, even a single command
node Vo can learn and perform an arbitrary sensory representation of this
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sort. The pattern read out by Vo is often interpreted as the representation
that Vo "expects" to find across the field VI, V2, .'c' , Vn due to prior
experience. In this context, outstar pattern learning illustrates top-down

expectancy learning (Section XXV). The expectancy controlled by a
given node Vo is a timec average of all the spatial. patterns that it ever
sampled. Thus it need not equal anyone of these patterns.

Suppose that the cells: v;:, vi;. .., VII are motor control cells such that
each Vi can excite a particular group of muscles. A larger signal from each
Vi then causes a faster contraction of its target muscles~' Spatial pattern
learning in this context means that an outstar command node Va can learn
and perform fixed relative rates of contraction across all the motor control
cells VI, V2,.. .., Vn. Such a spatial pattern can control a motor synergy,
such as playing a chord on the piano with prescribed fingers; making a
synchronous motion of the wrist, arm, and shoulder; or activating a pre-
~cribed target configuration of lips and tongue while uttering a speech.
sound (Section XXXII).

Because outstar memory is not disturbed when the performance signal
from Va is increased or decreased, such a motor synergy, once learned,
can be performed at a variety of synchronous rates without requiring the
motor pattern to be relearned at each new rate. (Kelso, Southard, &
Goodman, 1979; Soechting & Laquaniti, 1981). In other words, the factor-
ization of pattern and energy provides a basis for independently process-
ing the command needed to reach a terminal motor target and the velocity
with which the target will be approached.

This property may be better understood through the following example.
When I look at a nearby object, I can choose to touch it with my left hand,
my right hand, my nose, and so on. Several terminal motor maps are
simultaneously available to move their corresponding motor organs to-
wards the object. "Willing" one of these acts releases the corresponding
terminal motor map but not the others. The chosen motor organ can,
moreover, be moved toward the invariant goals at a wide range of veloci-
ties. The distinction between the invariant terminal motor map and the
flexibility programmable performance signal illustrates how factorization
prominently enters problems of learned motor control.

VI.C. Temporal Order Information over Item Representations

Suppose that a sequence of item representations is activated in a pre-
scribed order during perception of a list. At any given moment, a spatial
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pattern of STM activity exists across the excited populations. Were the
same items excited in a different order by a different list, a different
spatial pattern of STM activity would be elicited. Thus the spatial pat,tcrn
reflects temporal order information as well as item information. An out~
star sampling source can encode this'spatial pattern as easily as am; 'Dther
spatial pattern. Thus, although an outstar can encode only a spatial pat-
tern, this pattern can represent temporal properties of external events.
Such a spatial encoding of temporal order information is perhaps the
example par excellence of a network's parallel:'processing capabilities.
How a network ca~, ~ncode temporal order information in STM without

" ,"" " .""-

falli~g intQ~tJ1~;d~pcultie.~ ~e~~i9ned.,i~:;~ec~io~jII ~ill D.e, ~esc~bed. in

~e~tl,~~ :~J; 'I': ~i~'::;:;.~;:','

:,;i;';.[;,;:"'..~;;-\':.,.:.':" 

,-

VII. RITUALISTIC LEARNING OF SERIAL BEHAVIOR:
-.'j.-;; .:::'.-.AVALANCHES-

The following sections approach the problem of serial order in stages.
These stages mark different levels of sophistication in a network's ability
to react adaptively to environmental feedback. The stages represent a
form of conceptual evolution in the theory reflecting the different levels of

behavioral evolution that exist across phylogeny.
The first stage shows how outstar learning capabilities can be u:)ed to

design a minimal network capable of associatively learning and/or per-
forming an arbitrary sequence of events, such as a piano sonata or a
dance. This construction is called an avalanche (Grossberg, 1969g, 1970a,
1970b) because its sampling signal traverses a long axon that activates
regularly spaced cells (Figure 6.5) in a manner reminiscent of how ava-
lanche conduction along the parallel fibers in the cerebellum activates
regularly spaced Purkinje cells (Eccles, Ito, & Szentagothai, 1967; Gross-
berg, 1969d). The simplest avalanche requires only one node to encode
the memory of the entire sequence of events. Thus the construction
shows that complex performance per se is easily achieved by a small and

simple neural network.
The simplest avalanche also exhibits several disadvantages stemming

from the fact that its performance is ritualistic in several senses. E,ach of
these disadvantages has a remedy that propels the theory forward. Perfor-
mance is temporally ritualistic because once performance has been initi-
ated, it cannot be rhythmically modified by the performer or by conflicting
environmental demands. Performance is spatially ritualistic in the: sense
that the motor patterns to be performed do not have learned sensory

referents.
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Figure 6.5 An avalanche is the minimal network that can associatively learn and ritualisti-
cally perform any space-time pattern. The sampling node vf' emits a brief sampling pulse
that serially excites the outstar sampling bouquets that converge on the sampled field ~(I' =:
{v',,', v~II,. ..,v~11. On performance trials, a sampling pulse resynthesizes the space-time
pattern as a series of smoothly interpolated spatial patterns.

The first modification of the avalanche enables performance speed to be
continuously modulated, or even terminated, in response to performer or
environmental signals. This flexibility can be achieved on performance
trials without any further learning of the ordered patterns themselves. The
construction thus provides a starting point for analyzing how order infor-
mation and rhythm can be decoupled in more complex learning situations.
The construction is not of merely formal interest, however, since it shares
many properties with the command cell anatomies of invertebrates (De-
thier, 1968; Hoyle, 1977; Kennedy, 1968; Stein, 1971; Willows, 1968).

With the modified avalanche construction before us, some design issues
become evident concerning how to overcome the network's spatially ritu-
alistic properties. The pursuit of these issues leads to a study of serial
learning and chunking that in turn provides concepts for building a theory
of recognition and recall. The needed serial learning and chunking proper-
ties are also properties of the embedding field equations, albeit in a differ-
ent processing context than that of outstar learning.

Because the avalanche constructions require a hierarchy of network
stages, superscripts are used on the following variables. Suppose that the
act to be learned is controlled by a set of nodes VI(I), V2(1), ..., Vn(l),
henceforth called the field of cells ~(l). This field replaces the nodes VI , V2,
..., Vn of an outstar. Let each node receive a nonnegative and continu-
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ous input 1;(1), 1 ~ 0, i = 1,2,. .., n. The set of inputs Ij(l) collectively

form a vector input ,.. ..-'~;'~;-::';',i.'; ".: c.~

.' , ..',.","" J(I) = (/1(t),.12«(),;..=.! .0,/,,(1»,

1 2: 0, that characterizes the'~ commands controlling the sequence of
events. At the end of Section IV, 1. rai~ed the question of how such a
vector input could be learned despite the outstar's ~bility to learn only
one spatial pattern. An avalanche can accomplish this task using a singleencoding cell in the following way; .

Speaking intuitively, J(1) describes a moving picture playing through
.,

time on the "screen" of nodes <§(I).Ari'~va1anche can learn and perform
such a "movie" as a sequence ofstillpiciures that are smoothly interpo-
lated through time. Because each input 1;(1) is continuous, the pattern

weights

-1

are also continuous and can therefore be arbitrarily closely approximated
by a sequence of values

(J;(O), (J;(g), (Jj(zg), (Jj(3g),

sampled every g time units, if g is chosen so small that (Jj(t) does not
change too much in a time interval of length g. For every fixed k, the
vector of weights

(}(k) = «(}I(k~), (}2(k~), ..., (}n(k~» (21)

sampled across all the cells in Gj;(I) at a time t = k~ is a spatial pattern. To
learn and perform the movie J(t), t ~ 0, it suffices to learn and perform
the sequence (}(I), (}(2), (}(J), ...of spatial patterns in the correct order.
This can be done if a sequence of outstars (J I , (J2, (JJ, ...is arranged so
that the kth outs tar (Jk samples only the kth spatial pattern (}(k) on succes-
sive learning trials and is then briefly activated in the order (J I, (J2, (JJ,
...on performance trials. U sing the outstar properties of stimulus sam-
pling and learning in spatial pattern units, an avalanche-type anatomy,
such as that in Figure 6.5, instantiates these properties using a single
sampling node and a minimum number of pathways.

In Figure 6.5, a brief sampling signal travels. along the long pathway
(axon) leading from node VI(2). This node replaces the outstar sampling
source Vo of the previous discussion. This sampling signal moves from left
to right, traveling down the serially arranged bouquets of pathways that
converge on Gj;(I). Each bouquet is an outstar and can therefore learn a
spatial pattern. This pattern is a weighted average of all the spatial pat-
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terns that are active in STM across ~(I) while the outstar samples ~(I).
Because each outstar Ok samples ~(I) briefly, its L TM traces encode es-
sentially only the pattern (j(k). By the property of stimulus sampling, none
of the other patterns (j(J1, j =1= k, playing across ~(I) through time will
influence the LTM traces of Ok. On performance trials, a performance
signal runs along the axon, serially reading out the spatial patterns en-
coded by the bouquets in the correct order. The STM traces across ~(I)
smoothly interpolate these spatial patterns through time to generate a
continuously varying output from ~(I).

VIII. DECOUPLING ORDER AND RHYTHM:
NONSPECIFIC AROUSAL AS A VELOCITY COMMAND

Performance by an avalanche is temporally ritualistic, because once a
performance signal is emitted by node VI(2), there is no way to temporally
modulate or stop its inexorable transit down the sampling pathway. In
order to modify performance at any time during the activation of an'
avalanche, there must exist a locus at each outstar's sampling source
where auxiliary inputs can modify the performance signal. These loci are
denoted by nodes VI(2), V2(2), V3(2), ...such that node Vk(2) is the sampling
source of outstar Ok, as in Figure 6.6a. These nodes form a field of nodes
?j'"(2) in their own right.

Merely defining the nodes ?j'"(2) does not make avalanche performance
less ritualistic as long as a signal from the ith node Vj(2) can trigger a signal
from the (i + l)st node Vj+I(2). An auxiliary input source (or sources) needs
to be defined whose activity is required to maintain avalanche perfor-
mance. The minimal solution is to define a single node VI(3) that can
activate all the populations in ?j'"(2) (approximately) simultaneously (Figure
6.6b) and to require that node Vj+I(2) can elicit a signal only if it receives
simultaneous signals from Vj(2) and VI(3). Shutting off VI(3) at any time can
then abruptly terminate performance, because even if node Vj+ 1(2) receives
a signal from Vj(2) at such a time, Vj+I(2) cannot emit a signal without
convergent input from VI(3).

Since the signals from VI(3) energize the avalanche as a whole, I call
them nonspecific arousal signals. Node VI(3) may also be called a com-
mand node because it subliminally prepares the entire avalanche for acti-
vation. This node may just as well be thought of as a context node, or
contextual bias, in situations wherein the avalanche is interpreted as a
subnetwork within a larger network. For example, the same cue can often
trigger different behavior depending on the context or plan according to
which it is interpreted (e.g., turning left at the end of a hall to enter the
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Figure 6.6 A nonspecific arousal signal can act as a command that decouples order infor-
mation from the velocity or rhythm of a particular performance. (a) Outstar sampling
sources vj2) serially excite each other to determine the order with which ~(I) is sampled. (b)
Simultaneous input from the nonspecific arousal source V\3) and V\2) is needed to elicit an
output signal from V\2! I' Continuous variations in the size of the V\3) signal are translated into

continuous variations in the velocity of performance.

bedroom or right to enter the dining room). A nonspecific arousal source
can achieve this result by subliminally sensitizing certain subnetworks
more than others for supraliminal activation by a given set of cues. Due to
the fact that the arousal source often encodes a contextual cue, I hence-
forth call the network in Figure 6.6 a context-modulated avalanche.

The requirement that the command node Vj+ 1(2) can fire only if it receives
simultaneous signals from Vj(2) and Vl(3) can be implemented in several
related ways, all of which depend on the existence of a threshold r that
each STM trace Xj+l(2) must exceed before a signal from Vj+l(2) can be
en:titted. Increasing the arousal signal from Vl(3) to Vi+l(2) makes it easier for
Xi+l(2) to exceed this threshold. Moreover, the threshold of Vi+l(2) is ex-
ceeded faster in response to a large signal from Vl(3) than to a small signal
from Vl(3). The reaction time (RT) for activating any node Vi+l(2) can thu~
be decreased by increasing the nonspecific arousal level at the time when
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this node is excited by Vi(2). Since this is true for every node Vi+ .(2), a
continuous variation of arousal level through time can continuously mod-
ulate performance speed. Indeed, such a feedforward modulation of pcr-
formance velocity can be achieved at a very rapid rate (Lashley, 1951).

Both additive and multiplicative (shunting) rules can, in principle, be
used to, restrict avalanche performance except when the nonspecific
arousal source is active. A shunting rule ~njoy~ an important formal ad-
vantage. It works even without an exquisitely precis~" choice of tQe,rela-
tive sizes of all the avalanche's signals and thresholds. A shunting rule has
this advantage because a zero arousal level will gate to zero even a large
signal from Vi(2) to Vi+ .(2). Consequently, Vi+ .(2) will not be activated at all
by Vf2). Its zero STM trace Xi+.(2) will therefore remain smaller than any
choce of a positive threshold. , -

The concept of a shunting arousal signal is illustrated by the following
equation for the activation of Vi+.(2) by Vi(2) and V.(3):

d
(22)

where Bj is the performance signal from Vj(2} and S is the shunting signal
from Vl(3). Often Bj has the form Bj(t) = f(Xj(2)(t -t"» and S has the form
S(t) = g(Xl(3)(t -r» where qothf(w) and g(w) are sigmoid functions of w.

For simplicity, let Bj and S equal zero at times t < 0 and equal constant
positive values U and V, respectively, at times , ~ O. Define the RT of
Xj+l(2)(t) as the first time t = T when Xj+l(2)(T) = rand (d/dt)Xj+l(2)(T) > O.
By Equation 22, if V = 0, then the RT is infinite since Xj+l(2) = O. Only if

UV > Ar does a signal ever leave Vj+l(2), and it does so with an RT of

which is a decreasing function of U and V. Equation 23 shows that deter-
mination of performance rate depends on the threshold of each node, the
arousal level when the node exceeds threshold, the size of the signal
generated by the previous node, and the delays g and T due to propagating
signals between nodes.

In more complex examples, the signals to the nodes Vj(2) can also be
altered by LTM traces that gate these signals (Section XIII). Equation 23
illustrates how an increase in such an L TM trace due to learning can
cause a progressive speed-up of performance (Fitts & Posner, 1967;
Welford, 1968), because an increase in an LTM trace that gates either
signal Hi or S in the equation is equivalent to an increase in S.

An interaction between learning, forgetting, and reaction time was used
to explain such phenomena as performance speed-up due to learning as
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well as some backward-masking properties in Grossberg (1969c). Later
arti~les on speed-up have used the same Ideas to explain the power law
relationship that often obtains between -the time it takes to perform a task
and'the number of practice trials' (Anderson; 1982; MacKay, 1982); AI-"' ,
though both Anderson and MacKay suggest that their explanation of
speed-up lends special support to their other concepts, it is historically
more coiTect to say that both explanations lend support to well-known
neural modeling ideas'. ";;, ; ~ , ~;.)();;; i!, '":1 : ~~,~I(::.' ,. ',.'
,. : There exist many variations on ip~ avalanche theme. Indeed, it may be

more appropriate to talk' about, a 'theory of avalanches than of assorted
avalanche examples (Grossberg, ..1969g,cI970b, 1974, 1978e). For present..-".. -

purposes, we-can 'summarize some avalanche ideas in a 'Y,a~that general-
izes to more complex situations: , ; '.. '!' ,,;!::;

", "

I. A source of nonspecific arousal signals can modulate the perfor-
mance rhythm. '

2. Specific activations encode temporal order information in a way that
enables a nonspecific arousal signal to generate temporally ordered

performance.
3. The sequential events to be learned and performed are decomposed

into spatial patterns.

X. HIERARCHICAL CHUNKING AND THE LEARNING
OF SERIAL ORDER

Given the concept of a context-modulated avalanche, the following
question generates a powerful teleological pressure for extending the the-
ory. Suppose that the links Vj(2) ~ Vj+I(2) in the chain of nodes are not
prewired into the network. How can a network with the processing capa-
bilities of a context-modulated avalanche be self-organized? For example,
if the spatial patterns across the sampled nodes $";(1) control successive
chords in a piano sonata, then the individual chords need to be learned as
well as the ordering of the chords. This process is typically carried out by
reading piano music and transforming these visual cues into motor com-
mands which elicit auditory feedback. Nowhere in a context-modulated
avalanche are visual cues encoded before being mapped into motor com-
mands. No sequence of auditory feedback patterns is encoded before
being correlated with its generative sequence of motor commands, and no
mechanism is included whereby the serial order of the motor commands

can be learned. '-~
It is clear from this and many analogous examples that the set of sam-

pling nodes in $";(2) corresponding to a particular behavioral sequence
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cannot be determined a priori, any more than each mind could contain a
priori representations of. all the sonatas that ever were- or will be com-
posed. For a similar reason, neither the serial ordering of these nodes nor
the selective attachment of an arousal source to this set of sampling nodes
is determined a priori. All of these structures need to be self-organized by
developmental and learning me~~anisms, and we need to understand howthis happens. -" (", ...,:':::: -.." '

c 'cO -",

.
XI. SELF-ORGANIZATION OF pLANS: THE GOAL PARADOX

These formal problems concerning the self-organization of avalanches
also arise in many types of goal-oriented behavior. Consider maze learn-
ing (Figure 6.7) as an idealization of the many situations in which one
learns a succession of choice points leading to a goal, such as going from
home to the store or from one's office to the cafeteria. In Figure 6.7, one
leaves the filled-in start box and is rewarded with food in the vertically
hatched goal box. After learning has occurred, every errorless transi~
from start box to goal box requires the same sequence of turns at choice
points in the maze. In some sense, therefore, our memory traces can
encode the correct order at the choice points. Moreover, the goal box
always occurs last on every learning trial, whether or not errors occur.
During goal-directed performance, by contrast, the first thing that we
think of is the goal, which somehow activates a plan that generates a
correct series of actions. How is it possible for the goal event to always
occur last on learning trials and for memory to encode the correct perfor-

Figure 6.7 The Goal Paradox: Correct performance from start box to a goal box is always
order-preserving. On every learning trial, the goal always occurs last. How can the correct
order be learned despite the fact that an internal representation of the goal is activated first
on performance trials and organizes the correct ordering of acts that preceded the goal on

every learning trial?

START
BOX
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mance order, and yet for an internal representation of the goal to activate
commands corresponding to events that preceded the goal on every learn-
ing tri~? This is the goal paradox (Grossberg, 1978e). Actually, the goal
paradox seems paradoxical-" only' if one takes seriously the m~nner in
which a learning subject's information unfolds in real time and vigorously

"
resists the temptation to beg the question by appealing to a homunculus.

To overcome the goal paradox, we need to understand how the individ-
ual sensory-motor coordinations leading to a correct turn at each choice
point, can be self-organized.:.T4is problem is formally analogous to the

,.". ", ,

problem of self-organizing 'the~ individual nodes ~(2) ora context-modu-
lated avalanche and of associating each of these nodes with a motor

..' ".,' .., , ."

command across ~(I). We also need to understand how a plan can serially
organize individual choice~ _i~to a correctly ordered sequence of choices.
This latter problem needs to be broken into at least two successive stages.

First, the internal representation corresponding to the plan is deter-
mined by the internal representations of the individual choices them-
selves, since during a correct transit of the maze on a learning trial, these
are the relevant data that are experienced. The dependence of the plan on
its defining sequence of events is schematized by the upward directed
arrow in Figure 6.7a. The process whereby a planning node is selected is a
form of code development, or chunking. After the plan is self-organized
by its defining sequence of events, the plan in turn learns which internal
representations have activated it, so that it can selectively activate only
these representations on performance trials (Figure 6.8b). A feedforward,
or bottom-up, process of coding (chunking) thus sets the stage for a feed-
back, or top-down, process of pattern learning (expectancy learning). In
its role as a source of contextual feedback signals, the plan is analogous to
the nonspecific arousal node VI(3) in the context-modulated avalanche.

This discussion of the goal paradox emphasizes. an issue that was im-
plicit in my discussion of how an arousal-modulated avalanche can be
self-organized. Both the nodes in ~(2) and the context-sensitive node in
~(3) are self-organized by a chunking process. Given this conclusion,
some specialized processing issues now come into view. What mecha-
nism maintains the activities of the ~(2) nodes long enough for the simulta-
neously active ~(2) nodes to determine and be determined by the C!;(3)
planning node? What mechanism enables the planning node to elicit the
correct performance order from the C!;(2) nodes? Are learned associations
between the ~(2) nodes necessary, as is suggested by the links Vj(2)~ Vi+l(2)
of a context-modulated avalanche, or can the learned signals from C!;(3) to
~(2) encode order information by themselves?

Once we explicitly recognize that the sequence of active C!;(2) nodes
determines its own ~(3) node, we must also face the following problem.
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Figure 6.8 The feedback loop between chunking and planned temporal ordering: (a) Activ-
ity patterns across the item representations choose their planning nodes via a process o~
feedforward (bottom-up) code learning (chunking). (b) The chosen planning nodes can learn
to activate the item representations which chose them, and the order with which items are
activated, by a process of feedback (top-down) associative pattern learning (expectancy

learning).

Every subsequence of an event scquence is a pcrfcctly good cvcnt sc-
quence in its own right. By the principle of sufficient reason, each subse-
quence may therefore encode its own node. Not every subsequence may
be able to encode a planning node with equal ease. Nonetheless, thc
single nonspecific arousal source U.(3) needs to be replaced by a field 'jf(3) of
command nodes which are activated by prescribed subsequences across
~(2). Every node in ~(3) can in turn sample the activity pattern across ~(2)
while it is active. As performance proceeds, the event sequences repre-
sented across ~(2) and the planning nodes activated across the field ~(3)
continually change and mutually influence one another. A more advanced
version of the same problem arises when, in addition to feedback ex-
changes within sensory and motor modalities, intermodality reciprocal
exchanges control the unfolding of recognition and recall through time

(Grossberg, 1978e).
The deepest issues relating to these feedback exchanges concern their

stability and self-consistency. What prevents every new event in ~(2) from
destroying the encoding of past event sequences in ~(3)? What enables the
total output from 'jf(3) to define a more global and predictive context than
could any individual planning node?
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XII. TEMPORAL ORDER INFORMATION IN L TM

The design issues raised by the goal paradox will be approached in
stages. First I consider how a command node can learn to read out item
representations in their correct order with<?ut using learned associations
between the item representations themselves. I also consider how or-
dered associations among item representations can' be learned. Both of
these examples are applications of serial learning properties that were first
analyzed in Grossberg (1969f) and generalized in Grossberg and Pepe
(1970, 1971). The temporal order information in both examples is learned
using the associative learning Equations 6 and 7. Both."types of temporal
order information can be learned simultaneously _in example~ wherein
pathways within ~(2) and between ~(2) and ~(3) are conditionable. Both
examples overcome the instability problem of Estes's (1972) model of
temporal order in L TM, and neither example requires a serial buffer to
learn its temporal order information. Murdock (1979) has studied serial
learning properties using a related approach but one that is weakened by
the conceptual difficulties of linear system theory models (Section II). In
particular, the Murdock approach has not yet been able to explain the
bowed and skewed cumulative error curve iri serial verbal learning.

The problem of how a command node learns to read out an STM pat-
tern that encodes temporal order information across item representations
has two different versions, depending on whether the command node is
excited before the first list item is presented or after the last list item is
presented. The former problem will be considered now, but the latter
problem cannot be considered until Section XXXIV, since it requires a
prior analysis of competitive STM interactions for its solution (Section

XVII).

XIII. READ-OUT AND SELF-INHIBITION OF ORDERED
ST M TRACES

Figure 6.9a depicts the desired outcome of learning. The LTM traces Zli
from the command node VI(3) to the item representations Vi(2) satisfy the

chain of inequalities

(24)Zll > Zl2 > ZIJ > ...> Zlm

due to the fact that the list of items 'I, '2, ..., , m was previously
presented to ~(2). Consequently, when a performance signal from VI(3) is
gated by these LTM traces, an STM pattern across ~(2) is generated such

that
(25)Xl(2) > X2(2) > X3(2) > ...> Xm(2).
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Figure 6.9 Simultaneous encoding of context and temporal order by top-down STM-L TM
order reversal: (a) The context node V\3) reads out a primacy gradient across the item
representations of ~(2'. (b) The context node V\3) can learn a primacy gradient in LTM by
multiplicatively sampling and additively storing a temporal series of STM recency gradients
across ~(2'.
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Figure 6.10 A reaction time rule translaLtes larger STM activities into faster output onsets.
Output-contingent STM self-inhibition p,revents item perseveration.

A reaction time rule such as Equation 23 initiates an output signal faster
from a node with a large STM activity than from a node with a small STM
activity. The chain of STM inequalities (Equation 25) can thus be trans-
lated into the correct order or performance using such a reaction time rule
if the following problem of perse:veration can be prevented. After the first
item 'I is performed, the output :)ignal from UI(2) must shut off to prevent a
sustained output signal from iriterfering with the performance of later
items. A specific inhibitory feedback pathway thus inhibits XI(2) after a
signal is emitted from UI(2) (Figure 6.10). The same perseveration problem
then faces the remaining active nodes U2(2), U3(2),. .., um(2). Hence every
output pathway from ~(2) can activate a specific inhibitory feedback path-
way whose activation can seJlf-inhibit the corresponding STM trace
(Grossberg, 1978a, 1978e; Rum(:lhart & Norman, 1982). With this perfor-
mance mechanism in hand, we IllOW consider the more difficult problem of
how the chain of LTM inequalities (Equation 24) can be learned during
presentation of a list of items '11, '2, '3, ..." m .

XIV. THE PROBLEM OF STM-LTM ORDER REVERSAL

The following example illustrates the problem in its most severe form.
The STM properties that I now consider will, however, have to be gener-
alized in Section XXXIV. Supplose that each node Vj(2) is excited by a fixed
amount when the ith list item r; is presented. Suppose also that as time
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goes on, the STM trace Xj(2) g(~ts smaller due either to internodal competi-
tion or passive trace decay. Which of the two decay mechanisms is used
does not affect the basic resullt, although different mechanisms will cause
testable secondary differences in the order information to be encoded in
LTM. Whichever decay mec:hanism is used, in response to serially pre-
sented lists, the last item to have occurred always has the largest STM
trace. In other words, a recency effect exists at each time in STM (Figure
6.9b). Given this property, hclw is the chain ofLTM inequalitie~)e~rned?
In other words, how does a sequence of recency gradients in STM get
translated into a primacy gradient in LTM? I call this issue the "STM-
LTM order reversal problem" (Grossberg, 1978e).

The same problem arises during serial verbal learning but in a manner
that disguises its relevance to planned serial behavior. In this task, the
generalization gradients of efl~ors at each list position have the qualitative
form depicted in Figure 6.11. A gradient of anticipatory (forward) errors
occurs at the beginning of the list, a two-sided gradient of anticipatory and
perseverative (backward) errors near the middle of the list, and a gradient
of perseverative errors at the end of the list (Osgood, 1953). I suggest that
the gradient of anticipatory eJrrors at the beginning of the list is learned in
the same way as a primacy ~~radient in L TM. I have shown (Grossberg,
1969f) that the same associaltive laws also generate the other position-
sensitive error gradients. Thus a command node that is activated after the
entire list is presented encod~~s a recency gradient in L TM rather than the
primacy gradient that is encoded by a command node activated before (or
when) the first list item is presented. The same laws also provide an
explanation of why the curv~: of cumulative errors versus list position is
bowed and skewed toward thle end of the list, and of why associations at

Figure 6.11 Each sampling node vjl~:arns a different LTM pattern Zj = (Zjl' ZJ2'. ..,Zjn) ifit
samples at different times. In a list of length n = L whose intertrial interval is sufficiently
long, a node that starts sampling at the list beginning (j = 1) learns a primacy gradient in
L TM. At the list end (j = L), a recency gradient in L TM is learned. Near the list middle (j =

U2), a two-sided LTM gradient is learned. When STM probes read different LTM patterns Zj
into STM, the different patterns generate different error gradients due to the action of
internal noise, the simultaneous read-out by other probes, and the STM competition that

acts after L TM read-out.
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the beginning of the list are ojlen, but not always, learned faster than
associations at the end O.f the list (Grossberg & Pepe, 1970, 1971).

From the perspective of plalrined serial behavior, these results show
how the activation of a comma]tld node at different times during list pre-
sentation causes the node to encode totally different patterns of order
information in LTM. Thus the: learning of order information is highly
contex(-~~~sitive. If a" comma.rld no~e is' activated by a prescribed list
subsequen~e via ~(2~~, ~(3) signals that subserve chunking and recogni-
tion~ thenthis subsequence. constrainsJhe order information that its com-
mand nQde will encode by dett~rmining the time at which the command'

-" .'

node is activated. Moreover, thi:s context sensitivity is not just a matter of
determining which item represt~ntations will be sampled, as the issueot
STM-LTM order reyersal clearly shows.

An important conclusion of this analysis is that the same sort of con-
text-sensitive L TM gradients are learned on a single trial regardless of
whether command nodes sampu~ item representations at different times or
if the item representations sample each other through time. Although the
order information that is encod~~d by the sampling nodes is the same, the
two situations are otherwise wholly distinct. In the former case, list sub-
sequences are the functional unlits that control learned performance, and
many lists can be learned and performed over the same set of item repre-
sentations. In the latter case, individual list items are the functional units
that control learned performanc:e, and once a given chain of associations
is learned among the item representations, it will interfere with the learn-
ing of any other list ordering that is built up from the same item represen-
tations (Dixon & Horton, 1968;; Lenneberg, 1967; Murdock, 1974).

A third option is also available. It arises by considering a context-
modulated avalanche whose serial ordering and context nodes are both
self-organized by associative processes (Figure 6.12). In such a network,
each of the item nodes can be ,associated with any of several other item
nodes. In the absence of conte;~tual support, activating anyone of these
item nodes causes only sublittlinal activation of its set of target item
nodes, while activating a partilcular context node sensitizes a subset of
associatively linked item nodes,. A serial ordering of supraliminally acti-
vated item nodes can thus be g(~nerated. Such an adaptive context-modu-
lated avalanche possesses ma:tlY useful properties. For example, item
nodes are no longer bound to each other via rigid associative chains.
Hence, a given item can activate different items in different contexts. The
inhibition" of a given context no,de can rapidly prevent the continued per-
formance of the item ordering; that it controls, while the activation of
different context nodes can ra:pidly instate a new performance ordering
among the same items or diffeJrent items.
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Figure 6.12 In an adaptive context-modulated avalanche, each command node can be
associated with a set of command nodes that it subliminally activates. Learned top-down
signals from a context node can also sensitize a set of command nodes. The convergent
effects of top-down and internodal signals causes the supraliminal activation of command
nodes in a prescribed serial order.. Different context nodes can generate different serial
orders. "

In Figure 6.12, the item nodes are called command nodes. This change
of terminology is intended 1:0 emphasize the fact that in order for this
design to be useful, the items must represent chunks on a rather high level
of network processing. The number of transitions from each command
node to its successors must be reasonably small in order to achieve the
type of unambiguous serial ordering that the context chunk is supposed to
guarantee. The sequence chunks within the masking field discussed in
Section XXXVIII are prime c;andidates for command nodes in an adaptive
context-mediated avalanche.. The ability of top-down and serial associa-
tive signals to activate ordered STM traces supraliminally without also
unselectively activating a broad field of STM traces is facilitated by bal-
ancing these excitatory associative signals against inhibitory signals, no-
tably inhibitory masking signals (see Section XXXVIII; Grossberg, 1978e,
Sections 41-46).

XV. SERlit\L LEARNING

This section indicates hoVl' the context-sensitive LTM gradients in Fig-
ure 6.11 are learned. Why the same rules imply that the cumulative error
curve of serial learning is b~:>wed and skewed is reviewed from a recent
perspective in Grossberg 1982a. First, I consider how a primacy gradient
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(Equation 24) is encoded by the LTM traces (Z\i, ZI2,. .., Z\,n) ora node
V\(3) that is first activated before, or when, the first list item is presented. I
then show how a recency gradient ;',

Znl < Zn:! < ...< Znln

is encoded by the LTM traces (ZI'II, ZnZ, ~. ..,~ Znln) of a node un(3) that is
first activated after the whole list is presented. ~ two':~ided gradient

c. ,
.,y",

..Zkl < Zk2 < .'~.' < Zkr > Zk,r+1 >,,:,," ..>' Zkm (27)
.1 ~:.~, ;:~';;~1~;"""" i;"';:::~ c: --,-".., ::;:::

encoded by a node vk(~)that is activated during the midst of the list presen-
tation can then be understood as, a combination of these effects.

Let node UI(3) start sending out a sampling signal E1 at about the time
that'l is being presented; After rapidly reaching peak size, the signal E.
gradually decays through time w:ith its STM trace XI(3) as future list items
'2, '3, ...are presented. Thus E1 is largest when STM trace XI(2) is
maximal, smaller when both tra~~es X.(2) and X2(2) are active, smaller still
when traces XI(2), X2(2), and X3(2) are active, and so on. Consequently, the
product E1xl(2) in row 1 of Figure 6.9b exceeds the product E.X2(2) in row 2
of the figure, which in turn exceeds the productE1x3(2) in row 3, and so on.
Due to the slow decay of each LTM trace Z.j on each learning trial, z..
adds up the products E1x.(2) in successive rows of column 1, Z.2 adds up
the products E.X2(2) in successivt: rows of column 2, and so on. An LTM
primacy gradient (Equation 24) is thus generated due to the way in which
E. samples the successive STM recency gradients, and to the fact that the
LTM traces Z.j add up the sampled STM gradients E.Xj(2).

By contrast, the sampling signal En emitted by node Un(3) samples a
different set of STM gradients because un(3) starts to sample only after all
the item representations UI(2), U:Z(2), ..., um(2) have already been acti-
vated on a given learning trial. Consequently, when the sampling signal En
does turn on, it sees the already active STM recency gradient

Xl(2) < X2:(2) < ...< Xm(2)

of the entire list. Moreover, the ordering (Equation 28) persists for a while
because no new items are presented until the next learning trial. Thus
signal En samples an STM receIlCY gradient at every time. When all sam-
pled recency gradients are added up through time, they generate a re-
cency gradient (Equation 26) in the L TM traces of Vn(3). In summary,
command nodes that are activ3.ted at the beginning, middle, or end of a
list encode different L TM gradients because they multiplicatively sample
STM patterns at different tim(~s and summate these products through

time.
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The previous discussion forces two refinements i'n'dur ideas about how
nonspecific arousal is regulated. In a context-modulated avalanche, the
nonspecific arousal node V,(3) both selects the set of nodes Vj(2) that it will
control and continuously modulates performance velocity across these
nodes. A command node that reads out temporal order information as in
Figure' 6.9a can no longer fu:lfill both roles. Increasing or decreasing the
command node's ,activity ~hile it reads out its LTM pattern proportion-
ally amplifies the STM of aUI its item representations. Arbitrary perfor-

, ','"

mance rhythms are no longer attainable, because the relative reaction
times of individual item repr~:sehtations are constrained by the pattern of
STM order information. Nor is a sustained but continuously modulated
supraliminal read-out from the' command node permissible, because item
representations that were already performed could then be reexcited,
leading to a serious perseveration problem. '

Thus, if a nonspecific arousal source dedicated to rhythmic control is
desired, it must be distinguished from the planning nodes. Only then can
order information and rhythm information remain decoupled. The reader'
should not confuse this idea of rhythm with the performance timing that
occurs when item representations are read out as fast as possible (Stern-
berg, Monsell, Knoll, & Wri~:ht, 1978; Sternberg, Wright, Knoll, & Mon-
sell, 1980). Properties of such a performance can, in fact, be inferred from
the mechanism for read-out of temporal order information per se (Section

XLVII).
Another type of nonspecifil;; arousal is also needed. If read-out of L TM

order information is achieved by activating the item representations
across ~(2), what prevents these item representations from being uncon-
trollably rehearsed, and therf:by self-inhibited, while the list is being pre-
sented? To prevent this from happening, it is necessary to distinguish
between STM activation of an item representation and output signal gen-
eration by an active item representation. This distinction is mechanized
by assuming the existence of a nonspecific rehearsal wave capable of
shunting the output pathway:s of the item representations. When the re-
hearsal wave is off, the item representations can blithely reverberate their
order information in STM without generating self-destructive inhibitory
feedback. Only when the rehearsal wave turns on does the read-out of
order information begin.

The distinction between Sl~M storage and rehearsal has major implica-
tions for which planning nodf:s in ~(3) will be activated and what they will
learn. This is due to two facts working together: The rehearsal wave can
determine which item subsequences will be active at any moment by
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rehearsing, and thereby inhibitirlg, one group of item representations be-
fore the next group. of items is presented. Each active subsequence of

.,..

item representations',can in tufll:chunk its' own planning node. The re-
~earsal: wave thus. mediate&; a: :subtle interaction between the item se-
quences that occur anq t_he;c c~unks. that form to control future perfor-
mance (Se,cti~p: '~,';'i:,..."..

:..,:,,"-,;:::--'.::,:-'.:"~,::""::~;,::1,~';-- XVII. SHUNTINGCOMPETITIVE'DYNAMICS' i..'.; -,c.'"
, ' "

:;,.,;' ,IN PATTERN' P.~~OCESSING ANDSTM: ':,'
..AUTOMATIC SELF-TUNING BY PARALLEl INTERACTIONS:::'.:':':c::;.'::::'~' " .

This analysis of associative mechanisms ~uggests that the unit of LTM
is a spatial pattern. This resul\raises the question of h,ow cellular tissues
can accurately register input patterns in STM so that L TM mechanisms
may encode them. This is ,a critical issue in cells because the range over
which cell potentials, or STM traces, can fluctuate is finite and often
narrow compared to the range over which cellular inputs can fluctuate.
What prevents cells from routinely turning o,n all their excitable sites in
response to intense input patterns, thereby becoming desensitized by sat-
uration before they can even re!~ister the patterns to be learned? Further-
more, if small input patterns al~e chosen to avoid saturation, what pre-
vents the internal noise of the (;ells from distorting pattern registration?
This noise-saturation dilemma shows that cells are caught between two
potentially devastating extreme~). How do they achieve a "golden mean"
of sensitivity that balances between these extremes?

I have shown (Grossberg, 197'3) that mass action competitive networks
can automatically retune their sensitivity as inputs fluctuate to register
input differences without being ,desensitized by either noise or saturation.
In a neural context, these syste:ms are called shunting on-center off-sur-
round networks. The shunting, or mass action, dynamics are obeyed by
the familiar membrane equatiolrls of neurophysiology; the automatic re-
tuning is due to automatic gain control by the inhibitory signals.

The fixed operating range of cells should not be viewed as an unmiti-
gated disadvantage. By fixing their operating range once and for all, cells
can also define fixed output thresholds and other decision criteria with
respect to this operating rangl~. By maintaining sensitivity within this
operating range despite fluctua1Uons in total input load, cells can achieve
an impressive parallel processing capability. Even if parallel input sources

to the cells switch on or off unp,redictably through time, thereby changing
the total input to each cell, the automatic gain control mechanism can
recalibrate the operating level of total STM activity to bring it into the
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range of the cells' fixed decision criteria. Additive models, by contrast, do
not have this capability. These properties are mathematically described in
Grossberg (1983, Sections 21--23). ,.-

Because the need to accurately register input patterns by cells is ubiqut-
ous in the nervous system, coJmpetitive interactions are found at all levels
of neural interaction and of my models thereof. A great deal of what is
called "information processing" in other approaches to intelligence re-
duces in the present approach, to a study of how to design a competitive,
or close-to-competitive, network to carry out a particular class of compu-
tations. Several types ofspeci,alized competitive networks will be needed.
As I mentioned in Section I, the class of competitive systems includes
examples which exhibit arbitrary dynamical behavior. Computer simula-
tions that yield an interesting phenomenon without attempting to charac-
terize which competitive parameters control the phenomenon teach us
very little, because a small adjustment of parameters could, in principle,
generate the opposite phenomlenon. To quantitatively classify the param-
eters that control biologically ilmportant competitive networks is therefore
a major problem for theorists of mind. Grossberg (1981a, Sections 10-27)
and Cohen and Grossberg (]~983) review some results of this ongoing
classification.

XVIII. CHOICE, CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT,
LIMITE'D STM CAPACITY,

AND QUENCHING THRESHOLD

Some of the properties that I use can be illustrated by the simplest type
of competitive feedback network:

d x. = -Ax. + (B -x. )[J. + ti(x.)] -x.dt I I I I I I

where i = 1,2,. .., n. In E(~uation 29, term -AXi describes the passive

decay of the STM trace Xi at rate -A. The excitatory term (B -x;}[Ii +
f(xu] describes how an excitatory input Ii and an excitatory feedback
signal f(xu from Vi to itself excites by mass action the unexcited sites (B -

Xu of the total number of sites B at each node Vi. The inhibitory term
-Xi[Ji + ~k';'i f(Xk)] describes how the inhibitory input Ji and the inhibitory,
or competitive, feedback signals f(xk) from all Vk, k =F i, turn off the Xi
excited sites of Vi by mass action.

Equation 29 strips away all extraneous factors to focus on the following
issue. How does the choice of the feedback signal function f(w) influence
the transformation and storag;e of input patterns in STM? To discuss this
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network's positive feedback loops. This fact represents a serious chal-
lenge to linear feedback models (Grossberg, 1978d).

A faster-than-linear signal function can tell the difference between
small and large inputs by amplifying and storing only sufficiently large
activities. Such a signal function amplifies the larger activities so much
more than the smaller activities that it makes a choice: Only the largest
initial activity is stored in STM~ A sigmoid signal function can also sup-
press noise, although it does'so less vigorously than a faster-than-linear
signal function~ Consequently, activities less than a criterion level, or
quenching threshold (QT), arle suppressed, whereas the pattern of activi-
ties that exceeds the QT is contrast-enhanced before being stored in STM.

Any network that possessf:s a QT can be tuned. By increasing or de-
creasing the QT, the criteria of which activities represent functional sig-
nals-and hence should be p:rocessed and stored in STM-and of which
activities represent functional noise-and hence should be suppressed-
can be flexibly modified through time. An increase in the QT can cause all
but the largest activities to be quenched. Thus the network can behave
like a choice machine if its storage criteria are made sufficiently strict. A,
sudden decrease in the QT can cause all recently presented patterns to be
stored. If a novel or unexpected event suddenly decreases the QT, all
relevant data can be stored in STM until the cause of the unexpected
event is learned (Grossberg, 1975, 1982b). It cannot be overemphasized
that the existence of the QT and its desirable tuning properties all follow
from the use of a nonlincar signal function.

To illustrate the QT concept concretely, consider a sigmoid signal func-
tion f(w) that is faster than linear for 0 :5 ~V :5 .\,(1) and linear for XCI) .s w .s
B. The slower-than-linear part of f(w) does not affect network dynamics
because each Xi .s B by Equation 29. More precisely, let f(w) = Cwg(w),
where C ~ 0, g(w) is increasi:ng for 0 :5 w .s X(I), and g(w) = 1 for .1"(1) .s
lV :5 B. Grossberg (1973, pp. 355-359) has demonstrated that the QT of
this network is

XCI)

B -AC-I

By this equation, the QT is not the "manifest" threshold of f(w), which
occurs in the range where g()lv) is increasing. Instead, the QT depends on
the transition activity X(I) at ~'hich the signal function becomes linear, the
slope C of the signal function, the number of excitable sites B, and the
STM decay rate A. Thus all 'the parameters of the network influence the
size of the QT. By Equation :30, an increase in C causes a decrease in the
QT. In other words, increasing a shunting signal C that nonspecifically
gates all the network's feedback pathways facilitates STM storage.
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question, I assume that inputs (II, 12,. :. ., I", JI, J2, ..., In) are
delivered before, time t = 0: and: switch," off at time t -= 0 after having
instated an initial pattern X(O) = (XI(O), X2(O),. .., xn(O» in the network's
STM traces: Our task is to understand how the choice of f(w) influences
the transformation of x(O) into the stored pattern x(oo) = (XI(oo),:X2(oo);
..., xn(oo» as time increases~f;i:'" ,"""".:

" '""".'~ ':: Figure 6.13 shows that different choices of f(w) generate mark.edly. dif-:

ferent; storage. modes. The fun~tion g(w) "~. x~lf(w) is also graphe9.in,
Figure. 6~ 13: because the property that determines the type of storage is;
whether: g(w) is an increasing;.~c.on~tant, or decreasing function at pre~.~
scribed,: values; of. the actiyity,w!,~ For example, as in the foui.."rows"of

,Figure 6;.13-; a linear f( w) = aw generates ..a constant g( w) = a; a slqwer~:

than-linearf(w) :=aw(b + W)-I ~;enerate&ad.ecreasingg(w) = a(b+ ~):-I;
a faster-than~linear f(w) = awn,; n > 1, generates an increasing g(w).=
awn-I; and a sigmoid f(w) = aw,2(b + W2)-1 generates a concave g{w) ~
aw(b + w2)-I. Both linear and slower-than-linear signal functions amplify
noise. Even tiny activities are bootstrapped into large activities by the

f(w) g(w) IX(oo)= ~kXk{QO

AMPLIFIES NOISE

AMPLIFIES NOISE

lL
)

QUENCHES NOISE

-[~=~==~~J -

L~
QUENCHES NOISE

Figure 6.13
storage.

Influence of signal function f(w) on input pattern transformation and STM
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Another property of STM in a, competitive network is its limited capac-
ity~This property follows from the network's tendency: to conserVe; or
normalize, the 'total suprathreshold activity that it'c can store in' STM.
Consequently, an increase in Oltle STM trace forces a de.crease in other
STM traces. As soon as one of these diminished tr~ces. becomes smaller
than the QT, it is suppressed. .;': --;:;,ii.:,;" " r"C"C""""~'.",:,-,

A full understanding of the nc,rmalizationconcept, no l~ss th~Q theQT
concept,' requires a mathematical study of rele.vapt:e~amples.:;:rh,e ~~se
wherein f(w) is faster-than-linear illustrates normalization in its simplest
form~ Let x = Ll= I Xi be the total STM activity, and let F = Ll= I f(xi) be the

, " ' '... -.' ,

total feedback signal. Summing over the ipdex .iinEquation ~9 yields the
equation:. -'. .~ ":::;'f:':;:l::,;:~::':~}~;':":";f; ..

d :";;;::
-x = -- Ax + (B - x)F ""dt -~:,"., (31)

.,.,"

To solve for possible equilibrium activities x(oo) ofx(t), let (d/dt)x = 0 in

Equation 31. Then

Ax
E~ -x

= F.

Since a network with a faster-than-linear feedback signal makes a choice,
only one STM trace Xj(t) remains positive at t ~ 00. Hence only one
summand in F remains positive as t ~ 00, and its Xj(t) value approaches
x(t). Consequently, Equation 3:~ can be rewritten as

i'iX--
B-x

= f(x).

Equation 33 is independent of the number of active nodes. Hence the total
STM activity is independent of the numQer of active nodes.

XIX. LIMITED CAPi~CITY WITHOUT A BUFFER:
AUTOMA TICIT'f' VERSUS COMPETITION

The formal properties of tht~ previous section are reflected in many
types of data. A fixed capaci1:y buffer is often posited to explain the
limited capacity of STM (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Raaijmakers & Shif-
frin, 1981). Such a buffer is often implicitly or explicitly endowed with a
serial ordering of buffer posi1:ions to explain free recall data. Buffer
models do not, however, explain how items can be read in to one buffer
position and still move their representations along buffer positions in such
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a way that every item can be performed from each buffer position, as is
required for the buffer idea to meet free recall data. The buffer concept
also tacitly implies that the entire hierarchy of codes that is derivable from
item representations can also, be shifted around as individual item codes
move in the buffer.

The normalization propert:v provides a dynamical explanation of why
STM has' a limited capacity 1Nithout using a serial buffer. In the special
case that new item represen1:ations get successively excited by a list of
inputs, the normalization property implies that other item representations
must lose activity. As soon as one of the activities falls below the QT, it
drops out of STM. No motion of item representations through a buffer is
required. Hence, no grueling problems of shift-invariant read-in and read-
out need to be solved.-

In this view of the limited capacIty of STM, it is important to know
which item representations are mutually inhibitory. Equation 29 repre-
sents the atypical situation inl which each item representation can inhibit
all other item representations with equal ease via the inhibitory terms
Lk+i f(xk). More generally, an equation of the form ,;

d /I
-dt X; = -A;x; + (B; -x;)[/; + Lfk(Xk)Ck;]

k=1

n

-(Xi + Di)[Ji + Lgk(Xk)Eki]
k=1

holds, i = J, 2, ..., n, in which the excitatory signal fk(Xk) from Vk

excites Vi with a strength fk(Xk)Cki, whereas the inhibitory signal gk(Xk)
from Vk inhibits Vi with a strength gk( xk)Eki. If the inhibitory coefficients Eki
decrease with the network distance between Vk and Vi, then total STM
activity can progressively build up as more items are presented until the
density of active nodes causes every new input to be partly inhibited by a
previously excited node. Thus sparsely distributed items may, at least at a
single network level, sometimes be instated "automatically" in STM by
their inputs without incurring competitive "capacity limitations" (Nor-
man & Bobrow, 1975; Schne:ider & Shiffrin, 1976, 1977). The possibility
that total STM activity can build up to an asymptote plays an important
part in characterizing stable rules for laying down temporal order informa-
tion in STM (Section XXXI"').

"Automatic" processing can also occur in the present theory due to the
influence of learned top-down expectancies, or feedback templates, on
competitive matching processes (Section XXIV). The tendency to sharply
differentiate automatic versus controlled types of processing has been
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popularized by the work of Schneider and Shiffrin (1976, 1977), who
ascribe, automatic properties to 'r1 par,lliel prQc.css and controlled proper-
ties, to:'a serial process. This distinction creates conceptual paradoxes
when it is joined to concepts abc)ut learning (e.g"Grossberg, 1978e, Sec-
tion 61). Consider the serial learning of any new list of familiar items.
Each familiar item is processed by a parallel process, while each unfamil-
."'. ..."",'. -.".c"" .
l'dr Inter-Item contingency IS processed by. a serial process.. Schneider and

'. --, , .~,

Shiffrin's theory thus implies that... the br~n. ~oinehow -rapidly' alternates
-.", ,. .' .J'

be~ween parallel ~nd serial processing ~he~ t~e .list, ,is, .first pre~,en~ed but
switches to sustained parallel. prQcessil:lg a~ the list is unitized.., Consider

..'
the perception of a picture whose left half contains a familiar face and,. .

whose right half contains a collection of unfamiliar features. Schneider
and Shiffrin's theory implies that the brain somehow splits tile visual field
into a serial half and a parallel half ,', ~nd )hat the visual field gets reinte-
grated into a parallel whole as the unfamiliar features are unitized.

These paradoxes arise from the confusion of serial properties with se-
rial processes and of parallel pJ~operties with parallel processes. All the
processes of the present theory are parallel processes, albeit of a hierar-
chically organized network. The present the9ry shows how both serial
properties and parallel properties can be generated by these parallel pro-
cesses in response to different: experimental paradigms. In particular,
"the auditory-to-visual codes and templates that are activated in VM
[varied mapping] and CM [consistent mapping] conditions are different,
but the two conditions otherwise share .common mechanisms" (Gross-
berg, 1978e, p. 364). Some evo,ked potential tests of this viewpoint and
explanations of other data outsilde the scope of the Schneider and Shiffrin
theory are described elsewhere (Banquet and Grossberg, 1986; Carpenter
and Grossberg, 1986b, 1986c; Grossberg, 1982d, 1984a; Grossberg and
Stone, 1986a). A growing number of recent experiments also support this
viewpoint (e.g., Kahneman & Chajczyk, 1983).

XX. Hill CLIMBING, AND THE RICH GET RICHER

The contrast enhancement property of competitive networks manifests
itself in a large body of data. A central role for both contrast enhancement
and normalization has, for ex~lmple, been suggested in order to search
associative memory and to self-organize new perceptual and cognitive
codes (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1986b; Grossberg, 1978e, 1980c, 1982b).
A more direct appearance of contrast enhancement has also been sug-
gested to exist in letter and word recognition (Grossberg, 1978e; McClel-
land & Rumelhart, 1981). McClelland and Rumelhart introduce a number
of evocative phrases to enliven their discussion of letter recognition, such

~
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as the "rich-get-richer" effect and the "gang" effect. The former is sim-
ply a contrast enhancement eff(~ct whereby small differences in the initial
activation levels of word nod(~s get amplified through time into larger
differences. The numerical studies and intuitive arguments presented by
McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) do not, however, disclose why this can
sometimes happen. Figure 6.13 illustrates that a correct choice of signal
function is needed for it to happen, but a correct choice of signal function
is not enough to guarantee even that the network will not oscillate uncon-
trollably through time (Grossbe:rg, 1978c, 1980a). The gang effect uses a
reciprocal exchange of prewirt:d feedforward filters and feedback tem-
plates between letter nodes and word nodes to complete a word represen-
tation in response to an incomiplete list of letters. This type of positive
feedback exchange is also susceptible to uncontrollable instabilities
whose prevention has been analyzed previously (Grossberg, 1976a,
1976b, 1980c).

I prefer the use of functional words rather than shibboleths for both an
important reason and frivolous reason. The important reason is that an
adherence to functional words lemphasizes that a single functional prop-
erty is generating data in seemingly disparate paradigms. Functional
words thus tend to unify the literature rather than to fragment it. The
frivolous reason is that another rich-get-richer effect had already been so
christened in the literature"before the usage of McClelland and Rumelhart
(1981), and I was the person to blame. In Grossberg (1977), I called the
normative drift whereby activity can be sucked from some populations
into others due to the amplified network parameters of the latter popula-
tions a rich-get-richer effect. At: the time, I found this sociological inter-
pretation both amusing and inslructive. Later (Grossberg, 1978b), how-
ever, I realized that the same: mechanism could elicit automatic hill
climbing along a developmentaJ gradient, and I suggested (Grossberg,
1978e) how the same hill-climbing mechanism could respond to an ambig-
uous stimulus by causing a sporltaneous STM drift from a representation
that was directly excited by the stimulus to a more complete, or norma-
tive, nearby representation which could then quickly read out its feed-
back template to complete the ambiguous database.

This normative mechanism was, in fact, first presented in Levine and
Grossberg (1976) as a possible e;~planation of Gibson's (1937) line neutral-
ization effect. Thus the same functional idea has now been used to discuss
visu~l i.Ilusions, pattern completion and expectancy matching, develop-
mental gradients, and even sociology. It thus needs a functional name that
is neutral enough to cover all of~ these cases. It needs a name other than
contrast enhancement because it: uses a mechanism of lateral masking that
is distinct from simple contrast enhancement. This type of masking will be
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discussed in more detail to show how item sequences can be auto-
matically parsed in a context-sensitive fashion through time (Section

XXXVIII).

XXI. INST)~R LEARNING:
ADAPTIVE FILTERING AND CHUNKING

With these introductory remarks about competition in hand, I now
discuss the issue of how new recognition chunks can be self-organized
within the fields ~(2) and ~(3) of a context-modulated avalanche, or more
generally within the command hierarchy of a goal-oriented sequence of
behaviors. I first consider the minimal,anatomy that is capable of chunk-
ing or code development; namely, the ins/a' (Figure 6.14). As its name
suggests, the ins tar is the network dual of an outstar. An ins tar is con-
structed from an outstar by reversing the direction of its sampling path-
ways. Whereas in an outstar, conditionable pathways radiate from a sam-
pling cell to sampled cells, in an instar conditionable pathways point from
sampled cells to a sampling cell. Consequently, the sampling cell of an
ins tar is activated by a sum of J.JTM-gated signals from sampled cells.
These signals may be large enough to activate the sampling cell and thus
cause the sampled cells to be sampled. If a spatial pattern of inputs per-
sistently excites the sampled cell:s, it can cause alterations in the pattern

.

a b

Figure 6.14 The duality between expectancy learning and chunking: (a) An outsta, is the
minimal network capable of associative pattern learning, notably expectancy learning. (b)
An insta, is the minimal network capable of code development, notably chunking. The
source of an outstar excites the outstar border. The border of an ins tar excites the instar
source. In both outstars and instars, source activation is necessary to drive L TM sampling.
Since the signals from the ins tar border are gated by L TM traces before activating the instar
source, code learning both changes the efficacy of source activation and is changed by it in
an STM-L TM feedback exchange.
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of L TM traces across the conditionable pathways that gate the sampled
signals. These LTM changes can enable a practiced input pattern to excite
the instar's sampling node with greater efficacy. The heightened activa-
tion of the sampling node measures how well the sampling source has
come to represent, or chunk, the input pattern.

Although this version of chunking is too simplistic, two aspects of the
problem as studied in this form have far-reaching consequences (Gross-
berg, 1976a, 1980c). To fix ideas, denote the sampling node by Vo and the
sampled nodes by VI, V2, .' .., Vn. For simplicity, let the cells VI, V2,
..., Vn rapidly normalize any input pattern Ij = (}jI that they receive into
STM activities Xi = (}i. Denote the signal emitted from Vi into pathway eiO

by f«(}i)' This signal is gated by the LTM trace ZiO before the gated signal
f«(}i)zio reaches Vo from Vi. All of these signals are added at Vo to get a total
signal To = L7= I f( (}j)ZiO. As in Equation II, To is the dot product

To = f8 .Zo

of the two vectors fo = (f«(JI, f«(J2), ..., f«(J,,)) and Zo = (ZIO, Z20, ...,

ZnO)'
To characterize the STM response at vo to signal To, suppose for sim-

plicity that the total activity of vo is normalized to 1 and that vo possesses a
QT equal to B. Then

if
if

To ?; 6,

To < 6. (36)Xo = 1,

0,

Moreover, suppose that the 1. TM traces Zro satisfy the equation

(37)

Equation 37 is a special case of Equation 7 in which no learning occurs
unless To succeeds in exciting Xo. When learning does occur, ZjO is at-
tracted towards f(fJj), i = 1, 2, ...,n.

Under these conditions, it is easily shown that as input trials proceed,
the vector Zo(t) of L TM traces is monotonically attracted to the vector fo
of signal pattern weights. In other words, Zo(t) becomes parallel to fo as
practice proceeds. This trend tends to maximize the signal T o(t) = fo .zo(t)

as trials proceed because the dot product is maximized when vectors of
fixed length are made parallel to each order. As T o(t) grows, its ability to
activate Vo by exceeding its QT also increases. Speaking intuitively, Vo
"codes" (J due to learning trials, or the adaptive filter To is "tuned" by

experience.
Unfortunately, this example is deficient in several ways. For one, there

is no nontrivial coding: Vo can become more sensitive to a single pattern fJ,
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but no one node can differentially encode a large number of patterns into
more than two categories. Clearly, more sampling nodes arc needed. This
can be accomplished as follows. : :~;'-.c :

'. "'.:" "

',XXII. SPATIAL GRADIENTS,. STIMULUS GENERALIZATION,..:
,-..::: '::;.." AND CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION
"';-,-, ;~- ,,;;:;'~:)l~::,;i';..."~i.;:;;'..(;i..".,,'

Let the nodes VI, Vi, ...,Un be replacedby'a: field ?j(I) of nodes, and,. .' -.

let Vo be replaced by a fi,eld ?j(2) of nodes~ Each pattern across ?j(I) can now
send a positive signal to man:y nodes" of ?j(~~'!'-~ow is an increasingly
selective response across ?j(2) t.O be achieve"d,,'as sequences of input pat-
terns perturb ?j(I)? ",.-. , .

Both networks ~(I) and ~(2) include 'comp~titiy~.: interactions to solve
the noise-saturation dilemma. The easiest way to achieve learned selec-
tivity is thus to design ~(2) as cl sharply tuned competitive feedback net-
work that chooses its maximal input for STM storage, quenches all other
inputs, and normalizes its tota.l STM activity. By analogy with the pre-
vious example, let the total input to Vj(2) in ~(2) equal

~ = f8 .Zj,

let

if
if

~ ~ max[e, Tk: k =f=Jl
~ < max[e, Tk : k =f= j],

and let

Now let a sequence of spatial patterns perturb ~(l) in some order. What

happens?
This is a situation where the good news is good and the bad news is

better. If the spatial patterns are not too densely distributed in pattern
space, in a sense that can be made precise (Grossberg, 1976a), then learn-
ing partitions the patterns into mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets
PI, P2,. .., Pm such that every input pattern (J in Pj excites its recogni-
tion chunk Vj(2) with the maximal possible input, given the constraint that
the L TM vector Zj is attracted to all the vectors fo of patterns (J in Pi'

Node Vj(2) is also activated by patterns (J that are weighted averages of
patterns in Pi' even if these p;atterns (J are novel patterns that have never
been experienced. Hence a generalization gradient exists across ~(2). The
adaptive filter projects novel patterns into the classification set spanned

by the patterns in Pi'
If a pattern 0 is deformed so much that it crosses from one set Pi to
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another set Pk, then a rapid switch from choosing vj2) to choosing Vk(2)
occurs. The boundaries betVv'een the sets Pj are categorical. Categorical
perception can thus be anticiipated whenever adaptive filtering interacts
with sharply competitive tunling, not just in speech recognition experi-
ments (Hary & Massaro, 1982; Pastore, 1981; Studdert-Kennedy, 1980).

The categorical boundaries are determined by how each input pattern is
filtered by all the LTM vector:s Zj, and by how all the dot product signals ~
fare in the global competition for STM activity. Consequently, practicing
one pattern (J can recode the network's STM response to a novel pattern
(J* by changing the global balcLllce between filtering and competition. This
conclusion can be understood most easily by substituting Equations 38
and 39 info Equation 40. One then observes that the rate of change (d/dt)
Zij of each L TM trace depends on the global balance of all signals and all
LTM traces, and thus on the entire history of the system as a whole.

Factors that promote adhe:rence to or deviations from categorical per-
ception are more subtle than these equations indicate. Section XXIII
notes that an interplay of attentional factors with feature coding factors
can cause the same networ~~ to react categorically or continuously to
different experimental conditions. Such a result is not possible in the
categorical perception model ,of Anderson et al. (1977), because the activi-
ties in that model must alway's reach a maximal or a minimal value (Sec-
tion II).

XXIII. THE PROGRES~)IVE SHARPENING OF MEMORY:
TUNING PREWIRI:D PI:RCEPTUAL CATEGORIES

The requirement that ~(2) make an STM choice is clearly too strong.
More generally, ~(2) possesses a tunable QT due to the fact that its com-
petitive feedback signals are ~;igmoidal. Then only those signals ~ whose
L TM vectors Zj are sufficiently parallel to' an input pattern, within some
range of tolerance determinedl by the QT, will cause suprathreshold STM
reactions Xj(2). In this case, the competitive dynamics of ~(2) can be ap-
proximated by a rule of the DJrm

-h(~) if ~ ~ E
L h(Tk) (41)

J"k,,=e
X (2) -
J -:-

0, if T.< BJ

instead of Equation 39. In Equation 41, the inequality ~ ~ B says that the
dot product input to Vj(2) excleeds the QT of ~(2). The function h(~) ap-
proximates the contrast-enhancing action of sigmoid signaling within ~(2).
The ratio of h(~) to 4- h(Tk) approximates the normalization property
of ~(2). Tk.~e
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Due to Equation 41, a largeJr input Tj than T k causes a larger STM
reaction Xj(2~ than,xk(2). By Equation 40, a larger value of Xj(2) than Xk(2)
causes faster conditioning of the: L TM vector Zj than of Zk. Faster condi-
tioning of zjc~uses h(Tj) to be relatively larger than h( T k) on later learning
trial~ than on earlier learning trials. Due to the normalization' prop~rty,
rel~tively more of the total a~ti.v;ity Of~(2) will be concentrateda~.xi(z~~~an
was:trlie on earlier learning trials. The relative advantage of Xj(2)' is then
~taIislate~ i~to relatiyely faster conditioning of the LTM vector 'ZJ: rh,i~

.."'", .-, -
feedback exchange betweeq STMand LTM continues until the process

.'" ,..".0 ,
equilibrates; if indeed it does. ,:I\s a result of this exchange, the critical' -'.. '. ,;.. -

featutes;~ithin..the filter, T = (T(, T2, ..., Tm) eventually overylhelm
, ' c ,-' ".. -'-'.~';_.

less'salient features within the STM representation across ,~(2) ofiriput
patterris to.:?;(). Representation~) can thus be sharpened, ,?r progressi~ely
turied,'dtieto a feedback exchange between "slow" adaptive co~ing and
"fast" competition. :

The tendency to sharpen rc~presentations due to training leads to
learned codes with context-sensitive properties. This is because the criti-
cal features that code a given input pattern are determined by all of the
input patterns that the network ever experiences. The ultimate represen-
tation of a single "word" in the network's input vocabulary thus depends
on the entire "language" bein!~ learned, despite the fact that prewired
connections in the signaling pathways from ~(() to ~(2), and within ~(I) and
~(2), constrain the features that will go into these representations.

Other sources of complexity are due to the fact that Equations 38, 40,
and 41 approximate only the most elementary aspects of the learning
process. The filter in Equation 38 often contains parameters Pij, as in

n

~ = 2: f(Xj(I»)PijZij,
;=1

(42)

which determine prewired positional gradients from ~(I) to ~(2). These
positional gradients break up the filtering of an input pattern into sets of
partially overlapping channels. Some choice of prewired connections Pij
is needed to even define a filtelr such as that in Equation 38 or 42. Thus
"tuning an adaptive filter" always means "tuning the prewired positional
gradients of an adaptive filter." Infants may thus be "able to perceive a
wide variety of phonetic contra~)ts long before they actually produce these
contrasts in their own babbling" (Jusczyk, 1981, p. 156). The fact that
developmental tuning may alter the L TM traces Zij in Equation 42 in no
way invalidates the ability of the prewired gradients Pij in the equation to
constrain the perceptual categories that tuning refines, both before and
after tuning takes place.
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The special choice Pij = 1 for all i and j in Equation 38 describes the

simplest (but an unrealistic) case in which all filters Tj receive equal pre-
wired connections, but possibly different initial LTM traces, from all
nodes Vi. In subsequent formulas, all Pij will be set equal to 1 for nota-
tional simplicity. However, the need to choose nonuniform Pij in general
should not be forgotten.

Other simplifying ass~mptions must also b~ generalized in'dfd,e'r to deal
with realistic cases. The'rule in Equation 41 for competition ignores many
subtleties of how one 'competitive, design can determine a different STM

." ", ", ,

transformation than another. This rule also ignores the fact that the input
pattern T to "~(2) is transformed into a' pattern of STM traces across ~(2)
before, this STM pattern, not the input pattern itself, is further trans-
formed by competitive feedback interactions within ~(2). Despite these
shortcol1)ings, the robust tendency for memory to sharpen progressively
due to experience is clarified by these examples (Cermak & Craik, 1979;
Squire, Cohen, & Nadel, 1982). '

The degree of representational sharpening can be manip'ulated at will by
varying the QT of ~(2). A high QT 'will cause sharply tuned codes to
evolve from ~(I) to ~(2), as in Equation 39. A lower QT will enable a more
diffusely distributed map to be learned from ~(I) to ~(2). Such a diffuse
map may be protected from nloise amplification by the use of sigmoidal
competitive signaling at every processing stage that is capable of STM
storage. If, however, the QT is chosen so small that fluctuations in inter-
nal cellular noise or in nonsp(:cific arousal can exceed the QT, then the
network STM and L TM can both be pathologically destabilized. A net-
work in which two successive stages of filtering ~(I)~ ~(2)~ ~(3) occur-
where the first stage ~(I) ~ ~(2) generates a diffuse map and the second
stage ~(2) ~ ~(3) generates a sharply tuned map-is capable of computing
significant global invariants of the input patterns to ~(I) (Fukushima, 1980;

Grossberg, 1978e).

XXIV. STABiliZING THE C:ODING OF LARGE VOCABULARIES:
TOP-DOWN EXPEC:TANCIES AND STM RESET BY

UNE)(~PECTED EVENTS

Now for the bad news. If the number of input patterns to be coded is
large relative to the number of nodes in <jO(2), and if these input patterns are
densely distributed in pattern space, then no temporally stable code may
develop across <jO(2) using only the interactions of the previous section
(Grossberg, 1976a). In other words, the STM pattern across <jO(2) that is
caused by a fixed input pattern can persistently change through time due
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to the network~s adaptive reaction to the other input patterns. The effort
to overcome this catastrophe led to the introduction of the adaptive reso-
'na~ce theory' (Grossberg', 1976b). I refer the reader to"previous articles
(Grossberg, 19826, 1982d, 1984a) for a more thorough analysis of theseresults. ',...,"; '".: ",:::";,',.:." .":'.:,:11' ;

::;f~'...The mai~ observation needed here is that a developipg.~Q~~ can always

..'be.,t,emporaily :stabijiz~~:,' ~y' thee ,action' -,'. J ./'.., ,.. , ., '" '", ,

..plates or ,-feedba~k;., ~~p~ct~hcies. This fact sheds new; lig.hf 'on'results
which have" suggested'.a"rol~"for feedbac}{'templates'.n ~/divJrsebody:of'," ;1.. Ir " " "'":": data, including data about 'phonemic restoration, words'uperiority'effects,

, "visual patterp .completiQn eff~cts, and olfactory coding,:"lO name a few
.

'.(Dodwell, 1975; Foss & Blank, 198~;Freeman, 1979; Joh,nston & McClel-, land, 1974; Lanze, Weisstein, & Harris, 1982; Marslen-Wilson," 1975;
." Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982; Warren,

1970; Warren & Obusek,' 1971:). My theory suggests that top-down tem-
plates area universal computational design in all neural subsystems capa-
ble of achieving temporally st;able adaptation in response to a complex
input environment. The theor}" also identifies the mechanisms needed to
achieve temporally stable adaptation. Because many articles that use top-
down mechanisms consider orlly performance issues rather than '1 com-
posite of learning and performa,nce issues, they do not provide a sufficient
indication of why top-down e~~pectancies exist or how they work.

My theory consider the basic issue of how a network can buffer the
internal representations that it has already self-organized against the de-
stabilizing effects of behaviorally irrelevant environmental fluctuations
and yet adapt rapidly in response to novel environmental events which
are crucial to its survival. To do this, the network must know the differ-
ence between and be able to differentially process both expected and
unexpected events. I trace this ability to the properties of two comple-
mentary subsystems: an orienting subsystem and an attentional subsys-
tem. Figures 6.15 and 6.16 surrlmarize how these two types of subsystems

operate.
In both figures, I assume tllat an active STM pattern is reverberating

across certain nodes in the (if + l)st field ~(i+l) of a coding hierarchy.
These active nodes are emitti][}g conditioned feedback signals to the pre-
vious stage ~(I) in this hierarc:hy. The total pattern E of these feedback
signals represents the pattern that the active nodes in ~(i+ I) collectively

"expect" to find across ~(I) due to prior learning trials on which these
nodes sampled the STM patterns across ~(I) via an associative process
akin to outs tar learning. More precisely, an expectancy E is a vector E =
(E1, E2' ..., EJ such that: Ek = ~j=1 SjZjk(1) where Sj is the sampling
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Figure 6.15 Reaction of at tentiona I and orienting subsystems to an unexpected event: (a) A
subliminal top-down expectancy E at ~II) is maintained by a supraliminal STM pattern
across ~12), (b) The input pattern U ruJnspecifically sensitizes :1'11) as it instates itself across
~IIJ, The input also sends an activating signal to the nonspecific arousal source ~. (c) Thc
event U is unexpected because it mismatchcs E across ffllJ, The mismatch inhibits STM
activity across ffll) and disinhibits ~. This in turn releases a nonspecific arousal pulse that
rapidly resets STM across ~12J before adventitious recoding of the L TM can occur and drives
a search of associative memory until a better match can be achieved.

signal emitted from UjCi+l) and ~:jkC/) is the LTM trace in the synaptic knobs
of the pathway ejk from UjCi+l) ItO UkCi).

I assume that the feedback s:ignals E bias ?)pc/) by subliminally activating
the STM traces across ?)pc/). Only a subliminal reaction is generated by the
expectancy because the QT oj: ?)pc/) is assumed to be controlled by a non-
specific shunting signal, as in :Equation 30. Although the expectancy E is
active, the QT of ?)PCi) is too high for E to cause a supraliminal STM
reaction.

A feedforward input pattern U from ?)PCi-l) to ?)PCi) has two effects on ?)pc/).
It delivers the specific input pattern U and activates the nonspecific shunt-
ing signal that lowers the QT of ?)PCi). The conjoint action of U and E then
determines the STM pattern f:licited by U across ?)pc/).

?
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Figure 6.16 Reaction of attentional al1ld orienting subsystems to an expected event: (a) A
subliminal top-down expectancy E at ~(I) is maintained by a supraliminal STM pattern
across ~(2). (b) The input pattern U nonspecifically sensitizes ~(I) as it instates itself across
~(I). The input also sends an activating; signal to the nonspecific arousal source {J.;. (c) The
event U is expected because it approximately matches E across ~(I); that is, it falls within
the hysteresis boundary defined by E. This match amplifies patterned STM activity across
~(I) and ~(2) into a resonant STM code capable of being encoded in LTM.

It is worth noting at this point that any other input source capable of
turning on the nonspecific shunting signal to ~(I') could lower its QT and
thereby bootstrap the expectancy signals into a supraliminal STM pattern
even in the absence of a feedfo,rward input pattern. I believe that fantasy
activities such as internal thinking and the recall of music can be main-

tained in this fashion. -c:
We now consider how unexpected versus expected input patterns are

differentially processed by thi~) network. In Figure 6.15b, an unexpected
input pattern U is delivered to ~(I') from ~(i-I). The pattern U is unex-
pected in the sense that the feedback template E and the unexpected input
U are mismatched across ~(I'). The concept of mismatch is a technical
concept whose instantiation i:; a property of the interactions within ~(I')

(Grossberg, 1980c, Appendix C; Carpenter and Grossberg, 1986a, 1986b).

:'\':"'fi~i:

,

(3)
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"For present purposes, we need to know only that a mismatch between
two input patterns at ~(i) quickly attenuates STM activity across ~(i) (see
Figure 6.15c). ,. c ,.,;,'. 'c

Just as the input pattern V activates a nonspecific gain control mecha-
nism within ~(i), it also deliv,ers an input to the orienting subsystem U/.
Because each node in ~(I") sends an inhibitory pathway to U/(Figure 6.15b),
suprathreshold STM activity anywhere across ~(i) c,an inhibit the input
due to V at 0/. If mismatch across ~(i) occurs". however, inhibitory signals
from ~(I") to 0/ are attenuated. Consequently, V's input to 0/ is capable of
unleashing a nonspecificsigila.l to ~(i+I), which acts quickly to reset STM.activity across ~(i+I)~ ; J"~"" .!. '.,"

..
One of the properties of STM reset is to selectively inhibit the active

nodes across ~(i+ j) that read oui the incorrect expectancy of which event

was about to happen. STM re:set thus initiates a search for a more appro-
priate code with which to handle the unexpected situation. An equally
important effect of inhibiting the active nodes in ~(i+l) is to prevent these
nodes from being recoded by the incorrect pattern V at ~(I"). STM reset
shuts off the active STM tra,ces Xj(i+l) across ~(i+l) so quickly that the
slowly varying L TM traces Z~i(l") from ~(I") to ~(i+ I) cannot be recoded via
the L TM law

The top-down expectancy thu~; buffers its activating chunks from adventi-
tious recoding.

xxv. EXPECTANCY MATC:HIN(:; AND ADAPTIVE RESONANCE

In Figure 6.16, the pattern U to ~(/') is expected. This means that the
top-down expectancy E and t]l1e bottom-up pattern U match across ~(I').
This notion of matching is also a technical concept that is instantiated by
interactions within ~(I'). When a pair of patterns match in this sense, the
network can energetically amplify the matched pattern across ~(I') (see
Figure 6.16b). These amplified activities cause amplified signals to pass
from ~(I') to ~(i+l) (Figure 6.1~ic). The STM pattern across ~(i+l) is then
amplified and thereupon amplifies the feedback signals from ~(i+l) to ~(I').
This process of mutual amplification causes the STM patterns across ~(I')
and ~(i+ I) to be locked into a s,ustained STM resonance that represents a

context-sensitive encoding of 1.he expected pattern U. The resonant STM
patterns can be encoded by thl~ L TM traces in the pathways between ~(i)
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and ~(i+ J) because these STM patt~rns are, not rapidly, inhibited by an
,. "e.., .

STM reset event. Because S.rM:resonance leads to LTM encoding, I call
""C'.',,",,'i '" '..this dynamical event an adaptive "resonance. ,.,. ."

...,.;.:;:,;:'.:~;~:. ",:":':;:,~r!,::~~;;:,~,~:::'.'~,':;f;:." ";

.;,-" c'- ,~~ '~,!JXXVI.(, THE-PROCESSING OF NOVEl EVENTS: ';,~:"
' .,~.'-

}":~:;: ;:,i:;: .;:, PATTERN'cOMPI.ETION VERSUS: SEARCH ...~ .
;;-i,-();~ ,.:.;,!..,',: .,.""."J.j,:,~" :. ,n,!i '-: OFASSOCIATIVEMEMOR'Y1i2:I:i4~'f :J ";: -~ :-..+ (",',0'J:~,:. 

,.:~,'~f ':;;'j;'iir,',j ,:'m~:~;fr -" '-, \':-t';"";::;":"'~'=: ", ~,: ,:::~;J".,"'~"';

, .A n~v~l input p~~~e~.JP1~~..~licittwo differen~ctyp~s'ofnetworkreac-
tion, depending on ,Vfh~t~erU triggers STM resonance or STM reset.
When a novel. event U is filtered via feedforward $i(/') ~ $i(i+ I} signaling, it

.,!! ,- ..c ." .~
may activate a feedi?ack expectancy E via feedback $i(/+ I) ~ $i(/') signaling

..,c c,..,

\,:!hich, although not the same pattern as U, is sufficiently like U to gener-
ate an approximate match acro~s $i(/'). This can happen because the QT of
$i(I') determines a flexible criteri;on of how similar two patterns must be to
prevent the inhibition of all STM activity across $i(/'). A large QT implies a
strict criterion, whereas a low QT implies a weak criterion. If two patterns
are matched we,ll enough for sclme populations in ~(I') to exceed the QT,
then STM resonance will occur and the orienting reaction will be in-
hibited.

Because U is filtered by feedforward signaling, and because E reads out
the optimal pattern that the ac1live chunks across ~(i+l) have previously
learned, E will deform the STM reaction across ~(I') that would have
occurred to U alone toward a resonant encoding that completes U using
the optimal data E. This consequence of buffering L TM codes against
adventitious recoding is, I belic~ve, a major source of Gestaltlike pattern
completion effects, such as phonemic restoration, word superiority ef-
fects, and the like. Grossberg aJrld Stone (1986a) develop such concepts to
analyze data about word recognition and recall.

By contrast, if U is so different from E that the QT causes STM sup-
pression across $i(/'), then the orienting subsystem will be activated and a
rapid parallel search of associative memory will ensue. To understand
how such a search is regulated, one needs to analyze how a nonspecific
arousal pulse to ~(i+ 1) can sele(;tively inhibit only the active nodes across
~(i+ I) and spare inactive nodes :for subsequent encoding of the unexpected

event.
This property is instantiated, by expanding the design of ~(i+I), as well

as all other network levels that are capable of STM reset, in the following
fashion. All nodes that have heretofore been posited in the competitive
networks are on-cells; they are turned"on by inputs. Now I supplement
the on-cell competitive networks with apposing off-cell competitive net-
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works such that offset of an input to an on-cell triggers a transient activa-
tion of its corresponding off-(;ell. Such an activation is called an antago-
nistic rebound.

Antagonistic rebound at ant off-cell in response to offset of an on-cell
input can be achieved due to three mechanisms acting together: (1) All the
inputs to both the' on-cell channel and the off-cell channel are gated by
slowly accumulating transmitter substances that generate output signals
by being released at a rate proportional to input strength times the amount
of available transmitter. (2) The inputs to on-cells and off-cells are of two
types: specific inputs that selectively activate an on-cell channel or an off-
cell channel, but not both, arld nonspecific inputs that activate both on-
cell and off-cell channels equally. (3) The gated signals in both the on-
channel and off-channel compete before the net gated inputs activate the
on-cell or the off-cell, but not both. The network module that carries out
these computations is called a gated dipole (Figure 6.17). One proves that
if a sufficiently large increment in nonspecific arousal occurs while an on-
cell is active, this increment (;an cause an antagonistic rebound that rap-:
idly shuts off the on-cell's Sl"M trace by exciting the corresponding off-
cell. This rebound is part of t.he STM reset event.

The antagonistic rebounds in gated dipoles are due to the fact that
unequal inputs to the on-cell :and off-cell cause their respective transmit-
ter gates to be depleted, or habituated, at unequal rates. Whcn a rapid
change in input patterning ocj;urs, it is gated by the more slowly varying
transmitter levels. A mathem:ltical analysis shows that either a rapid off-
set of the specific on-cell input or a rapid increase of nonspecific arousal
can cause an antagonistic relbound due to the imbalance in transmitter
habituation across the on-cell and off-cell channels (Grossberg, 1972b,

1975, 1980c, 1981b, 1984a).
Once a subfield of on-cells is inhibited by dipole rebounds, they remain

inhibited for a while due to th~: slow recovery rate of the transmitter gates.
Only a subset of nodes in Sj;(i+ I) can therefore respond to the filtered

signals from ~(I") in the next time interval. If another mismatch occurs,
more nodes in ~(i+l) are inhibited. As the search continues, the normal-
ized STM patterns across ~I:i+ I) contract rapidly onto a final subset of

~(i+l) nodes. The STM pattern across this final subset of nodes is used to
condition the filter of its conresponding pathways or to stabilize the al-
ready conditioned pathways via an adaptive resonance.

One of the intriguing facts about searching associative memory in this
way is that transmitter habituation is one of the important mechanisms.
Habituation acts in my theory to regulate active memory buffering and
adaptive encoding processes; it is not just a passive result of "use,"
"fatigue," or other classical notions.
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Figure 6.17 Reaction of a feedforward gated dipole to phasic onset and offset of a cue: The
phasic test input J and the arousal input I add in the on-channel, thereby activating the STM
trace XI. The arousal input I activates the STM trace X2 in the off-channel. Since I + J > I,
x. > X2' Traces XI and X2 elicit signals f(xJ and f(xJ. Because X. > X2, f(xl) > f(xJ. Each
signal is gated by a transmitter z. or Z2 (in the square synapses). Transmitters ZI and Z2 are
released at rates proportional to f(xJzl and f(XJZ2, respectively. The gated signals f(xJzl
and f(XJZ2 in turn activate X3 and x., re:spectively, and X3 > x.. Both X3 and X. excite their
own channel and inhibit the other channel. After competition acts, an output from the on-
channel is elicited that habituates throu~:h time. A rapid offset of J causes X. :: X2 and f(xJ =
f(xJ. However, ZI < Z2 due to greater prior depletion, or habituation, of the on-channel byJ,
and to the slow reaction rale of ZI and Z2 relative to XI and X2' Thus f(xl)z, < f(XJZ2 and X3 <
X.. After competition acts, the off-channel wins. Gradually, Z. = Z2 in response to the equal
values of X. and X2' Then f(XI)Z, = f(XJZ2, so the competition shuts off all dipole output. The

same mechanism causes on off-rebouI1ld in response to a rapid increment in I while J is
active. In a feedback gated dipole, outp,ut from X, reexcites x., and output from X6 reexcites
X2. In a dipole field, the positive feedback loops XI ++ X, and X2 ++ X6 form the on-centers of
competitive shunting networks that joilrt on-cells to on-cells and off-cells to off-cells. Such
networks exhibit STM properties such an contrast enhancement and normalization modu-
lated by the slow habituation of activated transmitter gates.

XXVII. RECOGNITION, AUTOMATICITY, PRIMES, AND CAPACITY

These processes are reflect(~d in many types of data. Analyses and
predictions about some of th(~se data are found in Grossberg (1980c,
1982b', 1982c). Carpenter and Grossberg (1986a, 1986b) describe exten.sive
computer simulations of how aljaptive resonance theory mechanis~s' can
self-organize a self-stabilizing r'~cognition code in response to an arbitrary
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list of input patterns. The following remarks summarize some of the other
types of data that may be clalrified by such processes.

Recent studies of recognition memory point out: "Complex elaborate
encoding. ..can be utilized to enhance recognition only when the test
conditions permit a reinsta1:ement of the original encoding context"
(Fisher & Craik, 1980, p. 400). In a similar vein, other studies support the
idea that' 'the direction of pri:ming effects ~. .depend[s] upon the valid-
ity of the prime as a predictor of the probe stimulus'~(Myers & Lorch,
1980,p..405). This type of effect holds at every level 'Of reciprocal signal-
ing in the encoding hierarchy" because a particular pattern of feedforward
chunking is wed to a chara~:teristic pattern of template feedback. An
active pattern of template fee,dback leads to rapid resonant matching only
when it meets with compatible feedforward input patterns. The resonant
process is interpreted to be the attentive moment, or recognition event,
that groups individual nodal activities into a unitary percept. The' 'prim-
ing" feedback template leads to enhanced recognition only if the "probe"
input pattern is sufficiently similar to trigger a resonant match.

This view of template ma1:ching and associative memory search sug_:
gests a different way to think about automatic versus capacity-limited
processing than that of reseclrchers like Norman and Bobrow (1975) or
Posner and Snyder (1975). Capacity limitations alone do not determine
whether very fast inhibition will slow down reaction times in a search
situation. Mismatch can trigB;er rapid STM reset and associative search,
leading to an increase in reaction time, under the same capacity limita-
tions that would speed reaction time if a match were to occur. An in-
creased reaction time is not ~jue merely to a capacity limitation that ex-
cites two mutually inhibitory nodes, because mutual inhibition can
sub serve either a match or a mismatch.

At bottom, the traditional discussion of increased reaction time due to
capacity-limited inhibitory effects follows from an inadequate choice of
the functional unit of network processing. The functional unit is not the
activation ofa single node, no'r a "spreading activation" among individual
nodes. Rather, it is a coherent pattern across a field of nodes. This view-
point is compatible with the results of Myers and Lorch (1980, p. 405),
who showed, among other things: "Reaction time to decide that a sen-
tence was true or false was longer if the preceding prime was a word that
was unrelated to the probe than if the prime was the word 'blank' " at

prime-to-probe intervals as short as 250 ms. -
How can a more direct t(~st of behaviorally unobservable reset and

search routines be made? One possible way may be to adapt techniques
for measuring the N200 and P300 evoked potentials to letter, word, and
sentence recognition and v(~rification tasks. The theory suggests that
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every mismatch event will elicit. the mismatch negativity component of
the N200 at 0/ and that every subsequent nonspecific arousal burst will
elicit a P30o.~t ~(2) (Grossberg, 1984a; Karrer, Coh§ri, & Tueting, 1984).

;.;'.~. :,;,..:' : .~ ..;:.",:"i;1.':~;':.:::~5..c:.. :.:il:...~i::;;~::::.
:"."".. ~!""..~"!- XXVIII. ANCHOR;), A~P.lIQ~Y C9NTRAST"c;-:..~~,.::.':s,::;.;.';.;~
.:.:c':-': '.. AND SELECTIVE ADAPTATION -". .:;...:"

"",,-;!,CC,; c,".'-';".'..;:~ 
N um~roti~' .s1t:idies'" of contextual ~effeciiin;vowet erce. tlon"Ii'ave"' at:

'teRlpfed'to distinguish betw~~n ~"audit~ry
,contrast" explana~ion~ of howa'cai~g,~.r!c~'boundarycan shift"during a
selective adaptation or anchori,ng experiment~; 'Sawusch and Nusbaum
(1979) have interpreted their results as favoring an auditory contrast ex-

...'" -.,

planation, because even wIdely spaced repetitions of an anchor vowel
elicit a significant shift in the boundary. The mechanisms of template
feedback, STM resonance, STM reset, and transmitter habituation may
shed some further light on this discussion by suggesting some new experi-
mental tests of these ideas.

Sawusch and Nusbaum (1979, p. 301) discuss auditory contrast in terms
of "incorporating the influence: of both information from immediately
preceding stimuli (auditory memory) and prototypes in long-term memory
into one unified auditory ground against which new stimuli are com-
pared." I represent the "auditory memory" by a pattern reverberating in
STM across a field ~(i+l) of node,s, the "prototypes in long-term memory'"
by LTM traces in the active feedback template pathways from ?j(i+l) to
~(I'), and the "unified auditory ground" by a subliminal feedback expect-
ancy E across ?j(I'). This interpretation immediately raises several ques-
tions.

Why does an input U that mismatches E cause a boundary shift away
from the event represented by E? In the framework presented earlier, the
answer is: The mismatch event actively inhibits the active nodes across
~(i+ I) which represent E. In the time interval after this STM reset event,
the pattern U will be encoded by a renormalized field ~(i+ 1) in which the

nodes that encoded E remain inhibited. A similar combination of mis-
match-then-reset has been used to discuss bistable visual illusions such
as those that occur during the viewing of Necker's cube (Grossberg,
1980c). I suggest that a P300-evoked potential will occur at the moment of

switching.
As in the discussion of matching probes to primes, a stronger anchoring

effect may cause a faster reac1~ion time when U equals E and a slower
reaction time when U mismatc:hes E. Another type of test would start
with an event U that equals E and would gradually cause U to mismatch E
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using a temporally dense series of successive presentations of slightly
changing Us. The hysteresis boundary that causes perseveration of the
anchor percept may get broader as the anchoring effect is made stronger,
even though a stronger anchoring effect causes a larger shift when a
discrete event U mismatches E. A P300 may also occur when the hystere-
si~ poundary is, exceeded by U. Thereafter, th~ percept may agt:lin be
shifted away from E~..;. ;;"..;,,",' ,..:,-

,The latter test maybe.~Qnfounded by.th~f~ct that a dense series of Us
may cause persistent STM reverberation of the anchor representati'on
across ~(i+l). Such a reverberation may progressively habituate the trans-
mitter gates in the reverberating pathways. In this way, "fatigue" may
enter even an auditory contrElst explanation, albeit fatigue of a nonclassi-
cal kind. If significant habituation does occur, thenJhe shift due to STM
reset may become smaller as a function of longer storage in auditory
memory, but this effect would be compensated for by a direct renormali-
zation of the STM response of ~(i+ I) to U as a result of habituation. Such

habituation effects may occur on a surprisingly long time scale, because a
slow transmitter accumulation rate is needed to regulate the search of'
associative memory.

Sawusch and Nusbaum (1979) suggest that adaptation-level theory
(Helson, 1964; Restle, 1978) may be used as a mathematical framework to
explain selective adaptation and anchoring effects. 1 believe that this is a
correct intuition. Shunting competitive networks possess an adaptation
level that is the basis for their matching properties (Grossberg, 1980c,
Appendix C; 1983, Section 22). A feedback template E has the effect of
biasing the adaptation level and thereby producing a different reaction to
a feedforward input pattern U than would otherwise occur. However, this
property of shunting networks controls only one step in the network's
total reaction to a shifted input.

In this regard, Sawusch, I"rusbaum, and Schwab (1980) show that an-
choring by the vowel [i] (as in beet) or by [I] (as in bit) produce contrast
effects in tests involving [i]-[I] vowel series by affecting different mecha-
nisms. "Contrast effects for an [i] anchor were found to be largely the
result of changes in sensitivi1:y between various vowel pairs. ..the [i]
anchoring effect occurs prior to phonetic labeling. This is clearly the case,
since [i] anchoring was found to increase discriminability within the [i]
category. ..The [i] anchor seems to alter or retune the prototype
space." By contrast, "the [I]-anchor effects were largely the result of
criterion shifts. ..The auclitory ground would reflect two sources of
information: prototype information from long-term memory and certain
information from the stimulus being presented. ..some form of auditory
memory which contains information about the quality of the stimulus may
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underlie the changes in criterion for [1] anchoring" (Sawusch et al., 1980,
p. 431)::~f,],~"'. ..."t1' ',. .~~~~~jc':~'!:;:. : :.,' ,: " ,: ~.f":;.,~';,;..,.i:l"

: .:, Within the present'theory,'thechanges in discriminability wherebytbe
.."C .., --, ',' , ,[1] anchor' ~ 'retunes the prototype space" may be interpreted! as 'an [i]~

.ind~ced;-:shift in some of. the L TM vectors that form part: of the auditory
: adaptive filter (Section's" XXII'::'XXIII). This LTM tuning process occurs

prior to the stage. of "phonetic labeling," or STM competition in;auditory
);mt~ory;'alid changes"theoutcome of the phonetic competition DY~aIfer~
;;ing the pattern of filtered inplitson which the: competition feeds::,: ..!4:;'::
"i.'{j Botli' the [i] vowel alld the [1] vowel can bias the adapiation'-Jevef by

..feadlngtheir sublim~nai feedback templates out of auditory memo~y..:This
type'oftop-down bias 'can create criterion shifts without redistributing the

..bottom-up L TM vectors' in the adaptive filter that control rel'ative sensi-
-tivity.: If no change in the adaptive filter takes place, interference with

auditory memory will reduce contrast effects due to -anchoring. However,
if an adaptive filter shift has occurred prior to interference with auditory
memory, a large anchoring effe(;t can still occur due to the direct effect on
each trial of the shifted bottom-up filtering on top-down template read-
out. Sawusch et al. (1980) demonstrate an analogous effect. They partially
interfere with auditory memory by embedding [i] and [l] in CYC syllables,
such as [sis] and [sls]. In thi~; case, the anchoring effect of [sis] was
significantly greater than that of [sls].

XXIX. TRAINING OF AnENTIONAL SET AND
PERCEPTUAL CATEGORIES

Studdert-Kennedy (1980) has reviewed data that are compatible with
this interpretation of the auditory ground. Spanish-English bilinguals can
shift their boundaries by a change in language set within a single test
(Elman, Diehl, & Buchwald, 1977). This shift can be formally accom-
plished in a network by activating nodes across ~(i+ 1) that read out differ-

ent feedback templates.
Training enables subjects to shift categorical boundaries at will, thereby

suggesting that "utilization of acoustic differences between speech stim-
uli may be determined primarily by attentional factors" (Carney, Widen,
& Viemeister, 1977, p. 969). ~)uch training may tune both the adaptive
filters and the feedback templates of the subjects, much as American
English speakers perceive an [r] to [1] continuum categorically, whereas
Japanese speakers do not (Miyawaki, Strange, Verbrugge, Liberman,
Jenkins, & Fujimura, 1975).
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XXX. CIRCULAR REACTIONS, BABBLING, AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF AUDITORY-ARTICULATORY SPACE

Using the operations that have been sketched above, one can quantita-
tively discuss how neural n(~tworks initiate the process whereby their
sensory and motor potentialities are integrated into a unitary system. The
main c9n~epts are that endogenously activated motor commands generate
patterns of sensory feedback-; that internal representations of the acti-
vated"sensory and motor patterns are synthesized (Iearned~ ;"'chunked) by
adaptive tuning of coarsely prewired filters (feature detectors, positional
gradients); and that the sensory internal representations are joined to their
motor counterparts via a leal~ned associative map. The sensory internal, ..
representatIons can also be tuned by sensory Inputs other than sensory
feedback as soon as external ,sensory inputs can command the attention-
for example, lower the QT (Section XVIII)-of the sensory modality.

These concepts were first used in real-time network models to discuss
how motivated and attentive behavior can be self-organized in a freely
moving animal (Grossberg, 1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1975). Later, they were
used to show how cognitive, attentive, and motivational mechanisms can'
interact to generate a con~)istent, goal-oriented sensory-motor plan
(Grossberg, 1978e; reprinted in Grossberg, 1982d).

An earlier version of this approach is embodied in Piaget' s concept of a
circular reaction (Piaget, 196:3). Then Fry (1966) emphasized the impor-
tance of the infant's babbling; stage for the later development of normal
speech (Marvilya, 1972), notably for the tuning of prewired adaptive sen-
sory filters. The work of Marler and his colleagues (Marler, 1970; Marler
& Peters, 1981) on the development of birdsong in sparrows has recog-
nized the relevance of self-generated auditory feedback to the develop-
ment of normal adult song.. Similarly, the motor theory of speech percep-
tion recognized the intimate relationship between acoustic encoding and

articulatory requirements (Cooper, 1979; Liberman, Cooper,
Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967; Liberman & Studdert-Ken-
nedy, 1978; Mann & Repp, 1981; Repp & Mann, 1981; Studdert-Kennedy,
Liberman, Harris, & Cooper" 1970). Studdert-Kennedy (1975, 1980) has
written about this approach with particular eloquence: "Only by carefully
tracking the infant through i1:s first two years of life shall we come to
understand adult speech perception and, in particular, how speaking and
listening establish their links at the base of the language system" (Stud-
dert-Kennedy, 1980, p. 45). "The system follows the moment-to-moment
acoustic flow, apprehending an auditory 'motion picture,' as it were" of
the articulation" (p. 55).
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-.This and the next section sketch a framework for analyzing how indi-
vidual sensory and motor patterns are integrated. After that, I consider
the deeper question of how temporal sequences of patterns are processed.
To carry out this discussion, I USie the nQtation~M(~'):f9:r;theith motor fi.eld
in a coding hierarchy, and OJ;s(1') for the ith sensory field ina coding hierar-
chy. The example of babbling in an infant can be used to intuitively fix

~~~~~f~}~} zi.tU!~:;;;(:",".. ;~ );1: ':rrf:;2t~~~Q~'flti'J-,::!~;ilh,,.~lSuPPos.e 
that an activity pattern across OJ;M(I,~ represents. a termmal. mo-

~ormap (TMM) of ~ motor act. Such.~map;.speci~~,~~he ,t.erminal_l~pgt~s
of, target muscles. It is often org~nize,~,.i~;~:.,way~,t~~t,~efl.~cts the ag9,t:l,i~t~
antagonistic organization of these muscles. Suppose that during a speci-

",. ..,. ""."'.",.. ..

fled, time interval, a series of TMMs are;.endogenously activated across
.-, -..c' -.

OJ;M(I), analogous to the babb~ing'ofsimplesou!lds.;The execution ~f.s~ch a
TMM elicits sensory feedback, analogous to a sound, which is registered

, ',..'

as an input pattern across OJ;S(I! (Figure 6. 18a). -, :

As these unconditional event:s are taking place,. they are accompanied
by the following adaptive reactions. The active TMM is ch..unked by adap-
tive filtering from OJ;M(I) to OJ;M(2). This motor code in turn learns its corre-
sponding TMM via the conditioning of its feedback template from ~ M(2) to
OJ;M(I). As this learning is taking place, the corresponding sensory feedback
pattern across ~S(I) is chunked by adaptive filtering from ~s(l) to ~S(2). Its
sensory code learns the corresponding pattern of sensory features across
~S(I) by the conditioning of its template feedback from ~S(2) to ~S(I) (Fig-
ure 6.18b).

Due to the simultaneous acti"ity of the sensory and motor representa-
tions in OJ;S(2) and ~M(2), a map from ~S(2) to ~M(2) can be self-organized by
associative pattern learning (Figure 6.18c). One of the quantitative issues
of the theory concerns how diffuse or sharply tuned this map should be
(Grossberg, 1978e, Sections 55.-58).

The above network matches auditory to articulatory requirements in
several ways. It preferentially tlLlnes the sensory "feature detectors" that
are activated most often by spoken sounds (Section XXII). It also maps
the tuned internal representations of these sounds onto the motor com-
mands that are capable of elici1ting the sounds. The construction accom-
plishes this by associatively sa.mpling the motor commands in the form
that succeeded in executing the sounds through endogenous activation.
Although the internal representations of sounds and motor commands
may differ in many significant ways, they can be joined together by the
common coin of pattern learning in associative networks. These patterns
are the still pictures in the "motion picture" described by Studdert-Ken-
nedy (1980). ...

The flow of activity in such a network is circular. It proceeds from OJ;M(I)
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Figure 6.18 A circular reaction tlhat matches acoustic encoding to articulatory require-
ments: (a) Endogenous motor commands across ?f~ elicit babbled sounds that are received
as auditory feedback patterns acro~is ?f~). (b) The molor commands and the auditory feed-
back patterns are chunked at ?f~1 and ?f~1 via bottom-up adaptive filtering in pathways ~~) ~
?f~ and ?f~' ~ ?f~', respectively. These chunks learn their generative motor commands and
auditory patterns via top-down expl~ctancy learning in pathways ?f~ ~ ?fW and ~~' ~ ?f~',
respectively. (c) The sensory and motor chunks are joined together by an associative map
~~' ~ ~~. The learned map ?f~) -;~ ?f~' ~ ?f~ ~ ~i/ completes the circular reaction and
enables novel sounds to be imitated and then chunked by the same mechanisms.

to ~S(I) via external sensory feedback, and in the reverse direction by a
combination of adaptive filtering, associative mapping, and conditionable
template feedback. This is a ~:ircular reaction, network-style. The comple-
tion of the circle by the internal network flow enables simple imitation to
be accomplished via the learned map

~S(l) ~. ~S(2) ~ ~M(2) ~ ~M(I),

XXXI. ANAL YSIS-EIY -SYNTHESIS AND THE
IMITATION OF NOVEL EVENTS

After babbling stops, how does language continue to develop? In partic-
ular, how does a network learn to recognize and recall novel sounds other
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than those learned during the b'~bgJing phase? Ptlrt of this capability is
built into the map in Equation ~~4 in a way that sheds light on the many
successes of the.., analysis-by-synthesis approach to speech recognition
(Halle & Stevens, 1962; Stevens, 1972; Stevens & Halle, 1964). The struc-

.c , .

ture of the map suggests'" that motor theory and analysis-by-synthesis
theory have probed different aspects of the same underlying physical

-Process "/""-""".
.;c:';

Suppose that"a'noversound is, received by ~ S(l). This sound is decom-
posed, or analy~ed, into familiar sound components in the following way.

, -,-",,'

The adapti.vefilt~rfrom,~s(l) to SiiS(2) has been tuned by experiencc in such
a way that the dot products corr~:sponding to familiar sound patterns elicit
larger inputs across~s(2) than do unfamiliar sound patterns, as in Section

", ~, ,-'...,.

XXIII. This co.*-~lu.~iQ~_must be tempere4-py the fact that filter tuning of
L TM traces zij is driven by'the initial filtering of sound patterns by pre-
wired positional gradients Pij, as in Equation 42. The tuned adaptive filte~
analyzes the novet;sound in a weighted combination of familiar sounds
wherein the weights correspond to the relative activations of representa-
tional nodes across ?}#S(2). Suppolse that the associative map from ?}#s(2) to
~M(2) is diffuse. In this case the spatial pattern of weights that represent
the novel sound is relayed as signal strengths from ~S(2) to ~M(2). Each
familiar motor command at ?}#/t,(2) is activated with an intensity corre-
sponding to the size of the signall that it receives. All of the excited motor
commands read out their TMMs to ~M(l) with relative intensities corre-
sponding to the relayed weighl:s. The total read-out of familiar motor
commands is then synthesized iinto a novel TMM across ~M(I). The net
effect of this analysis-by-synthesis process is to construct a novel TMM
across ~M(l) in response to a novel sound at ~S(l).

Th~ novel TMM needs to pn:>cess the following continuous mapping
property: It should elicit a sound that is more similar to the novel sound
than to any of the familiar souncls in the network's repertoire. To achieve
this property, continuous chan,ges in the TMMs across ?}#M(I) need to
correspond to continuous chall1ges in the auditory feedback patterns
across ~S(l). The continuous mapping property is most easily achieved by
organizing auditory representations and motor representations in a topo-

graphic fashion.
If a 'novel TMM possessing 1:he continuous mapping property is acti-

vated at ~M(l) while the novel sound is still represented at ~S(l), the net-
work can build internal representations for both the sound and the TMM,
as well as an associative map be:tween these representations, just'as it did
for babbled sounds. As more il1lternal representations and maps are built
up, the network's ability to imit,ate and initiate novel sounds will become
progressively refined. The metrical distances between a novel sound pat-
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tern or TMM pattern and th~: familiar sound or TMM patterns into which
it is decomposed can be use,d as an intrinsic measure of the phenomenal
complexity, or nonautomati(~ity, of a new behavior relative to a network
code of familiar behaviors. ' -

", ..; O"'" 0\,' {" , ",;

, ,. ,;'~:.";.o:;,,,," XXXII. A MOVIN(:; PICTURE OF CONTINUOUSLY ,"-- "

¥tt);:i: .INTERPOLATE[) TERMINAL MOTOR MAPS~i!f"!.,~~;;~~:~~,,
., .;:,..,"i

:;:;{;;:.:;COARTICULATION AIND ARTICULATORY UN.DERSHOOT;:;,,:
.
..: A topographic structuring' of motor representations can be achiev~d by
organizing these representations into agonist-antagonist pairs: Th~; rela-
tive activations of such pair:s can be signaled independently as part of a
larger spatial pattern, much as individual articulators in the vocal tract,
such as the lips, tongue, and vocal chords, can move with a large degree
of independence (Darwin, 1976). A temporal sequence of TMMs from
such a motor field is expressed as a sequence of spatial pattern outputs
(Section V). Each spatial pattern controls a motor synergy of articulatory
motions to intended positionlal targets (Section VI). The intrinsic organi-
zation of the articulatory sy~;tem continuously interpolates the motion of
the articulators between these targets.

The timing of component subpatterns within a sequence of spatial pat-
tern TMMs can cause coartilculation to occur (Fowler, 1977). A high rate
of emitting TMMs, due, say, to an increase in the gain of the read-out
system by a nonspecific arousal increment (Section VII), can cause the
next TMM to be instated before the last target has been attained. Rapid
speech can thus be associatc~d with articulatory undershoot and a corre-
sponding acoustic undershoc)t (Lindblom, 1963; Miller, 1981).

XXXIII. A CONTI:XT -SENSITIVE STM CODE FOR
EVIENT SEQUENCES

I now sketch some result~i about how sequences of events can be per-
formed out of STM after a s,ingle presentation, and of how sequences of
events can generate context-sensitive representations in L TM that are
capable of accurately contr()Jling planned, or predictive, behavior. These
properties can be achieved by parallel mechanisms. No serial buffer is

necessary.
Several classes of phenomena have been analyzed using these con-

cepts, notably phenomena concerning free recall, letter and word recogni-
tion, and skilled motor beha.vior (Grossberg, 1978a, 1978e). A number of
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other ~uthors haye also discuss~d these phenomena using a netwo~k ,ap:~,

Pfoa~hi(~,.g., MacKay, 1982,;;,¥cClelland & Rumelhart" 1981;No~~ri~;
..J?82;..~~,elh.~r.1;_& McClelland, 1982; Rumelhart & Norman",19~2)"~r,N7
-..' '. ...c' \. '"

,;':.,- though I am m complete sympathy with these contnbutlons, I beheye that.
j"' ,. " ," 'c,...,.-,

-: -they have overlooked available principles and mechanisms'that are essen-!.,~:: 

.tial-fof. achieving better understanding of their targeted data.,In the next
;::,' ': few sections, ,I. foc~s, I:IlY ~iscussion on ho~~~he fu~ctio~al ~~it.of speech,~i,£.:;.' 

perception is .self -organi.z~d by "~m active continuousproce;ss!~! (Studdert ~,'", '.c"",., , ,..., C'~ 'r
.'.:;:,: ;c;. Kennedy, 1980)~ notably~ how backward effects,' time-intensity tradeoff, , , .'.-', '-, -,..~.. c, c

::~~~,-,,:effects;' and- temporal' integratioJl1 processes can alter" a: speechp~rcept~, ,.":~:~:;:;,.'(Miller:& 
Liberman, 1<)79; Repp, 1979; Repp, Liberman, Eccardt, & Pe-'" " ,- " ., , ,-- .:T::~~.;-:;setsky,- 

1978; Schwab,'~*Wus~h, & Nusbaum, 1981) in a m~rier that is" '. """'.,,,_.;(", "'.' """"'.c-," --"'.~'."C'
':.c': difficult to explain using a Col)1plllter model of speec~ perception (Levm-

son &" Liberman', 1981). These ideas are supplemented by- some 'mecha-.-
nisms helpful in the an'alysis of rhythmic su~strates of speech, skilled
motor control, and musical pelformance (Fowler, 1977; Rumelhart &Norman, 1982; Sharrer, 1982; Studdert-Kennedy, 1980). -

XXXIV. STABLE UNITlZA,TION AND TEMPORAL ORDER
INFORMATION IN STM: '-HE LTM INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE

For simplicity, I begin by sup:posing that unitized item representations
VI(3), Vz(3), ..., Vn(3) in a field ~i;(3) are sequentially activated by a list of
events rl, rz, ..., r n. To fix ideas, the reader may suppose that the
unitized representations are generated by adaptive filtering from either
~S(z) or ~M(Z), since similar temporal order mechanisms are used in both
sensory and motor modalities (I<:imura, 1976; Kinsbourne & Hicks, 1978;

Semmes, 1968; Studdert-Kenne,dy, 1980).
Suppose that a certain numbeJr of nodes VI(3), VZ(3),. .., Vj(3) have been

activated by the sublist rl, rz, ,. .., rj and therefore have active STM
traces at a given time tj. At this moment~ the set of active STM traces
defines a spatial pattern. Had the same sublist been presented in a differ-
ent order, a different STM pattern would exist across the same set of
nodes. Thus the active STM pa1ltern encodes temporal order information
across the item representations.

To achieve a correct read-out of temporal order information directly
from STM, a primacy effect in STM,

Xt(3) > X2(3) > ...> Xj(3), (45)

is desired~ as in Equation 25. Se:ction XII shows how a temporal series of
recency effects in STM can elicit a learned read-out from L TM of a
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primacy effect in STM. We now consider how a primacy effect in STM
can sometimes be caused dirj~ctly by experi~ental inputs, yet also how a
recency effect in STM can sometimes be caused by experimental inputs,
thereby leading to order errors in the read-out of items from STM.

To understand this issue, I .lbandon all homunculi and consider how the
evolving STM pattern can hie encoded in L TM in a temporally stable
fashion by the adaptive filter from ~(3) to ~(4). This adaptive filter groups
together, or unitizes, sublists of the items that are simultaneously stored
in STM at ~(3). The STM pattern at ~(4) codes as unitized sublist chunks
those item groupings that are salient to the network when a prescribed list
of items is stored at ~(3) (Fj[gure 6.19). Thus I now consider laws for
storing individual items in STM at ~(3) which enable the L TM unitization
process to proceed in a stable fashion within the adaptive filter from ~(3)
to ~(4). In short, I constrain :~TM to be compatible with LTM. This is a

Figure 6.19 A macrocircui t governilrIg self-organization of recognition and recall processes:
Auditorily mediated language processes (~~I), visual recognition processes (V*), and motor
control processes (~~) interact internally via conditionable pathways (black lines) and exter-
nally via environmental feedback (dc,tted lines) to self-organize the various processes which
occur at the different network stage:s.
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.

.' self-organization approach to the unitization and temporal order problems

that is invisible to a performanl~~ theoretic approach. It turns out that a
; shunting competitive network ora specialized designror ~(3) does thejob.

Two considerations motivate this design.. Once a sequence r1, r2,
..., rj has already been presc~nted, its STM pattern represents "past"
order information~ Presenting" a ne~ item ri+ 1 can alter the total pattern of
STM across" ?j(3), but I assume that this new STM pattern does not cause
L TM recoding of that part of thepaftern which represents past order
information. New events are allowed to weaKen the i'nfluence of codes
that represent past order inforlIlation but not to deny tlje_..fact that the past
events occurred~ This hypothe~;is prevents the LTM record of past order
information from being obliterated by every future event that happens to

, '
occur.: "

This idea can be stated in a related way that emphasizes the possible
destabilizing effects of new evc~nts when there are no homunculi present
to beg the question. Every sub~;equence of the sequence r1 , r2,. .., rj is
a perfectly good sequence in its, own right. In principle, all possible subse-
quences can be adaptively cod,ed by ?j(3) ~ ?j(4) pathways. How can the
STM activities across ?j(3) be (;hosen so that the relative activities of all
possible filterings of a past event sequence are left invariant by future
events? These constraints lead to the LTM invarianceprinciple: The spa-
tial patterns of STM across ?j(3) are generated by a sequentially presented
list in such a way as to leave the ?j(3) ~ ?j(4) LTM codes of past event
groupings invariant, even though the STM activations caused across ?j(3)
and ?j(4) by these past groupin,gs may change through time as new items
activate ?j(3).

This principle is instantiated as follows. To simplify the discussion, let
the feedforward signals from ?j(3) to ?j(4) (but not the internal feedback
signals within ?j(3) that control contrast enhancement and normalization)
be linear functions of the ST:M[ activities across ~(3). At time tj, the STM

pattern
Pj = (Xl(3), X2(3), ..., Xj(3» (46)

is adaptively filtered by the L1~M vectors Zjofa11 nodes Vj(4) in ~(4). By the
L TM invariance principle, t:he relative sizes of all the dot products
Sj(tj) = Pj(tj) .Zj' (tj) should not change when ';+1 occurs. In other words,

Pj(tj+l) .'~j(ti) = Ct)j+IPj(t;} .zIt;} (47)

for all i andj, where ClJj+1 is a proportionality constant that is independent
ofj, The LTM invariance principle thus implies that, after the STM traces

(3) (3) ,(3) ' t 'd b th ' t th th fXI ,X2 " , , ,X, are excl f, y e 1 ems'l , '2" , , ,'j, ey erea-
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ter undergo proportional changes. The STM traces are shunted by multi-
plicative factors (l)j+ 1 ; (l)j+2, ...that are independent of j.

Table 6.1 describes rules for generating these changes. In the table, the
ith item rj is instated in STM at V;(3) with activity 11.;. At every successive
item representation, all past STM traces are simultaneously shunted by
the amounts (l)j+l, then (l)j+2, and so on. The STM activity of the ith item rj
after rj occurs (i < j) is thus. ..
'::. :~: ;;;~:i'..:,:;..?:-;! :--;I :t:-'

j

x;(3)(tfl ~'ILl rI Ct)k.
k=i+1

-' '-, .-~,'" It remains to be shown how- t~e shunting parameters (JJk can be ex-

pressed in terms of the initial[ STM activities .u.i, where .u.i measures the
amount of attention that is paid to ri when it is first stored in STM. I
accomplish this by using the fact that every shunting competitive network
exhibits a normalization property to impose the following normalization
rule. ..~'.- The total STM activity across ~(3) after i items have been presented is

Si = ILIc/>i + M(l -c/>i). (49)

In Equation 49, c/>i is a positive decreasing function of i with c/>o = 1 and
limi-+~ c/>i = O. By Equation 49, Si grows from ILl to its asymptote M(~ ILl)

as more items are stored. The load parameters c/>i estimate how close OJ.())
is to saturating its total capacity. The load parameter cl>i estimate how

close OJ.()) is to saturating its total capacity. The load parameter c/>i also

estimates how close Vi() is to, the active item representations VI(), V2(),
..., Vi-I() of previous even:ts. A relatively large decrease of c/>i below
c/>i-1 means that Vi() gets activated with relatively little competition from

previous items, due to the fact that ri is represented in a different region of
OJ.()) than previous events. As Imore events are represented within OJ.()), all

regions of OJ.()) become densely activated; hence limi-+~ c/>i = O. The special
case c/>i = (Ji, where 0 < (J < 1, represents a field OJ.()) whose activated item

Table 6.1
l TM Invariance Principl,e Constrains STM Activities of
Sequentially Activated Item Representations

X?I x~) X~3) X~3)

0
.u.2

.u.2Ct))

0
0

JL:I

0
0
0

ILl

1L1Cl)2

1L1Cl)2Cl)3

I == II

1==/2

1==/3
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representations are uniformly sp,Lced with respect to each other. In such a
"homogeneous" field, <1>;/<1>;-1 ~ 0, which is independent of i.

By Equatio~ 48, the t.ot~ ST~~_activity alsoequals :

:': 

,;::. :.. 1 .1

S; = L,uj 11 Cl)k.'_-.,;=1 

k=j+l-,--
:::'""",' ".;.';~.:.;;":~J;;"""."..:. "',,.

Equations 49 and 50 for S i can be recursively'ideritified to' prove that the

shunting weights satisfy .th.~ equatio~ ::, ,::"-'

.-Sk' -.uk .u1<Pk + M(l -<Pk) -,uk
~ Cl) k ~'.. '; S ,,' ,-~i ' <p M(l <P )"",". :. I. ,--. ", -+ ~-

",..,kl".r-lkl kl
"",-,..;.;--,:-:-";,;.:~:,-, ""

k = 1,2,:. ..0.. ByEquatioiis'~8 and 51, : ;:..~;: "'r 0
, o. ~.: ':o::":o~-~:o,!;.; ;'~:~"; 0 ~,..;:::::

'... ' .CO , ' " llj . " ILtc!>k + M(l -' c!>k) --.uk
]Xi(3)(tj) = .ui .

k=i+l -.utc!>k-1 + M(l -c!>k-t)

Equation 52 characterizes STM across ~(3) for all time in terms of the
attention paid to the items when they are stored (11.;), the STM capacity of
the network (M), and the load parameters (ct>;). Equation 52 can be rewrit-
ten in a way that suggests the r{:levance of probabilistic ideas to the STM
temporal order problem. In terJ:Ils of the notation Pi(!) = Xi(3)(!)Sj-1 and
Pi = JLiSi-l, Equation 52 becomes

j

Pi(tj) =:Pi 11 (1- Pk).
k=i+l

(53)

The STM patterns that evolv'e under the law in Equation 52 have been
worked out in a number of c~)es (see Grossberg, 1978a, 1978e, Section
26). It is readily shown that a primacy effect often occurs in STM when a
short subsequence of the list a,ctivates ~(3) but that this primacy effect is
converted into an STM bow (primacy and recency effect) as more items
are presented. For sufficiently long lists, the recency effect dominates the
STM patterm. Multimodal bows, as in von Restorff STM effects, can also
be generated under special circumstances.

All of the equat,io,n~inthis s,ection have obvious generalizations to the
case in which each item repre:sentation is distributed over many nodes.
This is true because the shunti:ng operations on the past field and the STM
capacity of the network do not depend on how many nodes sub serve each
item representation. The same is true of the equations in the next section.
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xxxv. TRANSIENT MEMORY SPAN, GROUPING, AND
INTENSI1Y -TIME TRADEOFFS..

.S<?~_t? remarks may help the reader to think about these STM results
.befor~ l.consider their implic~lt_i.9~s for ~hat is encoded in ~ TM. Given a
_fixe:d_choice of the attentional sequence ,ul, ,u2,. ..; the cap~city M; and
, the inhibitory design ~ I , ~2,. .., it follows that if rl , r2,. .., 'xis the
)ongest sublist that caus~s _a primacy effect in STM" the~ 'e.y~,ry l.onger
subIistrl, r2,. .., rx, rX+1 ,,'. .., rj will cause an SrM.99_\:V.~~,it~mrx. I
call. K the transient memory span (TMS) of the. list. Xhe.;T¥S. is the
longe~t sublist that can be dirl~ctly read out of STM in th~~Qr.re.c~ order.
In Grossberg (1978e), I provf:d under weak conditions that the TMS is
always shorter than the mor(~ familiar immediate memory span (IMS),
which also benefits from L TM read-out. A typical choice of these parame-
ters is TMS == 4 and IMS == 7 (Miller, 1956). One way to, guarantee a
correct read-out from STM '..vithout requiring template feedback (rom
LTM is to rehearse the list items in subsequences, or groups, of a length
no greater than the TMS.

In assigning the values ,uj aJ:1d (Uk to the STM traces Xj(3), I have tacitly
assumed that the times tj at which items rj ~re presented are sufficiently
separated to enable these values to reach asymptote. If presentation rates
are rapid, then only partial ac:tivations may occur, leading to weights of
the form

JLi* = JLi( I -e-AiTi),

where Aj is the rate of activation and Tj = Ij -Ij-1' Then the STM traces
become

X;(3)(lj) = j.L;*
j

II Wk*,
k=i+1

where by Equation 51,

-
Due to Equation 54, an inte:nsity-time tradeoff, or Bloch's law (Repp,

1979), holds that may alter th~~ STM pattern across ~(3) under conditions
of rapid presentation. Such a tradeoff can limit the accuracy with which
temporal order information is~ encoded in STM, most obviously by pre-
venting some items from being stored in STM at all because they receive
inadequate activation to exceed the network QT.
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XXXVI. BACKWARD EFF:ECTS AND EFFECTS OF RATE" , .,'- "
"", ,,~~".': I'ON REICAll ORDER:

, " :-.. ,- .-
, ,:i~Tw_Q more subtle interactions 'clf intensity and rate are worth noting. If

:..-: ',:;': items are rapidly'-presented but some are more drawn out than others,
.:',,:, ~ tnen the relative sizes of the STM[ activities can be changed. By changing(;' 

:,~,;,.:'-the- STM patterns,~9:ross ~(3), t_he: STM pattern across ~(4) that is caused
"---,,,- , ,_..~. '-' .,: 
c':".;,:: ,:,; bY'the adaptive filter ~(3) ~ ~(4) can also be changed~ This STM pattern,',:_;:: 

; :~ determines itemrec'ognition. Thus a change in rates can cause a contextu-
.." ','.. 'i. -" .,.. ., -,. .,'.' ~ " ." ..~,-::-:: 

,~ally induced change iri perception.. In examples wherein items are built up
.,- ' , .'. -, ..,

';~,:,,~~,:;ft9m consonant 'and vowel seque][lces, a relative change in the duration of'.'- , , -~,':.:: 
;.;.' a later vowel may thus alter the p,erception of a prior c- onsonant (Miller &:::,:;:';. 
:.Ub.erman, 1979; Schwab et aI., 1~~81). Such examples support thehypoth-

.;': -, esis that STM patterns of temporal order information over itemrepresen-

.:.:., '.,tation control network perception, not activations of individual nodes.
.A uniform but rapid activatio][l rate can alter both the items that are

recalled and the order in which 'they are recalled. Suppose that the net-
work is instructed to pay attention to a list during an attentional window
of fixed duration. Whereas a slo~'er presentation rate may allow a smaller
number of items to be processecl during this duration, a faster presenta-
tion rate may allow a larger number of items to be processed. In the
former case, a primacy effect in STM may be encoded; hence correct
read-out of order information from STM is anticipated. In the latter case,
a bow in STM may be encoded. A fast rate may increase the number of
items processed and thereby caUlse an STM bow in which items near the

..list middle are recalled worst (Grossberg, 1978a). A fast rate may also
cause an STM bow in processing a fixed number of items if attention must
be switched to the items as they are presented. Then the items near the
list beginning and end may be recalled worst (Grossberg and Stone,
1986b; Reeves and Sperling, 19~;6; Sperling and Reeves, 1980).

XXXVII. SEEKING THE MOST PREDICTIVE REPRESENTATION:
All lETTERS AIND WORDS ARE LISTS'

-The LTM invariance principJie indicates how a competitive shunting.
network can instate temporal order information in STM without destabil-
izing the LTM filters that learn from the STM patterns. We now ask how
the outputs from all of these filb~rs are interpreted at the next processing
stage ~(4). How does ~(4) kno'w which of its filtered inputs represent
reliable data on which to base i1:s output decisions? How does ~(4) select..:.
the codes for those sublists across ~(3) that are most predictive of the ~
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future? How does ~(4) know how to automatically group, or parse, the
total event list represented acl~Oss ~(3) into sublists that have the best a
priori chance of predicting the: future within the context defined by the
unique past represented by thclt list?

The next few sections indica1le how to design ~(4) so that its best predic-
tive sublist chunks are assigned the greatest STM 'activity; how these

.."'.
most predIctive chunks are differentially tuned by' adaptive filtering and
differentially gairi~ control -of p,redictive commal!~s;..how less predictive
c~unks a.~e rapidly masked by more predictive chunks, therefore prevent-
ing the less pred!ctive chunks from interfering with performance and ena-
bling them toje~Jain liricqinri1i1lted by learning until they are unmasked in
a different contex"t where they are better predictors; how the masking due
to predictive sublist chunks 'compresses the L TM code, computes a
_"magic number. 7" (Miller, 1~)56), and changes the time scale of STM..
reset-and thus of LTM prediction-within the subfield of unmasked
chunks; how. the .predictive r,ecognition chunks remain uninhibited by
rehearsal, since otherwise the:y could not sample the sequences to be
learned and recalled; and how 1:he predictive chunks can be directly inhib-'
ited only by other predictive c:hunks-say, those activated by new sen-
sory feedback, or by nonspecific gain changes due to attention shifts.

The design of this field thus clddresses the fundamental question of how
"our conscious awareness. ..is driven to the highest level present in
the stimulus" (Darwin, 1976). In contrast to the distinction made by Mc-
Clelland and Rumelhart (1981) between a separate letter level and a word
level (Section II), I suggest thclt "all letters and words are lists," indeed
that all unitized events capable of being represented in ~(4) exist on an
equal dynamical footing. This, conclusion clarifies how changes in the
.context of a yerbal item can sig;nificantly alter the processing of that item,
and why the problem of identifying functional units has proved to be so
perplexing (Studdert-Kennedy, 1980). In ~(4), no common verbal descrip-
tor of the functional unit, such as phoneme or syllable or letter or word,
has a privileged existence. Onl:y the STM patterns of unitized chunks that
survive the context-sensitive inlteraction between associative and compet-
itive rules have a concrete existence. These rules instantiate principles.of
predictive stability that transcl~nd the distinctions of lay language.
.Before describing these rule:s, I should state what they do not imply.
Despite the fact that "alllett~:rs and words are lists," a subject can be
differentially set to respond to letters rather than words, numbers rather
than letters, and so on. Such a capability involves the activation of
learned top-down expectancie:s that selectively sensitize some internal
representations more than othl~rs. Thus the phrase "all letters and words
are lists" is a conclusion about the laws of unitization that letters and
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words shoare, not about the top'-clown attentional and expectational pro-
cesses that can flexibly ino~ulate the STM and L TM traces that theselaws define: , ,""0::::;0;::: 0"0, :

-.; ~.' -., c ..,.. ::: '....;;:::"" 
-XXXVIII.'; SPATIAL FREQUE:NCY ANALYSIS.OF:.TEMPORAI,;... -:.-

;: -;;",:-;,:1 ']';~.. PATTERNS BY A MASKING FIELD:, '; -,..1:
--., '- j.-' ,...".,., ".' " 1' ..WORD LENGTH AND SUPERIORITV ""

":"~""J"':",~' "'. II;:'.;',:~::,: ,:,:"'::~.
'~:"-:""';." .,-', .,. I!,. "-" .

;' The main, idea is to join together results,: about posi!ion,al gradients,
--,-,!" ,'"
la~eral masking, and multiple spal~ial frequency scales to synthesize an 5i(4)
network-:called a masking field-that selectively amplifies the STM of
.--" " '..' , f ;' -'

5i(4) chunks representing longer :)ublists at the exPe;nse .of chunks repre-
senting shorter sublists, other' things being equal ~ up to some optimal
sequence length (Grossberg, 19~78e). Each of these three types of con-
cepts can also be used to anal~,ze aspects of spatial visual processing
(Ganz, 1975; Robson, 1975). Ttle network 5i(4) thus illustrates that the
same mechanisms can be specialized to do either spatial processing or

temporal processing. -.
The results of Samuel et al. (15182, 1983) on a word length effect in word

superiority studies were publishc~d after the first draft of this chapter was
completed. That is, a letter is better recognized as it is embedded in longer
words of lengths from 1 to 4. These authors write: "One could posit that
the activation of a word is a furu:tion of the evidence present for it; more
letters could provide more evide:nce for a word. Very short words would
be at an inherent disadvantage, since they only receive a limited amount
of support" (Samuel et al., 1983" p. 322). Both their data and their intui-
tive interpretation support the properties of word processing by a masking
field developed in Grossberg (15~78e). To clarify the critical issue of how
"evidence" is defined to imply a word length effect, I have expanded my
review of this issue in the subse~luent sections, notably of how ~(4) chunks
that represent longer item list:) may mask ?ji(4) chunks that represent
'shorter item ~(4) lists. Several other predictions in Grossberg (1978e) have

.not yet been experimentally tested. Some of these predictions conc~rn the
rules of neuronal development ",hereby a masking field is self-organized.
My expanded review forms a bridge betwee~ these. ~~d!elated leyels of
description. , ' .'

XXXIX. THE TEMPORAL CHUNKING PROBLEM

The need for masking rules t:hat are se~sitive to the length of a list of
items can be understood by coJrlsidering the temporal chunking problem:
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Suppose that an unfamiliar list of familiar items is sequentially presented
(e.g., a novel word composed of familiar letters). In terms of frequency
and familiarity, the most famili:ar units in the list are the items themselves.
The first item starts to be processed before the whole list is even pre-
sented. What prevents process~ing of the first familiar item from blocking
the chunking of the unfamiliar list? Another way to state this problem is as
follows: In order to completel:y process a novel list, all of its individual
items must first be presented~ .~J! of the items are more familiar than the
list itself. What prevents item f:lmiliarity from forcing the list to always be
processed as a sequence of individual items, rather than eventually as a
unitIzed whole? -;. ' i ,- .

.The temporal chunking problem is only recognized as a serious' con-
straint on processing design \\-'hen one analyzes frontally how wordl.ike
representations are learned in response to serially scanned sound stre~ms
or visual letter arrays. To over(:ome this problem, somehow the sequence
as a whole uses prewired pro(:essing biases to overcome, or mask, the
learned salience of its constituent items.

The type of masking that I need goes beyond the usual masking models.
To emphasize what is new, I briefly review some earlier masking models.
The seminal model of Weisstein (1968, 1972) is a model of contrast en-
hancement. Ganz (1975) modified Weisstein's model to avoid its assump-
tion that inhibition acts faster than excitation. Ganz's (1975) trace-decay-
and-lateral-inhibition model is a special case of Equation 6. This model
does not, however, discuss how the signal thresholds or L TM traces in
Equation 6 interact with STM trace decay and lateral inhibition to alter a
network's reaction time in res.ponse to target-then-mask. These factors
were used by Grossberg (1969c:) to provide a unified account of masking
and performance speed-up dUf: to learning. In this model, performance
speed-up due to learning is a variant of the fan effect (Section II): An
increase in a pathway's LTM trace amplifies signals in the pathway; these
amplified signals more vigorou~;ly activate their receptive node; node ac-
tivity' therefore grows more rapidly and exceeds the output threshold of
the node more quickly. The exi~)tence of more competing nodes can cause
a larger total inhibitory signal to be received by each node; the net rate of
growth of activity at each node is thereby decreased; node activity there-
fore exceeds the output threshold of the node less quickly. These proper-
ties also hold in the masking mlodel that I now discuss.

This masking model is notjus:t a model of contrast enhancement. It was
introduced to analyze how dev(~lopmental and attentional biases can alter
competitive decision making b'efore STM storage occurs (Grossberg &
Levine, 1975). The model was extended to explain certain normative
visual illusions, such as neutr,Llization (Gibson, 1937; Levine & Gross-
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berg, 1976), Both investigations analyzed how the STM decision process

is altered by giving subsets of nodes different numbers of excitable sites,

differentially amplified intera~ti°l.~ ~!i~.~gths, and/or broader spatial inter-'
actions in shunting netw.~r~s .of th~!~rm

.o. ..:..:.: 'c-- d""" ..' n ",' ;
~'::'" .:' -;'::. "([x; ~ ~Ax~':+,(B. -x) [I. + L fk(Xk)Cki] ...:. ..;...,~:.-'t;;.,i:'::,:';f.::j::'o;.::'. i~:." .;:;..~. i.;.~"":: '.: -':n 1 ,'i:~=1 .::.':,~~.l~:~~::~':.:;'(~7)

-':-:~:o'.-"."':':"--;-- (X' +D)[J .+ '""" (X)E .] .'.~..: ", ":~..,..;.,,. .~. 1 LJ!k k ki, :~: ,.."
.:';~~~.~.. ,..,;!~..;-:,...,-;.:.,. :T;~;!;'...j;- ,k-1 .--";":;'.. ;..'~

..0 "'. ~.:. t ~ 1, 2;' '.; ~ " ;. n, which are aL special case of Equation 34; In these

'.networks, a larger choice of coc~ing sites B;, or of shunting signals-F; in
~ t(x;)- ~ f(,f;x!), or of spatial f~equencies Cik arid Eik endows a node V; ~ith

-t.he ability to m~sk the STM activities of nodes Uk with smaller parame-

ters. The contrQI of masking by parameters such as Bi, Fi, orEik is'rioiihe
same process as contrast enhance~ent, since t~e latter is controlled by

the choice of the 'signal function. f(w) (Grossberg, 1973),
We discovered that a subtle :[nteraction exists between the choice of

parameters and signal functions, A linear signal function f(w) can cause

the STM activities of all nodes v~ith smaller p.aramcters to be inhibitcd to
zero no matter how big their STM activities start out relative to the STM

activities of nodes with larger parameters. In such a network, structural

or attentional biases (larger parameters) win out over the intensities or
learned salience of individual cues (larger initial activities), This unsatis-
factory state of affairs is overCOIiae by using a sigmoid signal function f(w),
in which case nodes with suf~lciently large initial activities can mask

nodes with larger parameters but smaller initial activities. Thus a flexible
tug-of-war between stimulus factors, like intensity or learned salience,

and structural factors, like the flumber of coding sites or spatial frequen-
cies, exists if a nonlinear signal is used but not if a linear signal function is

.used. This fact poses yet another challenge to linear models, .
~~,.- Masking, as opposed to mere contrast enhancement, thus occurs in

-'-networks whose nodes are partitioned into subfields. Within each sub-
field, each node possesses (approximately) the same parameters. The
interactions between nodes in cliffe rent subfields are biased by the differ-

ences between subfield parameters.

THE MASKING FIEl.D: JOINING TEMPORAL ORDER
TO DIFFEI~ENTIAL MASKING

=...: VIA AN ADAPTIVE FILTER

Xl.

Although these masking insights were originally derived to study spatial
processing in vision, I soon realized that they are useful, indeed crucial,
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Figure 6.20 Selective activation of a masking field. The nodes in a masking field are
organized so that longer item sequenc:es, up to soine optimal length, activate nodes with
more potent masking properties. Individual items, as well as item sequences, are repre-
sented in the masking field. The text describes how the desired relationship between item
field, masking field, and the intervening adaptive filter can be self-organized using surpris-
ingly simple developmental rules. '

for the study of temporal processing in language and motor control
(Grossberg, 1978e). This realization came in stages. First I showed how
the L TM invariance principle can be used to generate STM temporal
order information over item representations (Section XXXIV). A spatial
pattern of STM activity over a set of item representations in ~(3) encodes
this information. As more items are presented, a new spatial pattern is
registered that includes a larger region of the item field ~(3). The main
insight is thus to translate the tc'!mporal processing of a list of items into a
problem about a succession of expanding spatial patterns.

Given this insight, the temporal chunking problem can be translated as
follows. How do chunks in ~(~~) that encode broader regions of the item
field ~(3) mask ~(4) chunks that encode narrower regions of ~(3)? Phrased
in this way, the relevance of the masking field results becomes obvious,
because these results show hlDw subfields with larger parameters can
mask subfields with smaller parameters. Putting together these ideas
about item coding and masking;, the temporal chunking problem leads to
the following design constraint: Sequence masking principle: Broader
regions of the item field ~(3) are filtered in such a way that they selectively
excite ~(4) nodes with larger p,Lrameters (Figure 6.20).

XLI. THE PRINC:IPLE OF SELF-SIMILARITY
AND THE MAGIC NUMBER 7

In order to realize this functional property in a computationally effec-
tive way, some specialized design problems must be solved. First, the
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7-:'

masking parameters must be chosen self-consistently. It is inadmissible to
allow a node Vi'S larger number ofsitcs Bj cancel the masking effect of its
smaller spatial frequency EikCNo(ies-with more sites need to have broader
interactions, other things being equal~:"This numerical constraint is a spe-

.,- ..,.. ., ~ .

cial case of a design principle that reappears in several guises throughout

my~ork-the sq,-9,~~~~ principle of self-similarity (Grossberg, 196ge,
1982d). Every use-qf~lje principll~ suggests a different example wherein a
local. rule for designing individual cells 'achieves' a global property that
enhances the operating power o:f the entire network. .

-In the present usage, self-simjllarity 'means. that nodes with larger pa-
rameters are excited only by longer sublists.: Due to their self-consistent
parameters, these ~od~s c.an ~e efectively inhibited only by other nodes
that are also excited by longer sublists. Self-similarity thus introduces a
pre-wired partial ordering amon!~ subfields such that the nodes activated
by longer sublists can inhibit the nodes activated by shorter (and related)
sublists, but not conversely,' umless this partial ordering is modified

through learning.
Morc list items need to bc presented to activate a long-list node than a

short-list node. Thus many morl~ list items need to be presented to acti-
vate the same number oflong-lisj~ nodes as short-list nodes. Since long-list
nodes can be masked only by (Jlther long-list nodes, such nodes can re-
main active long enough to sanrlple many more future events than can
short-list nodes.

This last property shows how self-similarity enhances the network's
predictive power. The networ~: takes a risk by allowing any node to
remain active for a long time. If the node samples inappropriate informa-
tion on a given trial, on its next activation it can read out errors far into
the future. This risk is minimizeld by letting the long-list nodes stay active
the longest, because these node:; are better characterized by the temporal
context (list length) into which 1.hey are embedded. Self-similarity is thus
a structural constraint on individual nodes that enables the network as a
whole to resolve uncertain input data without taking untoward predictive
risks. .'

The abstract property of self,-similarity also helps to explain a classic
experimental property of humalrl information processing, namely Miller's
(1956) "magic number seven, plus or minus two." This is because the
total length of the lists that can simultaneously be coded by a prescribed
subfield increases with the total length of the sublists that can be chunked
by the nodes of the subfield. Grossberg (1978e) discusses these properties
in greater detail, notably their effects on word recognition, code compres-
sion, recall clustering effects, a.nd the synthesis of predictive motor com-
mands leading to rapid planned performance.
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XLII. DEVELOPMENTAL f:QUILIBRA TION OF THE ADAPTIVE
FILTER AND ITS TARI3ET MASKING FIELD

It remains for me to explain how the conditionable pathways that form
the adaptive filter from the item field ~(3) to the masking field ~(4) generate
the desired sublist masking properties. This explanation cannot merely
offer formal rules for connectinlg the two fields. To be convincing, it must
show how the connections caJ[l be established by growth rules that are
simple enough to hold in vivo. The rules stated here thus amount to
predictions about brain development in language-related anatomies.

The main properties to be aclGieved are all tacitly stated in the sequence
masking principle. They may be broken down as follows: ~

1. List representation-The unordered sets of items in all realizable
item lists, up to a maximal list length, are initially represented in the
masking field. .

2. Masking parameters incrl?ase ~Iith list length-The masking param-
eters of masking field nodes increase with the length of the item lists
that activate them. This rule holds until an optimal list length is
reached.

3. Masking hierarchy-A node that is activated by a given item list can
mask nodes that are acti,'ated by sub lists of this list.

4. List selectivity-If a nod:e's trigger list has length n, it cannot be
supraliminally activated by lists of length significantly less than n.

Properties 1 and 2 suggest that the adaptive filter contains a profusion of
pathways that are scattered blroadly over the masking field. Property 3
suggests that closely related lists activate nearby nodes in the masking
field. Postulate 4 says that, despite the profusion of connections, long list
nodes are tuned not to resporui to short sublists.

The main problem is to res:olve the design tension between profuse
connections and list selectivit~{. This tension must be resolved both for
short-list (e.g., letter) and long-list (e.g., word) nodes: If connections are
profuse, why aren't short-list nodes unselective? In other words, what
prevents many different item nodes from converging on every short-list
node and thus being able to activate it? And if many item nodes do
converge on long-list nodes, wlhy aren't these long-list nodes activated by
sublists of the items? Someho'N the number of item nodes that contact a
list node is calibrated to match the output threshold of the list node. A
combination of random growth. rules for pathways and self-similar growth
rules for list nodes can be shov{n to achieve all of these properties (Cohen
and Grossberg, 1986a; Grossberg, 1978e).

Suppose that each item node of ?Ji(3) sends out a large number of ran-
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domly distributed pathways towaLrd the lis~ n<:Jdcs of ~J_~).- Suppose further
that an item node contacts a list node. with- apr~_scrib~~ small'probability
p. This probability is small becalise there ar~.~ariy more list nodes than
item nodes. Let A be the mean number of such contacts across all of thc
list nodes. The probability that exactly k pathways contact a given list
node is given by the Poisson.distribution';:~ .:?,':i!,:"i;; '::'" ;-~f;iji:::1:_::::

.' ..'~: c:/',. :1' :" (58)

If K is chosen so that K < A < K +: 1, then P k is an increasing function of k
if 1 oS k oS K and a decreasing fun~tiori of k if k 2: K. Thus lists of length k
no greater than the optimal length K are represcntcd within the masking
field, thcreby satisfying properties 1 and 2. Other random growth rules,
such as the hypergeometric distriibution, also havc similar propertics. Duc
to the broad and random distribution of pathways, list nodes will tend to
be clustered near nodes correspolnding to their sublists, thereby tending to

satisfy property 3.

XLIII. THE SELF-SIMllJ~R GROWTH RULE AND THE
OPPOSITE:S ATTRACT RULE

To discuss property 4, I interpret each list node as a population of cell
sites. This population may consist of many neurons, each of which pos-
sesses many sites. For simplicity, I consider only a single neuron in such a

population.
A list node that receives k pat.hways somehow dilutes the input due to

each pathway so that (almost) all k pathways must be active to generate a
suprathreshold respons.e. As ~ increases, the amount of dilution also in-
creases. This property suggest~) that long-list cells have larger cellular
volumes, since a larger volume (;an more effectively dilute a signal due to
a single output pathway. Larger volu~es also permit more pathways to
reach the cell's surface, other _things .being equal. The formal constraint
that long-list nodes are associate:d with larger parameters, such as number
of sites and spatial frequencies, is thus extended to a physical instantia-
tion wherein more sites exist paLrtly because the cells have larger surface
areas. This conclusion reaffirms the importance of the self-similarity prin-
ciple in designing a masking ~Ield: A cell has longer interactions (e.g.,
axons) because it has a large.r:~:ell body to suPpo,,~~. them.. .

How do larger cell surfaces attract more pathways, whereas smaller
cell surfaces attract fewer pathvvays? This property-is not as obvious as it
may seem. Without further arg;u.mcnt, a cell surface that is densely cn-
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crusted with axon terminals might easily be fired by a small subset of
these axons. To avoid this possibility, the number of allowable pathways
must be tuned so that the cell is never overloaded by excitation.

There exist two main ways to guarantee this condition. I favor the
second way, but a combination of the two is also conceivable:

1. At an early stage of development, a spectrum of cell sizes is endoge-
nously generated across' the masking field by a developmental pro-
gram. Each cell of 'a given size contains a proportional number of
membrane organelles that can migrate and differentiate into mature
membrane receptors in res:ponse to developing input pathways (Pat-
terson & Purves', 1982). Thle number of membrane organelles is regu-
lated to prevent the internal level of cell excitation (as measured,
say, by the maximum ratio of free internal Na+ to K+ ions) from
becoming too large.

2. Pathways from the item field grow to the list nodes via random
growth rules. Due to ranclom growth, some cells are contacted by
more pathways than others. Before these pathways reach their tar-
get cells, these cells are of approximately the same size. As longer
item lists begin to be proct~ssed by the item field, these lists activate
their respective list nodes. The target cells experience an abnormal
internal cellular milieu (e.,g., abnormally high internal Na+/K+ con-
centration ratios) due to the convergence of many active pathways
on the small cell volumes. These large internal signals gradually
trigger self-similar cell grtJwth that continues until the cell and its
processes grow large enough to reduce the maximal internal signal to
normal levels. ~,j I;;

The tuning of cell volumes in ~(4) to the number of converging afferent
pathways from ~(3) is thus mlediated by a self-similar use-and-disuse
growth rule. Grossberg (196ge:) proposed such a rule for cell growth to
satisfy general properties of ceillular homeostasis. In the present applica-
tion, the fact that internal cellular indices of membrane excitation can
trigger cell growth until these indices equilibrate to normal levels suggests
why the mature cell needs simultaneous activation from most of its path-
ways before it can fire. ! ..

A self-similar growth rule has many appealing properties. Most nota-
bly, only item lists that occur in a speaker's language during the critical
growth period will be well represented by the chunks of the speaker's
masking field. This fact may be: relevant to properties of second language
learning. If input excitation continues to maintain cell volume throughout
the life of the cell, partial tran~iaction of the cell's input pathways should
induce a partial reduction in cell volume. Moreover, if the transient mem-
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ory span of the item field equals K (Section XXXV), the optimal chunk
length in the masking field should also approximate K. In other words, the
chunk lengths (in the masking field '!j(4» to which the speaker is sensitive
are tuned by th~ lengths of item sequences (in the item field '!j(3» that the
speaker can- recall directly out of STM.

A second issue concerning the developmental self-organization of the
.., .., ..

masking fie~d~sthe.following': Ho'wdo.eseachmasking subfield know how
to choose inhibitory pathways tha.t are strong enough to carry out efficient

:."'.,'J,"\" ".
masking but not s.o"strong as to pJ~event any list from activating the mask-

., " ..

ing field?I.Ii.ave'predlcted(Grossberg, 1978e,.Secti~n 45) that this type of
property ,is 4.~:ve,lopmentally c~ntrolled by.aQ. "opposites attract" rule,
whereby' excitatory. site's attract inhibitory pathways and inhibitory sites
attract "excitatory pathways. The prediction' suggests how intracellular
parameters can regulate the attracting morphogens in such a way that
balanced on-center, off-surroundl pathways result.

It remains to illustrate how. constraints on list length, masking hierar-
chy, and list selectivity can be computationally realized in a network such
as that in Equation 57. Cohen and Grossberg (1986a, 1986b) describe
computer simulations that demonstrate all the desired properties of a
masking field. This masking field obcys equations of thc form

-(x~J) + C) ~ g(x~K»F!JIGIKIHIKnJI.
I7I,K

In Equation 59, x~J) is the STM a(;tivity of the ith cell in ~(4) which receives
input pathways from only the iltem represen~ations of items 'j, i E J,
whereJis an unordered set of indices. Notation IJI denotes the size of set
J. Thus interaction coefficients ~iuch as DVI and FiJI depend only upon the
size of the set J of items, not u.pon the items themselves. These coeffi-
cients are chosen to satisfy the growth constraints

and L FVIC1JK\HIKN! = constant.
m,K

2: pjf = constant
jeJ

XLIV. AUTOMATIC PARSING, LEARNED SUPERIORITY
EFFECTS, AND SERIAL POSITION EFFECTS DURING

P A nERN COMPLETION

I now summarize some of the psychological implications of masking
field dynamics. As a list of items is presented to the item field ~(3), the
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encoding of the list will be upd,ated continuously. At every time, the most
predictive chunks of the list that is active at that moment will rapidly
mask the activities of less pred:ictive chunks, even though these less pre-
dictive chunks'may have been dominant in an earlier temporal context.
As the total list length exceeds the maximal length of any sublist encoded
within ~h~. masking field fji(4) , the network will automatically parse the
total list into that grouping of sublists that can best survive mutual mask-
ing ~c.r~_s_~fji(4).. : .-,' _.'0

.Both of these properties are influenced by learning in important ways.
For ex~~pl~~ ~uppose that a given list is familiar to the network (e.g., a
familiar \yor.d) but that none of its sublists ha~~ ever been individually
presented to th~ network. In the fji(3) ~ fji(4) adaptive filter, the pattern of
LTM traces corresponding to the chunk of the whole list will be much
better tuned than the L TM pa1:terns corresponding to any sublist chunk.
This is because rapid masking of all sublist chunks by the whole list has
occurred on all learning trials (Section XXIII). Consequently, on recall
trials a sufficiently large sublist of the list may activate the chunk corre-
sponding to the whole list rathe:r than its own sublist chunk. This property
is due to the differential amplification of the ~(3) ~ ~(4) signals that corre-
spond to the tuned L TM traces of the list chunk. This whole-list pattern
completion effect should be w(~aker in situations wherein the sublists are
also familiar lists (e.g., familiar word embedded in familiar word) due to
three factors working together: the stronger relative amplification of the
sublist chunks by their tuned IoJ TM patterns, the greater innate ease with
which a sublist can activate a sublist chunk than a list chunk, and the
possibility that nodes with smaller parameters can mask nodes with larger
parameters if they receive largler inputs (Section XXXIX). These proper-
ties also indicate how a familiar word in a nonword may be recognized.

Which sublist of a list can best activate the full list code? Often the
answer is the sublists concentr;ated at the beginning and end of a list. This
is because the pattern of ST1~ temporal order information across fji(3)
often exhibits a primacy effect~1 a recency effect, or an STM bow (Section
XXXIV). Thus the strongest ~)TM activities are often at either end of a
list. As the L TM pattern of a li:st chunk becomes parallel through learning
to its STM pattern at ~(3), the .largest L TM traces correspond to items at
the list beginning and end. The:;e large L TM traces are the ones capable of
selectively amplifying sublist items. Rumelhart and McClelland (1982)
report serial bowing effects in their data on word recognition. However,
their model does not explain 1:hese data without the benefit of auxiliary
hypotheses (see Lawry & La.Berge, 1981, for related data). If certain
sublists are practiced often, their L TM patterns will preferentially acti-
vate the corresponding sublis:t chunks in the STM struggle across ~(4).
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Different parsings of the same list can thus be determined by changing the
alphabet of practiced sublists. "'-;; ~'.:~'-'
-Once a given parsing of sublist c:odes across ~(4) starts .to' 6.e activated,' it
delivers template feedback to ~(3). Word suReriority effects (Johnston &--, ,., ." .

McClelland,: 1974) are abetted b}' the larg~r. p.'1:r~~~~~rsof'long lists, aI-'
t~ough- t.~e.re exists a tradeoff in reaction ~tim~.,~~'(;is~,res of superioi~iy:

.' ,.",,"",~.- """'-~".'..4

between how long it takes to supraliminally activate.'a list code and the
."'" ", -.".. .c";'" ,'c.- '1.;.. :i

strengt~Qf ..its top-down feedback. The list length predi~tion has received..
".. ..~, -.'...',.,., ,.,..

,experi~eIital support fr9m S~uel et al. (~.~~2_;'..~?,8J):- A ~~mpla~~ ex~~a-':' :
nation,Qf,word superior~ty is also :suggested_by ~~~elh..art and McClelland..
(1982). J:~~~e. are a~ least. two iin.po,rtant diffit~#'~~§:~~t~~en O,:!f th~~f:i.~.~; ~
As I DQted.ln SectIon I, Rumelhart and McGelraQd (1,~82) postulate the'."

.., r .'. 1..~ .

existence of distinct letter and word levels, and connect letters and words'
.'..c., .'

to each other in different ways. Iv[y theory replaces lcttcr and word lcvcls'..
by item and list levels, and connects these'lcvels.ln~a d.ifferc~t way than
would be appropriate if letter and word levels existed. These ,theories are
fundamentally different both in their levels a~d in their interactions. For
example, in a model using letter and word levels, letters such as A and I
which are also words are represelr1ted on both !cvcls, butlcttcrs such as K
and L are represented only on l~he letter level. It remains unclear how
such a distinction can be learned 'without using a homunculus. In contrast,
in a model using item and list levels, all familiar letters are represented on
both levels, because "all letters and words are lists." Although both
letters and words can activate list chunks, they ~o so with varying degrees
of ease due to differences in the :spatial and temporal contexts into which
they have been embedded. .-

This fact leads to a second major difference between our theories.
Rumelhart and McClclland (198~~) consider only four-letter words and do
not discuss the role of learning. Therefore, they cannot easily explain how
a familiar three-letter word in a four-letter no~word is processed. Instead
of being able to use the parametric biases due to sublist length, learning,
and so on in the coding of individual subsequences, they must derive all of
the processing differences betwl~en words, pseudowords, and nonwords
from differences in the number cf activated words in their network hierar-
chy. This type of explanation does not see.m capable of explaining the
word length effect. Grossberg (1984b) an4,.Gro~sberg and Ston.e (1986a)
describe other differences betwe:en the the'ones and their ability (0 explain
word recognition data. ..,. ..

The present theory suggests some of the opcrations that may prevent a
word superiority effect from c,ccurring (Chastain, 1982). Of particular
interest is the manner in which attentional factors can modulate this ef-
fect. For example, suppose tha,t a subject givcs differential ~ttcntion to
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the first item in a string, thus amplifying the corresponding item represen-
tation in STM. When the adaoptive filter responds to the whole list of
items, the input to the sublist code that corresponds to the first item is

differentially amplified. The additional salience of this sublist code en-
ables it to compete more effecl:ively with the sublist codes of longer list
chunks. This competition weakens the activation of the longer chunks in
~(4) and enables the item churn: to generate relatively more the template
feedback to ~(3). Item chunk feedback is also the primary source of tem-
plate feedback when a string of unrelated letters is presented. Attentional
processes enter this explanation in two mechanistically distinct but inter-
dependent ways:oAttentional mechanisms amplify the item representation
in ~(3). Template feedback is also an attentional mechanism but one that is
capable of acting- on a more global scale of processing. The two ° atten-

tional mechanisms are linked via the adaptive filter and the masking field.

XLV. GRAY CHIPS OR GREAT SHIPS?

The resonant feedback dynaLmics between ~(3) and ~(4) also help to
explain the interesting findings of Repp et al. (1978). By varying the frica-
tive noise and silence durations in gray ship, they found that "given
sufficient silence, listeners report GRAY CHIP when the noise is short
but GREAT SHIP when it is ;[ong" (Repp et al., 1978, p. 621). There
exists "a trading relation betw(~en silence and noise durations. As noise
increases more silence is needed. ..For equivalent noise durations,
more silence was needed in the fast sentence frame than in the slow
sentence frame to convert the f~ricative into an affricative" (Repp et al.,

1978, p. 625).
Part of an explanation for this phenomenon depends on the fact that

articulatory acts influence which "feature detectors" are tuned by audi-
tory feedback (Section XXX). Auditory experience of articulatory acts
thus determines not only what item representations of ~(3) will be acti-
vated, but also what sequence representations of ~(4) will be activated.
Another part of the explanatioltl uses the fact that the list codes in ~(4)
group together and perceptually complete auditory signals into familiar
articulatory configurations via l(~arned template feedback to ~(3). A subtle
issue here is that a particular c:ompletion by template feedback is often
contingent on the receipt of at least partially confirmatory auditory cues.
Yet another part of the explanation uses the fact that a speed-up of speak-
ing rate may alter commensurately all STM activities across ~(3) by
changing all the item integration times, as in Equation 54. Due to the LTM
invariance principle, a sufficien1tly uniform speed-up may not significantly
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alter the list codes selected across '~(4) (Section XXXV) after constrast
enhancement has acted to generat,c'tuned categories (Scction XXII). Thus
"judgments of phonetic structure"and tempo are not,independent; but are
made simultaneously and interactively'" (Miller, 1981,'p. 69).: 

Finally, we come to the role of silence, which I consider the most

challenging aspect of these data.:,Sil,ence!s .not a passive state of.','noth-.' ".. ." ' -,.,
mgness ; It IS an active state that refl.ects the temporal context in which it
is placed.' Apart from the featu:ralproperties of silence "as a temporal
boundary to activity pattern' onse:ts and offsets~' I believe that the trading
relationship reflects the fact tha,t~ the nonspecific gain of ~(4! is higher
during rapid speech than~during slower speech and that this gain vades on
a slower time scale than the onse:t or offset of an individual auditory cue.
Recall from Section XXIII that a nonspecific gain control signal accompa-
nies each specific cue to regulate the network QT or, equivalently, to
renormalize the total operating load on the network (see also Grossberg,
1978e, Section 59). Such a variation of gain with speech rate can partially
compensate for a decrease in i,ntegration times Tj by increasing Aj in
Equation 54 and decreasing <l>k in Equation 56. Thus the effects of a given
duration of silence can be interpreted only by knowing the context-sensi-
tive gain that calibrates the procc:ssing rates of auditory cues which bound
the silence. These properties need to be studied further in numerical
simulations.

XLVI. SENSORY RECOG~~ITION VERSUS MOTOR RECAll:
NETWORK lESIONS AND AMNESIAS

This chapter's summary of th,e temporal coding designs that are pres-
ently known is incomplete. One also needs to build up analogous machin-
ery to chunk the temporal orde:r of motor commands and then to show
how sensory and motor chunks arc interconnected ,via associative maps.
Only in this fashion can a full understanding of the differences and rela-
tionships between sensory recognition and motor recall be achieved.

The partial independence of s~ensory and motor temporal order mecha-
nisms is perhaps best shown through the behavior of amnesic patients
(Butters & Squire, 1983). ForITl,al a~nesic syndromes, that are strikingly
reminiscent of real amnesic syndromes can be generated in the networks
of the present theory. For exampl~~ .cutting out the source of orienting
arousal in Figure 6.15 generate~, a network that shares many symptoms of
medial temporal amnesia, and c;utting out the source ,of incentive motiva-
tional feedback in network models of motivated b.ehavior generates a
syndrome characterized by flat affect and i~paired t~.a~sfer from sensory

, '
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STM to L TM (Grossberg, 197], 1975, 1982b). Both of these lesions are
interpreted as oc,:urring !n formal network analogs of hippocampus and
other closely related structures.

Grossberg (1978e, Section ~\4) analyzes a network (Figure 6.19) in
which sensory and motor temp,oral coding mechanisms are associatively
joined to allow updating of internal representations to take place during
the learning and performance of planned action sequences. The next sec-
tion supplements these designs by outlining some related concepts about

rhythm. -
;;",'

XLVII. FOUR TYPES OF ~~HYTHM: THEIR REACTION TIMES
AND AROUSAL SOURCES

I believe that humans possess at least four mechanistically distinct
sources of rhythmic capability.. The on-off rebounds within specialized
gated dipole circuits can be us(~d to generate endogenous rhythms (Car-
penter and Grossberg, 1983a, 1983b, 1984, 1985), as in the periodic
rhythms of agonist-antagonistic motor contractions. For example, sup-
pose that the on-cell of a gated dipole is perturbed to get a rhythm started.
A few controlled on-cell inputs at a fixed rate can determine the nonspe-
cific arousal level (Figure 6.21), which then feeds back to maintain an
automatic on-off oscillation at the same rate, as in walking, until the
arousal level is inhibited. Willed changes in the arousal level can continu-
ously modulate the frequency of the oscillation after it gets going. When
successive dipole fields in a net'Nork hierarchy interact mutually, they can
also mutually entrain one another in a rhythmic fashion (Grossberg,
1978t). A deep understanding of this type of entrainment requires further
numerical and mathematical study of the nonlinear dynamics of interact-
ing dipole fields.

In a related type of rhythm generator, source cells excite themselves
with positive feedback signals and inhibit other source cells via inhibitory
interneurons that temporally average .outputs from the source cells. In
these on-center off-surround n{~tworks, the temporal averaging by inhibi-
tory interneurons replaces the temporal averaging by transmitter gates
which occur in a gated dipole. ,~ nonspecific arousal signal which equally
excites all the source cells en(~rgizes the rhythm and acts as a velocity
signal. Ellias and Grossberg (1'975) showed that in-phase oscillations can
occur when the arousal level is relatively small. As the arousal level is
increased, these in-phase osci~l.ations occur with higher frequency. When
a critical arousal level is reached, a Hopfbifurcation occurs. Out-of-phase
oscillations then occur at increasingly high frequency as the arousal level
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Figure 6.21 A feedback gated dipole as a rhythm generator: A fcw evenly spaccd on-inputs

to the gated dipole start an out-of-phase: oscillation going between on-cells and off-cclls.

Both types of cells can activate the nonspl:cific arousal node which has been sensitized by an

act of will. The period of the rhythm :)ets the average level of arousal, which in turn

perpetuates the rhythm until the arousal node is inhibited or further excited to speed up the

rhythm.

is further increased. Such results suggest an approach towards under-
standing how changes in motor g;ait are controlled by spinal circuits ~hich
automatically interpret a simple descending velocity signal by changing
both the frequency and the patte:rning of motor outflow signals to sever~l
limbs (Grillner, 1975). .'.

A third type of rhythm occurs when a preplanned "program" of~ctions
is read out of a pattern of temporal order information in STM as rapid~y as
possible (Section XVI). This type of rhythm also uses nonspecific arousal,
in the. form of a rehearsal wave, abetted by self-inhibitory feedba~k:!~at
sequentially resets the STM pattern to prevent a single action from~~ing
performed perseveratively. Perf'ormance of this kind can exhibit at least
two properties: an increase in the reaction time of the first item as a
function of list length,- due to normalization of the total STM activity-
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Section XVIII, and a slowing down of the performance of later items, due
to the tendency for primacy to dominate recency lin short lists (Sections
VIII and XXXIV)~ Sternberg and his colleagues have reported reaction
time data of this type during rapid speaking and typewriting of word lists
of different lengths (Sternberg et al., 1978; Sternberg et al., 1980). Gross-
berg and Kuperstein (1986) have used this type of rhythm generator to
analyze how a seq1:!.ence of' pianned eye movem~nts can be performed
under control of th'e frontal eye fields. .','

I call the fourth type of rhythmic capability "imitative rhythm." This is
the type of rhythm whereby a list of familiar items of reasonable length
can be performed ata p~escribed aperiodic rhythm after a single hearing.

.~ "' ' -~-

It IS also the type of rhythm. whereby one can think ofDA-DA not as a list
of four symbols but as DA repeated twice. This example suggests the
relevance of interactions between ordered item Irepresentations and a
rhythm-generating mechanism to the dev~lopm.e!nt of simple counting
skills (Gelman & Gallistel, 19'78). The mechanism of imitative rhythms
also uses a nonspecific arousal. mechanism. Indeed, all rhythmic mecha-
nisms use nonspecific arousal in some way, and ~ll nonspecific arousal
sources elicit rhythm by being interpreted by the field of specific represen-
tations that they energize (Section IX). In this sense, all rhythmic mecha-
nisms are structural expressions of the factorization of pattern and energy

(Section V).
The intuitive idea leading to a mechanism of imitative rhythm is de-

picted in Figure 6.22. Each list item is encoded by ladaptive filtering and a
temporal order representation in STM. Each list item also simultaneously
delivers a nonspecific arousal pulse to the rhythmlgenerator. Thus every
item excites a specific pathway and a nonspecific pathway in a variant of
Figure 6.] 5. The internal organization of the rhythm generator converts
the duration of the nonspecific pulse into a topographically organized
STM intensity. This happens for every item in th~ sequence, up to some
capacity limit. Thus the rhythm generator is a (parallel) buffer of sorts,
~ut it does not encode item iinformation. Rather, it codes rhythm ab-
stractly as an ordered series of intensities. When the rehearsal wave
nonspecifically activates the whole field, these intensities are read out in
order by a parallel mechanism and are reconverted into durations. A
detailed construction of a rhythm generator is given in Grossberg (1985).
;. : Coding a series of durations as a spatially orpered patte_~n of STM
intensities greatly simplifies the efficient learning of aperiodic sequences
,of actions. For example, a single sequence chunk in ~(4) can simulta-
neously sample a spatial pattf:rn of temporal ord~r information in STM
over a field of item representations and a spatial pattern of ordered inten-
sities in the rhythm generator. Read-out from a single sequence chunk can
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Figure 6.22 An aperiodic rhythm genl~rator transforms durations of nonspecific arousal
waves into ordered intensities of stored STM activities. Concurrently, the list items that
elicited the arousing signals are stored as a pattern of STM temporal order information
across item representations. The onset of a sustained nonspecific rehearsal wave trclnsforms
the ordered intensities of the rhythm generator back into durations during which the re-
hearsal wave is inhibited. The result is a series of timed and ordered output bursts from the
item representations. Rapid performance of the item representations can occur in response
to the rehearsal wave alone even when no inhibiting signals from the rhythm generator are
available to modulate performance rate. Both the STM pattern of temporal order informa-
tion and the STM pattern of timing information can be encoded by a single node, such as the
'sequence chunk that is generated by adlaptive filtering of the STM.pattern of ordered item

information.

thus' recall the entire sequence of items with the correct aperiodic rhythm.
For example, a baby may repea't the correct number of sounds in response
to an unfamiliar list of words, a~1 well as the rhythm with which the sounds
we're spoken, even though he or she cannot pronounce the sounds them-
selves. The ability to imitate th(~ rhythm of one, two, or three sounds is at
first 'much better than the ability to imitate the rhythm or number of a

.longer list of sounds. -"" I" ";' '
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XLVIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter illustrates how a small nurnbcr of network principlcs and
mechanisms can be used to discuss many topics related to the adaptive
self-organization of serial order in behavior. Perhfips the most important
unifying concepts that arise in this framework are those of adapt~ye res:o-
nance,' adaptive context-mediated avalanche, adaptively invariant .STM
order information in an item field, and an adaptively tuned self-similar
masking field. All of these,concepts suggest thatl the functional units of
network activity are inherently il0nlinear and nonlocal patterns that co-
herently bind a network's local computations into a context-sensitive
whole. The program of classifying the adaptive resonances that control
different types of planned serial behavior promisles to antiquate the ho-
munculi that burden some contemporary theories of intelligent behavior,
and to end Neisser's (1976) nightmare of "processing and still more pro-
cessing" with a synthetic moment of resonant recognition.

APPENDIX: DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS

A few equations include all the constructions ofFmbedding field theory.
Although it is hard work to choose the paramete~~ that characterize spe-
cialized processors, these equations provide a guiding framework.

When Equation 6 is generalized to include conditionable inhibitory
L TM traces Zij- as well as conditionable excitat~ry L TM traces Zij+, we
find (using an obvious extension of the notation) Ithat

-L Cj;Zji
i

-+ Ii,

and

-+ Eij-[xj]-,D -.,= -ij ~.ij

where [~]- = max( -~, 0). If the inhibitory signals are mediated by slowly

varying inhibitory interneuronal potentials Xi- th1t are activated by excit-atory potentials Xi +, we find that -

d
dt Zij"
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.. ,. .,", j

If inter~ctions can be either shunting or additive, 1hen equation A4 is

generalIzed to l'1

(AB)

Equations A5-A 7 have similar generalizations. Folrl example, Equation

A6 becomes

(A9)

If transmitter accumulation rate is slow relative to .ransmitter depletion

rate, then the amount of transmitter Zij+ generated jy the L TM trace zij+

satisfies II

(AIO)

where Qij+ increases with Xi-. The transmitter gating equations of a gated
dipole are of this type. Correspondingly, Equation A8 is changed to

d

(All)-(Hj+ + Kj+ Xj+)

If self-regulatory auto receptive feedback occurs among all the synapses
of similar type that convcrge on a singl~ nodc, t~n Equation AIO bc-

comes .I

(AI2)

In Equation A4, Bjt+ denotes an c~xcitatory signal fro$} Uj+ to Uj+ andCfi+
denotes an inhibit~ry signal from Uj- to Uj +. The other notations can be
read analogously. Four types of LTM traces are now possible; for exam-.-pl'~;':-.':"j..~.' 

,','.2; ~~':~\;::-~'~:~~.i'~..,::~;'.,i~',
..' /". -.,. ' .. . -7.. ..=.- D ..7.. + E.. [x . ] (A6).,.., .' 40,. " 40,' ..." ., ..',..
,..,.1' .".'dtu.J:J',"_u,u""u '}"-:"." "

a;;~': ; '. '..:';:".'~;~' ~~~~;:~:'!:~~'~_c:., : ~~'r~;::." .,.;' , .,:11.:-':,

, diZij '.-:-,-Dij zij ,+Eij [Xj]. ".'(A7)
.-".' '. c' ."'.." ", -.,
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The other transmitter equations admit analogous rutoreceptor generaliza-
tions. Transient properties of transmitters, such as mobilization and enzy-
matie modulation, may be defined by extensions lof these equations (Car-
penter & Grossberg, 1981; Grossberg, 1974). f;;A 1
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